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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1 " 1 INTRODUCTION

with the second largest geographical territory in the

world and a disproportionate population, Canada has out of

necessity relied upon innovation to mask the apparent ine-
quality in this relationship. This innovation is apparent

in many facets of Canadian life, and in particular, her for-
eign policy" Whether it be her war contributions, UDited

Nations peacekeeping or any number of international events,

Canada is able to magnify her importance in world affairs
and seek her objectives through innovative means.

Canada has used innovative means to lay both legal and

physical claim to her northern territories. In particular,
she has found v¡ays, despite recent threats, to strengthen

her claim to the waters of the Arctic Archipelago. The

recent focus upon the Àrctic and the questioning of her own

sovereignty has fueled the necessity for innovation once

again" Mixed with the conventional need for physical control
of a territory, Canada has claimed that surveillance, in

particular space-based surveillance is an affirmation of

Canadian sovereignty.

1-
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The ability of Canada to claim that the use of space-

based surveillance is an affirmation of her Àrctic sover-

eignty, although no current capability exists, is based

upon, not the spatial convergence of the lega1 regimes of

air and space, but their spatial divergence or functional

convergence; the continued international acceptance of sat-

ellite reconnaissance, her physical ability to act upon the

information provided, and the relationship between NORAD,

SDI and the further evolution of continental defence policy"

The purpose of this work is to determine whether or not Can-

ada could acquire her own space-based surveillance system as

an affirmation of sovereignty, and if sor what policy con-

siderations, international obligations and innovative

approaches would be required to acquire, maintain and pro-

tect such a system.

1 "2 METHODOLOGY

The analytical methods used by political science are

applicable to a variety of societal problems of internation-
al or domest ic concern. Às Ei lene Galloway suggests ,

"[p]olitical science is one of the social sciences that can

contribute to an understanding of problems that arise from

the impact of space science and technology on society."l
Further to this premise, although the degree is of some con-

tention, "is the fact that orbiting satellites have altered

1 EiIene GaIloway
ical Science in
(No. 617,1986)

, ttGovernment
Outer Space, "

, p.467.

in Àction: The
Acta Astronaut

of PoI i t-
VoI. 1 3

Role
lCa,
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and expanded the concept of sovereignty."2 Canada's attempt

to explain the use of surveillance satellites as an affirma-
tion of sovereignty exhibits the required need for political
science to examine the various al-terations to the concept

and its impact upon future policy"

The motivation for this work is
outer space, Canada and politica
the study of satellites, soverei

desire to synthesize technology w

cept. The like1y outcome of such

policy considerations for Canada

her objectives.

threefold" Àn interest in

I science lends itself to

gnty and Canada's apparent

ith a political-Iega1 con-

a study should be a set of

to accomplish or further

The method of analysis is important to the outcome of

this work, as the quality of a road map is to the ability to

reach a particular destination. In this instance that desti-
nation, although concluding with a set of policy considera-

tions, is not necessarily a known quantity as the applica-

tion of this work, being the acquisition of Canadian

surveillance satellites, has yet to be borne out" The final
outcome shall be determined through an examination of vari-
ous factors of analysis to explain why Canada's proposed use

of surveillance satellites must stress or ernphasize a rela-
tionship to sovereignty" Clearly the factors analyzed must

Iend themselves to the central themes of sovereignty, the

satellites in question and the Canadian interpretation of

2 rbid" p.470"
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their use. They must also be abLe to answer or explain what

is sovereignty? How did Canada acquire it? Is Canadian sov-

ereignty in doubt? Does surveillance affirm sovereignty? ff.

sor can satellite surveillance affirm sovereignty and how

can Canada accomplish this task? Associated with these qrr:t

tions an entire realm of internal and external relations and

factors, institutional and conceptual exarninations, an eval-

uation of both documents and historical accounts, as well as

both consistencies and variations in the sources of policy

which require analysis"

The methodology used in this work will be what is gener-

aIly known as the historical-analytical approach.3 This

approach wiII offer the widest possible context and variety
of analysis. This will provide a measurement of the changes

in the contextual process and events and will broaden the

factual basis of the major sources of analysis in a long-

range perspective" Such an approach will focus upon both

empirical and normative el-ements of analysis, o examining

concepts, identifying multiple factors and relations as well

as determining consistency and coherence in policy. The

examination of normative elements wiII offer a prescriptive

3 See Jerome M. Clubb, "The
in Donald M. Freeman,
pp. 64 3-67 3 .

Hi storical-Ànalyt ical Àpproach, "
Foundations of Political Science.

a See Evron Kirkpatrick, "From Past
History of the Discipline, in Ibid"
theory offers an interpretation or
diction about facts and behaviour,
offers prescription based upon what
be"

to Present" Part 1, A
pp.10-15. Empirical

explanation and pre-
while normative theory
should or should not
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analysis of the merits of a Canadian space-based surveil-
Iance system" For the most part this work is dedicated to

why Canada wishes to acquire space-based surveillance of its
territory to affirm her sovereignty and how it should accom-

plish this task. The following chapters are divided with

this purpose in mind"

1.3 RESEARCH ÀND ANÀLYSIS

The second chapter examines the concept of sovereignty

from its historical roots to the present day, exploring the

classical literature of Thomas Hobbes, Jean Bodin, John Aus-

tin and Jean-Jacques Rousseau to the modern Iiterature of

theorists such as Raymond Aron. From the content of this
literature, the theory and tradition of the concept of sov-

ereignty wiII be discussed, as welI as the major perspec-

tives, strengths and areas of neglect. From this historical
view the modern concept of sovereignty will be discussed as

well as its corollary, territorial sovereignty, in order to

determine clarity and precision of the term from the broad-

est context of theory. The principles of state sovereignty

and the internationally recognized process of states acquir-
ing and maintaining sovereignty, and the various sources of

interpretation, wiIl be the end result of this chapter.

Chapter Three takes a specific look at Canada's legaj. and

historical claims to her Arctic region. As a process of con-

solidation, Canada's claim has been disputed by various
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states over the years. The most current dispute, involving

the Northwest Passage will be examined and discussed, draw-

ing upon both historical and contemporary arguments. The

measures taken by Canada to strengthen her claims, such as

the relationship between Inuit land claims and the Northwest

Passager âs welI âs, the unilateral Canadian action to

enclose the Àrchipelago will be examined with the process

and prospects for dispute settlement in mind.

Chapter Four follows along similar lines as Chapter

Three, however its focus is upon Canada's Àrctic defence

concerns, challenges and initiatives, examining the physical

capabilities necessary to enforce Canadian jurisdiction and

affirm sovereignty. The strategic considerations, which have

necessitated a review of Canada's Àrctic defences, the capa-

bilities required and the commitments to be met, shall also

be discussed. It wilI draw upon both government and non-gov-

ernment sources from Ministers, DND military personnel, Sen-

ate hearings and scholars" The chapter concludes with an

examination . of Canada's current surveillance capabilities
and requirements "

Chapter Five begins the discussion of space-based sur-

veillance systems examining the use of satellites for sur-

veillance and the technology and rationale of its use avail-
able to Canada. This chapter refers spec i f ically to

Parliamentary reports on the issue and other supporting

technical information to confirm feasibility. The future of
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Canadian surveillance capabilities and requirements will be

examined in terms of the relationship between NORÀD and the

United States' Strategic Defence rnitiative (Sor) and possi-

ble Ballistic Missile Def ence (st'D).

Chapter Six takes a very important look at the informally
negotiated reconnaissance satellite regime and their inter-
nationally accepted use. Current and future challenges to

the regime will be examined, as will the subsequent propo-

sals for formal international agreement upon the use and

dissemination of information acquired by earth-monitoring or

remote sensing satellites. These consideraLions, the current

and future legaI views and other foreign policy concerns of

satellite reconnaissance will be examined in an attempt to

secure, for Canada, the internationally accepted use of sat-
ellites to affirm sovereignty. This chapter draws upon a

wide range of political, technical and legal sources of

international stature.

Chapter Seven concludes this study by assessing the rela-
tionship between Canadian sovereignty, surveillance satel-
Iites and outer space; and makes recommendations for future
policy options, in keeping with Canada's policy objectives

of national development and cornmercial prof itability in out-

er space activities.s The following chapter examines the

broad political and legal understanding of the term sover-

eignty.

s David g. De$¡itt and
Power (Toronto: John

John J" Kirton, Canada as a principle
wiley and Sons, 1983), p.339.



Chapter T I

SOVEREIGNTY ÀND TERRITORIAL SOVEREIGNTY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

It is the intent of this chapter to define and determine

what is meant by the terms "sovereign," "sovereignty" and

"territorial sovereignty" or "state sovereignty." The inter-
nationally recognized process of states claiming title to

territory and the right to exercise sovereignty will also be

discussed.

2.2 HISTORICÀL VIEW OF SOVEREIGNTY

The term sovereignty has under gone a series of changes,

meaning many things at different times, throughout the

course of human history. The term itself originates from

the latin word superanus refering to the "highestr uppermost

or supreme" object.l In Roman times, sovereignty existed in

much of the same way as it r.Ias later recaptured by classical
writers, although its application was merely internal, as no

relations between states existed. Prior to this period, the

Greeks did not use the term but did describe some virtues of

the state which approach the modern view.2 During the middle

r Steven Gorove
Re-exami ned , "
p.31 '1 .

, "Sovereignty and the Law
Annals of Àir and Space Law,

of Outer Space
Vol" II (1977),

8-
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ages, sovereignty was merely a superior authority in a hier-
archy whose relationship to the state was not explained"3

The concept of only one sovereign existing was a Roman

invention and did not appear during the middle ages" Georg

Schwarzenberger suggests that in medieval times the term

'sovereignty' had a Iimited meaning. "Anybody could justly

claim to be sovereign if, in any particular matter, there

vras no appeal from him to any higher authority."a

2.2,1 CIassical View

In classical doctrine, sovereignty def ined what v¡as

believed to be, by right of natural law, a final "supreme

authority, personal, indivisible and absoluter" held by a

ruler, monarch or head of a religious order.s The term was

first described in its classical form by such theorists as

Bodin, Hobbes, Rousseau and Austin. Their reasoning was pur-
poseful in the sense that defining sovereignty vras used for
"justifying the use of absolute power or symbolyzing the

actual possession of it."6 In Bodin's case it vras only log-

See Francis MacDonaId Cornford, The Republic of PIato(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979), pp.llg-lZg.
Bertrand De JouveneI, Sovereiqnty: Àn Inquirv into the
Political Good, J"F. Huntington, trans. (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1957), pp" 170-172.

Georg Schwarzenberger, Power Politics: À
Society (london: Stevens and Sons Limited, 1

Paul W. Ward, Sovereiqnty: â Study of
Political Notion (London: George Routledge
1928) , p. 23 "

F.H. Hinsley, Sovereiqnty.

Study of WorId
964), p. 86.

a Contemporary
and Sons Ltd",

(Cambridge : Cambridge Univer-



ical that one supreme and

existed" 7 Bodin states,
it is clear that the
majesty and absolute
laws generally on all
consent.." And if it
govern his state well
above the law. . . I

'10

perpetual authority for lawmaking

principle mark of sovereign
power is the right to impose
subjects regardless of their

is expedient that if he is to
, a sovereign prince must be

For Bodin the sovereign v¡as not bound by any lega1

restraint, nor did he set any guidelines for his function

other than the povrer to make and give laws, the pov¡er of

appointment, the knowledge of warfare and the final resort
of appeal from all courts.s However the sovereign vJas sub-

ject to natural law, according to Bodin, "[t]he absolute

pov¡er of princes and sovereign lords does not extend to the

laws of God and nature."1o

Hobbes salr the sovereign as a means of maintaining order

within political society. Man, according to Hobbes had to be

constrained by a superior forcer âs he would only observe

laws to his advantage. Thus he would consent to the wiII of

the sovereign out of self-interest.
Hobbes was,

The sovereign for

sity Press, 1 986)

7 ward, p.21

I Jean Bodin, The
and translated by
p. 32.

s Ibid" pp.43-49
1o rbid. p.29

r Þ. 217"

Six Books of
M"J. Tooley,

the Commonwealth, abridged-t-o*Ïõra: nãÐ BlacrweÍr )
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exempt from aIl resistance and interference, exer-
cises judgement concerning freedom of speechr pre-
scribes the rules governing property, has uttimate
jurisdiction in order that internal peace rnay be
preserved, determines matters of peace and war and
dispense both offices and honours. l 1

For Hobbes however the sovereign's supreme povier was con-

ditional upon fulfilling the need for Law and order" The

sovereign governed with the consent of man so long as he

fulf illed this basic task"

Rousseau envisioned sovereignty as the "exercise of the

general- wiIl...of the body of the peopler oF that of only a

portion."12 He described the general will of the body of the

people as "an act of sovereignty" constituting law; while

anything less was "on1y a particular will, or an act of mag-

istracy it is at most a decree."13 In such a society the

social order could be corrupt, not man. Man may have a

selfish interest but it was not to supercede the general

will which determined the social order, which may be cor-
rupt "

Àustin on the other hand sav¡ sovereignty as law not as

government. He suggested that

IeJvery positive law,
strictly so called, is
or a sovereign body of

or every law simpl-y and
set by a sovereign person,
persons, to a member or

11

12

Ward, Þ.22-23 "

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract and Discourse
on the Oriqin and Foundation of Inegualitv Àmonq Mankind
(New York: washington Square press, inC . , lSSl), pp.
27 -28 .

I bid. p. 28 "
13
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members of the independent political society
wherein the person or body is sovereign or
supreme. tt 1 4

Sovereignty for Àustin rested upon consent or the "habit
of obedience."15 Sovereignty could be held by a sovereign

body or a sovereign individual, but the number of people who

recognized the sovereign pov/er tr'as signif icant. 16 By ref er-
ing to Grotius, Àustin describes sovereign power as being

"perfectly or completely independent of other human power;

inasmuch that its acts cannot be annulled by any human witl
other than its own. " 1 7

Àustin differs from Hobbes on the question of sovereignty

recognized by other states. For Hobbes de iure and de facto

sovereignty Ì,¡ere indivisible, while Àustin distinguished

between the two by stating that "a government de facto may

be unlawful, whilst a government not de facto may be a gov-

ernment de iure.rr 18 this distinction became important as

the concept of sovereignty began to take on both internal
and external meaning as relations between sovereigns grevr

and the development of the international system began.

1 4 John
Etc "

15 rbid.
16 rbid.
17 Ibid"
18 rbid"

Àustin,
( t ondon :

pp. 1 93-1

p. 224.

p " 214.

p.349

The Province of
wEaenfefa ana N

94"

Jurisprudence Determined,
icolson, 1954), p. 193.
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2 "2.2 Development of the Modern Concept of Sovereiqnty"

Initially, the purpose of sovereignty was to assert the

superiority of one rel-igion over the other, or one ruler
over the other, in order to subjugate the masses and defeat

internal and external opposition" In fact the purpose of

sovereignty as embodied in the modern nation-state is to
justify or explain authority within a defined territory in

order "to exclude from its jurisdictional preserve any exer-

cise of alien sovereignty."le The sovereign, being the head

of the hierarchy, was enshrined with absolute lega1 and

political authority overa1l, which h'as considered uncondi-

tiona1.20 As competing sovereigns came into contact with one

another, each began to threaten each other's tegitimacy and

authority. This resulted in chaotic periods of war and

internal strife. Às a result of common interest, competing

sovereigns began to relate on a basis of equality and mutual

respect for each other's sovereignty. After many centuries
of customs and common practices being developed between sov-

ereigns, both in peace and v¡ar, the formal recognition of

the equality of sovereigns and the birth of the modern state
system was codified between European sovereigns with the

Peace of Westphalia in 1648.21 As a result of the formal

1s Charles DeVissher, Theorv and Realitv in Public
tional Law (Princeton: Princeton University préEs

L
[J. .ro

I nterna-w,
20 Raymond Àron, Peace and War New York:

pany Inc.,1966T, p. Zgg"

De Vissher, p. 8"21

Doubleday and Com-
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recognition of territorial sovereignty, Charles De Vissher

states that " Is] overeignty therefore becomes something more

than mere superiority; it is at once the greatest force and

the supreme authority within defined territorial 1ímits."22
À steady rise in the number of nation-sLates claiming abso-

lute legaI and political supremacy over territory has

occurred as a result of this treaty. From this point in time

the philosophy of the modern international state has

emerged, which "recognizes no international obligations oth-
er than those Lo which it has voluntarily agreed through

practice hardening into customr otr through specific written
consent expressed in treaties or other international agree-

ments."2s In otherwords, a state does not lose its sover-

eignty when signing an agreement which Iimits its actions.
Rather the state agrees not to exercise its sovereignty as a

matter of mutual convenience.2a

Although this can explain the reÌationships between sov-

ereigns, the internal workings of sovereignty has also under

gone a series of changes. The classical doctrine of sover-

eignty, which is absolutist by nature, cannot adequately

account for the political-legal order within modern states.

Ibid", p. '16"

Louis Henkin et aI, International Law, (St" paul, Minn.:
West Publishing Co., 19871, p. xxxix.

"Every subject of international law may decide for itself
whether to accept any further restrictions of its sover-
eignty. " Schwarzenberger , p.92. In fact al1 that inter-
national- law has fulfilled "is to fix with some precision
the conditions of establishing sovereignty in a given
territory. " De Vissher, p.80

22

23

24
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In fact, sovereignty as described by Hobbes in his Leviathan

never really existed.2s The concentration of sovereignty v¡as

never reaIly located in the king, and parliament did not

exist to check or balance this authority. "The crown" as De

Vissher explains "had never been soverei

bef ore the days of parl iament there vras

gn

no

by itself, for

real sovereignty

at all; sovereignty was only achieved by the energy of the

crovrn in parliament, and the f ruits of conquest vrere en joyed

in common."26 Democracies for instance, generally consist of

a complex of institutions sharing power which is Iimited by

the rule of law. Democracies are bound by some ru1es, like
the parliamentary system, which diminish the absolutist
nature of a single sovereign or group of sovereigns. Ini-
tia1ly, democracies responded l¡ith the supremacy of. legisla-
tive bodies. 27 Later, constitutional government emphasized

responsibility and law rather than arbitrary personal pre-

rogatives. In ÀngIo-Canadian constitutional law the sover-

eign, namely the Crown, has had most of its monarchs' pre-

rogatives abrogated through Acts of Parliament and

convention. Once a prerogative is taken from the monarch it

25 See Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, reprint ed.
165'1 English ed"(Oxford: Basil Blackwell)"

of original

26 De vissher, p"173

27 De Jouvenel states that " Ii]n England, after fifty years
of revolutions, the king found himself defeated. That is
not to say that sovereignty v¡as weakened, but only that
the part of the king in sovereignty was much diminished.
Thenceforward parliament, under the formula 'the king in
parliamentr' became more and more the effective holder of
sovereignty the principle beneficiary of the monopoli-
sation of sovereignty which king and parliament had
effected jointly." De Jouvenel, p.179.
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cannot be exercised as a prerogative, but. can be returned to
the monarch through Parliament, where it no longer is held

as a sovereign right but a legal right.28

Sovereignty may no longer include the inherent right to

absolute ru1e, rather constitutionalism and the rule of law

have limited the sovereign or replaced him, but have not

diminished sovereignty as a whole. charres Burton Marshall

describes this modern internal view of sovereignty.

Ie] pplied to a finite government, sovereignty
merely is a term implicit of ascendancy estab-
Iished with respect to matters bearing on the gov-
ernments' capacity to function as a going concern.
Sovereignty denotes capacity to make and to give
effect to public decisions. Sovereignty is the
situation of being in charge of a domain."2e

whereas under classical doctrine, sovereignty is considered

to be absolutist by nature, exercising the highest , fínal,
irrimitabre, indivisibre and perpetual power and authority
within an independent state, under the modern pluralistic
view it no longer requires these characterizations. As Ray-

mond Aron suggests, "[t]he division of the de facto power in

any constitutional-pluralist regime,

texts, from customs and from men."3o

results both from

28 Geral-d L. Ga11, The Canadian LeqaI Svstem (Toronto: Cars-
welI Lega1 Publications, 1983), pp. 34-35.

Charles Burton Marshall , The Exerc ise of Sovereiqnty:
Papers on Foreisn policy (naltimore: John Hopkins eress,
1955), p. 4.

29

3o Àron, p"740.
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The rnodern view of sovereignty stresses finality rather
than absol-utness, and is Iikely to be divided amongst a plu-
rality of agents without diminishing the sovereignty of the

final decision making authority. Aron concurs with this by

refering to Morgenthau's Politics Among Nations, he suggests

that sovereignty is indivisible, divided sovereignty is a

contradiction "as a squared circle.". Nor can there be two

sovereigns within a politically organized collectivity. " 3 1

Even in a democracy where authority is distributed and no

one agency is absolutely supreme, sovereignty is maintained

as a whole since "in every state there must be a man or a

group of men assuming ultimate responsibitity for the exer-
cise of political authority. " s z This urtimate responsibility
for the exercise of political authority is the locus of sov-

ereignty in the state. Even if the locus of sovereignty is
1eft undetermined in the agencies of the state "there
remains the appeal to the erectorate as the supreme arbiter.
In the last resort, the people as the political sovereign is
always in a

framework of

action."33

position to assert itself either inside the

the federal constitution or by revolutionary

Sovereignty, is thus the ultimate arbital agent entitled
to make decisions and settle disputes within a political
hierarchy with some degree of finality. Sovereignty implies

Ibid. p.739

r bid.

Schwarzenberger, p.90

31
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independence from external sources of polrer or other sover-

eigns and provides ultimate authority and dominance over

internal groups. The highest power, for instancer mây not

necessarily refer to one single centre of authority at the

top but rather a hierarchy of a cyclic nature, revolving
within the political-1egar system itself " schwarzenberger

contends with this view stating that democracy merely

f'changed the bearer of sovereignty."3a Even in a federation
like Canada "it is impossible to eliminate supreme authori-
ty. In this sense, sovereignty is perpetual so long as men

are divided into rulers and ruled, into leaders and Ied.

What changes are the forms of social organisation and the

methods of direction."3s In such federated states sovereign-

ty resides in the federal government and "is in a position
to exercise direct authority and control over the individual
citizen. " 3 6 This dynamic between the population and centres

of decision-making lends itself to the sharing of sovereign-

ty internally, but does not diffuse sovereignty externally.

The finality of decision-making authorities within a

democracy such as Canadar Rây appear to be arbitrary, but

they are not absolute. Àccordingly, f inality does not nec-

essarily suggest that decisions are irreversible, but rather

describes the authority of one superior centre of decision

making over a subordinate one. The modern concept of sover-

34 rbid.
3 s rbid.
36 ibid.

p.88

p.89

p.91



eignty implies a source or location of 1aw,

finality, not absolute supremacy.sT

19

authority or

Internally, sovereignty may even be superceded by Iaw,

while externally the state is considered to be the highest

form of authority, no other source of authority, whether it
be located internally or externally, exists above it. paul

W. Ward explains this relationship;

It] tre distinction between two kinds of sovereign-
ty, whether it be legal and political..., or
internaL and external...seems a dubious one. To
call the State sovereign and then Iimit it inter-
nationally is like telling a small boy that he can
go to any place he cares to, but he must stay in
the back yard. Words do have meanings and not to
have one meaning is to have no meaning, as Aris-
totle said. The organization of an international
order which has an authority to which the specific
State must defer is a denial of the sovereignty of
that State. 3 I

This description by 9{ard may be too simplistic for Aron,

arthough not in complete contradiction. Àron recognizes that
it is "impossible to avoid considering disputes between

schools of interpretation."3e He suggests that if internal
and externar sovereignty are absorute they "are essentially

Charles Burton Marshall further characterizes sovereignty
as entailing " a ruling group...maintaining dependable
social order over a demarcated area, [an] allegiance..,of
persons and groups, . . .a common. . . identity among such per-
sons and groups, . . ,a conscious general purpose, . . .a
capacity and will to command means....enter into and to
effectuate obligationsr... [and an] agency capable of rep-
resenting the realm in external dea1ings"..to communicate
authentically and conclusively on its behalf to others
beyond the span of jurisdiction." Marshall, p.5

Ward, pp " 1 46-1 47 
"

Aron, p.738

37
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the iirst irnplies and the second excludes

single authority."ao UnIike Ward who

ambiguities by suggesting that 'sovereign-

' Aron recognizes that the term is filled
ties"

a

d

to

attempts to avoi

ty is sovereignty,

with these ambigui

Externally, sovereignty is identified with non-de-
pendence, but the meaning of this non-dependence
is itself subject to contradictory intèrpreta-
tions: if states are sovereign, must we say that
they are not subject to the obligations of inter-
national taw? lf they are subject to such obliga-
tions, can we stiIl say that they.are sovereign,
in the sense which sovereignty implies a suprãme
authority?a t

Àron does not have any objections to the elimination of
the concept of sovereignty by jurists who claim that inter-
national raw is superior to states. Nevertheress, as the

theory of absorute sovereignty may not entirely account for
the theory of international law, Àron states that "it does

not suffice" to sv¡ay the argument so heavily in favour of
the internationalist perspective of an international raw

superior to states, which renounces "the 'subjective rights'
that lstatesl have traditionarly reserved. rt does not suf-
fice to evoke the transfer of sovereignty for so-carred sup-

ranational organisms to replace nationar realities and

authorities. "a 2 It is because of these "national rearities
and authorities" which Aron supposes that "rearistic theore-
ticians of foreign poricy are inclined to retain the concept

r bid.

Ibid. p.742

Ibid. p.743
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of sovereignty in order to recaIl that each political unit
legislates for itself and does not yield to an external

authority."as However, it has been the breakdown of the con-

cept of sovereignty based upon the appeal of human beings to

a higher authority for security rather than reliance upon a

doctrine of international security resting in the hands of

individual states to ¡+hich most critics of sovereignty

turn. a a

John H. Herz, suggests that the rise of the modern state

and the concept of sovereignty was based upon the need for
human beings to feel secure. Herz further suggests that

" It]hroughout history, that unit which affords protection

and security to human beings has tended to become the basic

political unit; people in the long run, wiIl recognize that
authority, any authority which possesses the povrer of pro-

tection."45 Herz believes that what ever the realities of a

states' authority may be, states' are Iosing their sover-

eignty through cracks which appear in the principles afford-
ed by territorality. He suggests that modern weaponry, name-

ly nucl-ear weapons have made "the traditional defence

structure of nations obsolete...paradoxically Ino nation is
securer âs] utmosL strength now coincides in the same unit

Aronr pp" 738-739.

These objections are furthered by transnationalism, the
threat of multinational corporations and organizaLions
etc., which are said to weaken territorial sovereignty.

John H. Herz, "The Rise and Demise of the Territoria1
Stater" in James N. Rosenau, International Politics and
Foreiqn Policv (New York: The Free Pressr 1961), p. 81.

43

44

45
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vrith utmost vulnerability, absorute por.rer with utter impo-

tence."46 This however is confusing" rf a particular vreapon

is rendered impotent by its omnipotent po!¡er, how then can

it render the entire defences of a state impotent. Nuclear

v¡eapons in this instance are merely a negation of them-

selves, rather than a negation of state sovereignty. people

may lose confidence in a state's ability to defend against
nucfear vreapons with a specific means of defence, but this
lack of confidence does not diminish the abirity of states
to avoid their use. Thus states remain sovereign because

they are able to avoid war, rather than being able to defend

or not to defend against a particular weapon. In fact,
states remain sovereign according to Àron not rnere]-y because

their popurations have confidence in their abirity to defend

them, but because sovereignty is more rikely determined by

the recognition that "measures taken by a state on its own

territory with regard to possesions and persons, whether or

not they are contrary to the customs of civirized states,
are the exclusive concern of sovereign states."47 In fact,
Herz recognizes this legitimacy which is based upon mutual

respect for sovereignty. "Depriving one sovereign of his
rights by force could not but appear to destroy the very

principle of which the rights of atl of them rested."4s

46

47

48

ibid"
Aron,

Herz,
9.743 "

p.83
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2"3 MODERN CONCEPT OF TERRITORI ÀL SOVEREIGNTY.

Unlike the supremacy of the rule of law found in the Can-

adian Charter of Rights and Freedomsrae the principles of

territorial or state sovereignty are themserves superior to
the rule of Iaw internationally"u0 As a political-Iegal con-

cept, territorial sovereignty recognizes the final authority
or supremacy of the state. Internally, a state does what it
pleases, externally it denies the jurisdiction of interna-
tional organízations and other states within its defined
territory and its activities outside, or agrees not to exer-
cise its sovereignty in particular, out of self-interest.
Although international 1aw, for instance, denies the use of

force or the legality of war as an instrument of policy to
settte disputes, it recognizes war as a means of self-de-
fence and, nevertheless, the right of states to determine

what constitutes self-defence.51 Àtthough sovereignty
implies independencer oo sovereign state is completely inde-
pendent by the very nature of politics. Other sovereign and

non-sovereign interests are rikery to influence each other
or threaten a state's sovereignty, however, a threat or

influence Lo a state's sovereignty does not necessarily

4e Canada, Charter of Riqhts and Freedoms
dians (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and
1.

Cana-r'p.: À Guide
Services,

for
1 981

so Schwarzenberger states that incl-usive in these princi-
ples, even the "principle of consent reigns supreme in
international lav¡. " Schwarzenberger, p.92

s1 See KeIIogg-Briand Pact 1928. Henkin et âf, p.671 and
Kegley and WhitXotf World Politics: Trend and Transforma-
tiõn l¡lew york: st. r'r-artins press, 198Ð pp.lFT6, 50-9.
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noresult in a loss of sovereignty. Nevertheless, although

definite definition exists, when one sovereign entity regu-

IarIy influences, threatens or slrays another, then it may be

that the latter is no longer to be considered as being sov-

ereign" These states may no longer be considered to possess

the attributes which determined their statehood initiatly.
They do not however require complete execution of sovereign-
ty, which may result in an over-extension of their capabili-
ties, nor do they require the ablity to withstand every sin-
gle challenge or threat, only enough independence of action
to maintain their
explains this in

nations.

status as a sovereign entity. Marshall

particular with respect to developing

As political entitiesr âs experiments in state-
hood, they are characteristically moved by ambi-
tions hugely in excess of their power to fulfill.
Sovereignty as an expression of juridic status is
in hand, but sovereignty as the sum of attributes
of a successful modern society seems beyond reach
of many. s 2

Àlthough one state may have developed its sovereign

attributes further than the next state, this does not dis-
quarify the ratter from claiming statehood or sovereignty.
Its sovereignty may be inchoate and require further treat-
ment, but as long as its function as a final decision making

entity has been established and recognized, it is considered

sovereign, until infruences upon its authority are so great

it can no ronger be recognized as such and its sovereignty
is seen to rest in a higher authority. Thus in principle,

52 c.B. Marshall, p.207
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the relations between sovereign states must be based upon

equality and mutual respect for sovereignty, otherwiser âD

influence by one sovereign over another, intentional or not,
would lead to greater conflict, as the mere existence of

other sovereigns in itself would become threatening.

Defining the territory of each sovereign and having it
generally accepted and recognízed had the functional effect
of reducing points of confrict. This nevertheless produces a

difficult task when applying sovereignty-to-state-to-terri-
tory. The term sovereignty is not a fact, in the same manner

the concept of the 'state' may lead many to wonder whether a

state truly exists or not.s3 The term 'sovereignty' is rath-
er an assumption about authority" Àccording to Hinsley it
is but "a concept men have applied in certain circumstances

to the poriticar power that they or other men were exercis-
ing."sa Using the application of sovereignty to claim juris-
diction5s over territory was a natural progression of the

53 Richard Cox describes the abstract noun 'state', as bear-
ing "those attributes which are held to be the irreduci-
ble signs that a political entity exists." He also notes
that the term carries "a precise rather than general
meaning.." [when applied to] modern political soðieties
in Western Europe.... Ior those] certain essential con-
cepts and practices of the 'state' from Western
Europe....Ior] to modern political societies." Richard
H. Cox (ed. ), The State in rnternational Relations (San
Fransico: Chandler Publishing Company, te6S), ppLt-if .

Hinsley, "The Concept of Sovereignty and the Relations
Between Statesr" Journal of International Àffairs, Vol.
21 (1967), p. 242.

it should be noted here that "even beyond their territo-
rial limits, states have not been prevented by interna-
tional law to invoke their jurisdiction on appropriate
occasions and have, in fact, exercised their authority in

54
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evorution of the term with practical application. As oran R,

Young states, "li]t is conventional to speak of sovereignty

or sovereign authority over the fuIl range of functional
activities taking place within a well-defined geographical

area. " 5 6 He also suggests that "jurisdictional claims are

not indivisibler" they may overlap, resulting in a function-
al jurisdiction over specific activities such as poì-lution

control or continental oi1 and gas development.sT

2 "3 "1 Àcquisition of Territorial Sovereiqnty.

A state, by both political
defined as being "an entity that
a permanent population, under the

ment, and that engages in, or has

and legal standards, is
has a defined territory and

control of its orrrn govern-

the capacity to engage in,

56

57

varying degrees... " Ifor example] vessels and aircraft onor over the high seas and". .the continental- shel-f beyond
the territorial waters." Goroverp.313. The Lotus base(France v. Turkey) i.C.J. 1927, see Henkin et af,pp.46-56., noted that a state in its ovrn territory could
exercise its jurisdiction for acts commited in the high
seas. It should be further noted that three types ofjurisdiction are recognized; ( i ) Territoriar juiisdic-
tion, which is a sLates' authority over its oh'n territo-ry, (ii) Quasi-territorial, which is a states!authority
over its ovln assets which travel outside its territorialjurisdiction, and (iii) Personal Jurisdiction, which is astates' authority over its own nationars outside of its
own territory. See Bin Cheng, "The Legat Regime of Àir-
space and outer space: The Boundary problem, Functional-
ism versus spatialism: The Major premises" Ànnars of Àir
and Space Law, VoI.V .( 1980 ) pp.339-340.

Oran R. Young, "Arctic Shipping: Àn American perspective,,
Chapter 6 in Franklyn Griffiths (ed. ), politics of the
Northwest Passase (ttingston and Montreal: ¡,rcffir-gueen's
University Press, 1987), p. 124.

rbid.
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formal rerations with other such enLities. "s8 Its purpose is
to maintain the security of its population, both internally
and externalry" À state v¡ithout peopre cannot exist. There

must be an organized political and social Iife, with the

competence and authority within the system to conduct rela-
tions with other states. The state must assert sovereignty,

both internally and externally, otherwise it cannot form a

government and relate with others.

The qualifications concerning territory are not so boldly
stated" Throughout history many states have come into exis-
tence without their borders completery defined and their
frontiers unsettred. The North Àmerican continent was one

such region. The United States, Britain, France, Spain and

rater canada have alr had craims to frontiers at one time or

another which remained unexplored or unsettled. euestions
arose over where one claim ended and the next began. The

final delimitation of these boundaries were left unsettled
for many years. The right to assert sovereignty over these

territories v¡as in question and led to many disputes and

even conflict " The question of statehood, nevertheress

remained undisputed. t^7hat has been demonstrated as a result
of these territorial expansions by European and North Àmeri-

can povrers is the politicar and legal process of acquiring
territory, defining and settling borders, and having the

right to exercise sovereignty over these territories recog-

5I Henkin
Does a

et aI,
State

p.229.
Exist?"

See also Philip C. Jessupr "When
in Richard H" Cox, p.p.23-26"
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nized.

under international Iaw, universally accepted principles
govern the acquisition and maintenance of territoriar sover-

eignty. Territoriar sovereignty is defined as "the exclusive
right to display the activiLies of a state. This right has

as corollary a dutyi the obligation to protect within the

territory the rights of other states, in particurar their
right to integrity and inviolability in peace and in r¡rar,

together with the rights which each state may craim for its
nationals in a foreign territory."ss According to Hinsrey

"[t]he idea that there is a sovereign authority within the

community involves Lhe corollary that this authority is one

among other authorities which are ruring other communities

in the same sovereign way.rt6o This rationare constitutes the

international obligation of sovereign states. Therefore the

true measure of statehood is the ability of the state to
protect the rights of other states within its territory. Às

K.J. Holsti suggests,

tilf a state is sovereign it cannot aIlow, without
its own consent, other political entities to make
or apply their ov¡n rules on its territory; it has
the corresponding obligation not to intervene in
the internal affairs of other sLates or compromise
their territorial integrity. " e t

59

60

61

Henkin et aI, p.288

Hinsley, "The Concept of Sovereignty
Between States," p. 242.

and the Relations

: A Framework forPoliticsK.J. HoIsti, InternatioDal
Analvs i s ( nngtewõõãl--ffil,
1967), p. 83.

N.J.: Prentice-HalI Inc. ,
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However, only a minirnum degree of protection is necessary.

The assumption that sovereignty is continuous is correct
only in principrer ês manifestations of sovereignty most

often assume different forms. rt is therefore also recogniz-

ed that "sovereignty cannot be exercised in fact at every

moment on every point of a territory." 62

A state which claims territory or defines its borders in
order to assert its sovereignty lega1Iy, and have title to
do so recognized by other sovereign states and reduce points
of dispute and conflict, must meet certain conditions.6s
Title can be based upon discovery, which alone does not

guarantee sovereignty, but provides the first opportunity to
do so. such a title based upon discovery would be considered

to be inchoate or undeveroÞed, and must be compreted within
a reasonabre time. Title can also be craimed upon the basis

of a long and peaceful possession of the territory" This

prescription does not however diminish a prior title if the

current possession is adverse. Occupation is considered to
be a basis for title onry if the territory in question can

be proven to be terra nullius or land belonging to no one.

Title may arso be attained through what is known as accre-

Henkin et aI, p.288. Brownlie also recognizes this and
states that "State activity as evidence of sovereignty
need not press uniformly on every part of territory." Ian
Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law (oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1966), p. 140"

K.J. Holsti states that "without Iegal sovereigntyr âs
recognized by other states, a political unit, be it a
colony, protectorater oF trust territory, has no legaI
standing among other states. " Holst i , pp.82-83.

62

oö
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tion, which is the expansion of a states' territory by an

operation of nature, such as the shifting of rivers used to
define boundaries or other such natural occurences. cession

has been the normar course of acquiring territorial sover-

eignty in the 20th century, it is the transfer of territory
and sovereignty from one sovereign state to another previous

or newly formed state" conquest has become a rare form of

acguisition of title, being the complete and finar subjuga-

tion or annexation of a territory through coercive means,

generarry war. For regal and political purposes conguest is
more commonly refered to as cession, since the transfer of
territory is normally committed through a formal treaty fol-
rowing a war, as retribution or the finalization of a dis-
pute over territory. Title has also been claimed as a mat-

ter of contiguity or geographical proximity. This however is
not automatic, since no positive law exists to support these

claims" Nevertheless, such craims may be regarded as a form

of inchoate titIe, if no oLher exists.6 4

The process of consolidation appears to be a common rnode

of acquisition" Not generally regarded as a regal princi-
ple, it is the method by which most internationar jurists or

courts determine a case concerning disputed sovereignty over

territory. consoridation is described as a claim to title
based upon proven long use which can be determined by a

"complex of interests and relations Iwhich are based uponJ

64 For fulI account of
sovereignty, see
pp.286-317 .

the Iegal gualifications for cJ_aiming
Henkin et a1, Chapter 4 section 6,
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political, as opposed Lo legal, claims to territory."es John

Honderich explains this with respect to canada. Accordingly,

[a] nation can acquire territory for example by
occupation, discovery, subjugation or cession from
another state" In the case of the Arctic, Canada
could invoke any one of these tests. IndividualIy,
each one might not stand the rigours of legal
scrutiny, but taken together they provide a solid
basis for Canada's claims to general 'sovereignty'
over the North.66

It is in this vein that Canada has the

have her Àrctic claims recognized.

best opportunity to

The extent of territorial sovereignty is rimited to rand,

water and airspace.6T A state's sovereignty over its terri-
tory is generally accepted and recognized through formal

agreement between states. usua1ly, many disputed craims are

settled by international arbitration or tribunal" Some

basic principles have been accepted, such as the derimita-
tion of a river, which is determined by its navigable quali-
ties. states also assume sovereignty over the airspace above

their defined territories. This principre was codified by

65 Ibid. , p.309.
pp. 98- 1 60 .
',
John Honderich,
North? (Toronto:
27 -28 .

See also Brownlie Chapters VI and VII.

bb ÀrcÇic Imperative: Is Canada Losinq the
University of Toronto press, 1987), pp.

67 Àccording to international 1aw and the recognized prac-
tice of states, three separate types of territõries
exist. The first is territorial sovereignty, which refers
to land, the territorial sea, seabed, subsoil and the
airspace over territory" The second category is the res
nullius which is territory that can be craimeã but is not
yet claimed or placed under territorial sovereignty. The
third category is the res communis. These are aieas of
the globe or universe which cannot be craimed as territo-
rial sovereignty such as the high seas or outer space.
See Brownlie, p. 98.
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the chicago Àir convention of 1944, which recognized com-

plete and exclusive sovereignty over the airspace covering a

state's land, internaÌ waters and territoriar sea.68 origi-
nally airspace was believed to continue indefinitely
upwards, however, this has changed with the recognized sov-

ereign free area of outer space. Àlthough the question of

derimitation of airspace and outer space wirl be examined in
chapter six, it should be stated that only "the traditional
aspects of territorial sovereignty are the ones that have

been abolished in reration to outer space but the functional
aspects of sovereignty, the exercise of sovereign rights and

s imi lar man i festat i ons cont i nue to be recogn i zed. " 6 e

once a legar craim to sovereignty has been made, based

upon the various methods mentioned, sovereignty must be con-

tinuousry asserted or maintained so that titre does not

expire due to inattention or challenges by other states.
Generally speaking, a disinterest by a state over its terri-
tories or rack of capabirities to assert and maintain sover-

eignty will invite other states to seek greater influence
within the territory or directly chalrenge the craim to
titre. This is done due Lo expansionist tendencies of states
to acquire territory and expand their wealth, historical
disputes over the territory or a genuine concern over the

68 Air defence zones have
exceed the limits of thei
da in 1 951 , where rules
recognized airspace have
aircraft to interception

Gorove , p.321 .

been claimed by states which
r territorial sea, such as Cana-
concerning the approaches to its

been implemented and subject
i f violated"

69
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inability of the state to provide internat security. These

principles are present within syria's occupation of Lebanese

territoryr âs are Isreali interests in the West Bank, Gaza

and Golan Heights. Nevertheless, abandonment or derericto
does not occur if a state does not explicitly state sor as

King Hussein of Jordan has recently done with respect to the

Isreari occupied west Bank.7o "Absence of a reasonabre leve1

of state activity may cause loss of tit1e. However, by rea-
son of the need to maintain stability and to avoid tempta-

tions to 'squatting', abandonment is not presumed."7 1

Two methods of claiming and consolidating title to a spe-

cific territory exist in order to enhance sovereignty. The

first, symbolic sovereignty, is the undertaking of activi-
ties "to furfill the formal requirements of sovereignty
under international rav¡."72 rts purpose is to demonstrate to
the inhabitants and the rest of the worrd that the state is
sovereign. Such activities include, planting a flag or

cairn, patrolling or establishing a postal station in a

remote, isolated or uninhabitated region. The second,

developmentar sovereignty, is a more complex undertaking"

It is the deliberate formuration of a specific poricy for a

71

See "King's PLO PIoy: Hussein Renounces the West Bank
Ànd Buries the U.S. Peace PIan" Newsweek, Vo1.112 No. 7(Àugust 15, 1988), pp. 3O-31.

BrownIie, p. 1 35 "

William R. Morrison, Showins The Flaq: The Mounted police
and Canadi+n Sovereiqntv in thie North, lgg¿-192S-liãn-
couver, University of eritish Columbia press, 1985), p.
1"

70
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territory under a state's control. The government will dem-

onstrate a long-term commitment to development of the terri-
tory by explaining and enforcing Iav¡s, mining codes, customs

regurations and establishing an infrastructure complete with
modern institutions" 7 3

The process of states acquiring, craiming and maintaining
territory is a practical application of the term. Às Hinsley
suggests, the concept of sovereignty is necessary to main-

tain both the internal and externar order of the "modern

body politic" and international system, which "has withstood
not only the criticism of theorists but even sustained

ef forts by states themselves to di spense wi th i t . " 7 4 The

concept of sovereignty has developed and survived, not

because it soley represents the interests of a single man or
group of men who wish to justify or symbolize their power,

but because it has "the deepest roots in the past... [and]

the deepest relevance long into the future, and that the

erimination of internationar disorder would only come, if it
ever came, through an increase in the caution, wisdom and

the responsibility of the separate communities and

states."Ts The fortowing chapter will discuss the process by

which the canadian Àrctic became canadian sovereign territo-
ry and the concerns regarding maintaining her Arctic sover-

73 Ibid., pp. 1-2. The postal service
nized as an internationally accepted
ty.

has long been recog-
symbol of sovereign-

74

75

HinsIey, Sovereiqnty" pp " 215-216.

Ibid. p. 212"
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Chapter I I I

CANÀDIÀN ARCTIC SOVERETGNTY: À PRoCESS oF
CONSOLI DATI ON

Oh Canada our home and native land, true patriot
love in all thy sons command. With glowing hearts
we see thee rise, the true north strong andfree......1

3.1 INTRODUCTION.

canadians, since childhood, have been subjected to a

vision of canada which extends arl the way to the North

Pore. For many years, canadians have witnessed strong
debates concerning the legitimacy of these cl-aims and cana-

da's abitity to defend them both legally and poriticalry, as

well âs, militarily. It is the intent of this chapter to
discuss the international raw concerning canadian claims to
sovereignty over the Arctic islands and waters, and the pro-
cess by which canada has claimed and maintained her sover-
eignty over the region, despite numerous threats to such

claims. counter craims to sovereignty over specific areas of
the region and the lack of canada's abirity to physicarly
enforce her claim to the extent necessary, wirl also be dis-
cussed, with some possible solutions for a negotiated set-
t lement .

1 First verse of traditionar canadian Nationar Anthemr êng-lish version "
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3"2 LEGAL CLÀIM TO ARCTIC SOVEREIGNTY

canada craims possession of the world's longest shore-

1ine" some six mi1lion, three hundred thousand kilometres,
approximately one third of canada's shores, rie within the

Àrctic Circle.2 Canada, although.requiring an improved phys-

ical means of asserting her sovereignty over such a vast

territory, cannot rely upon economic, military or other
physical assets entirely" By the nature of her geography,

popuration and lack of monetary resources, canada must pur-
sue other approaches in order to buird an international con-

sensus which recognizes her Arctic claims, notabry diplomacy

and international Iaw.

Canada, through the usage of international law, claims

sovereignty over the Àrctic as a right of statehood. s As

discussed in chapter two, sovereignty implies an absorute

right of state jurisdiction over a specific territory and

population" À state must however protect the rights of oth-
er states under internationar law. specificarry, canada must

act within the law and use it to craim and maintain its sov-

ereignty, given the lack of abirity to act without respect

to the law.a Thus, canadian craims to the Àrctic islands and

waters are based primarily under the rules of international

See Honderich, p. 12.

Henkin et al, pp"286-287

The principles of state sovereignty provide
is always the alternative to law: the appeal
force. " See Schwarzenberger, p.93

that " It] here
to power and

2

J
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rules to legitimize claims

3"2"1 Hi stor ic Cla im

canadian craims are based upon the transfer of title from

Britain, in 1880, and formal canadian craims to discovery

and continued peacefur possession. These claims to sover-

eignty over the Arctic are divided into two categories. can-

ada's primary craim refers to the rands of the Arctic Archi-
perago" Às a corollary to this claim is the extension of
jurisdiction to all waters throughout the Àrchipelago.s The

land claim generarly refers to arr lands which are located
between sixty degrees west longitude and one hundred forty-
one degrees west longitude in straight baserines from the

North Àmerican continent to the North pole.6 canada does not

Joe crark, canadian secretary of state for External
Affairs, has staLed that "[t]he poricy of the Governmentis to maintain the natural unity of the canadian Àrctic
archiperago and to preserve canada's sovereignty overland, sea and ice undiminished and undivided." See Àppen-
dix in Griffiths (ed. ), poritics of the Northwest passase,
pp. 270-271 f or Joe Clark's "Statemenf on Sovereigñtl]TO
september 1985 to the House of commons. source: cãnada,
Parliament, House of Commons. Debates. 33rd parl., 1st
Sess., voI.128, 6462-4 (10 septemSãfE8s).
With respect to this method of land claim, Brownlie
reports that "Ii]n the making of craims to ice deserts and
remote groups of islands, it is hardly surprising that
governments shourd seek to estabrish the limits of terri-
toriar sovereignty by means of straight rines, and similar
systems of derimitation may be found in different types ofregion... In porar regions use has been made of Iiñes of
longitude converging at the poles to produce a sector ofsovereiglty. whirst the 'sector principre' does not give
title which would not arise otherwise.... rt remaiñs a
rough method of derimitation, and has not become a sepa-rate rule of law. confusion of claims has arisen primarily



rely upon this claim exclusively,
ience in order to describe the

firm claims to sovereignty based

ever been truly established. T

arising over the lands Canada

defined sector have been settled
are no longer disputed by any nat
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but as a matter of conven-

lands in question since no

upon this principle have

Nevertheless r âDy dispute

has claimed within this
for over fifty

ion.

years and

canada first claimed sovereignty over the Àrctic upon the

basis of an Imperial order in councir, effective september

1,1880, which passed into canadian contror alr the raåas in
the Àrctic previously afforded to the British Monarch.s The

order failed to define the territory, and fears of Àmerican

annexation were raised. Nevertheless, after acquiring the

from the indecisive nature of state activity in porar
legions. However three reservations may be made: the
'sector principie' has the defects of any doctrine based
upon contiguity; its application is a tiltte absurd in sofar as there is claim to a narrow sliver of sovereigntystretching to the pole; and lastly, it cannot apply so asto include areas of the high seas... lciven that õniy can-
ada and the u.s.s.R. have used this principle in the Àrc-ticl it is very probable that it is iecognition by treatyor otherwise which creates title in the Àictic rather thañthe sector principle per se. " See Brownlie, pp.1 41-142.

7 canadian senator pascar poirier decrared in 1go7 that can-ada should make a formar claim for arl isrands within thisregion. He based his arguments on the Àlaskan BoundaryTreaty of 1825 between Britain and Russia, which set thé
Russian Araska/aritish North Àmerica Boundary at one hun-dred forty-one degrees west longitude. The ñortheasterry
most point of Ellesmere rsrand near what is now À1ertlN"w.T" wourd provide the eastern demarcation. This divi-sion is more commonly known as the "sector principler" andis of canadian origin. canada settled its easte-rn demar-cation with Denmark using the principle of equidistance.
canada does not claim excrusively the 1825 treaty, sinceit did not include the Àrctic océan. canada doeã howeverclaim the 141st meridian for its territoriar sea, conti-
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Arctic, the Dominion Government did not concern itself with
consolidating its inherited, inchoate titre. Due to pressing

needs to the south, such as building the railway and devel-
oping the west, the north became terra incoonita. It
remained so for as long as no other country attempted to
gain influence or control over the territory.

concern over Àmerican annexation began around 1BB9r âs

Herscher rsrand acquired strategic importance as a winter
nest for Àmerica's western Àrctic whaling Freet, whire the
sverdrup Expedition ( 1 899-1 901 ) laid claim to about

1 r800r000 square kilometres for the King of Norway.s canadi-
an expeditions were sent to demonstrate Arctic sovereignty
in 1903 and began to ctaim customs duties in 1904. The pres-

nentar sherf and exclusive fishing zone on the basis ofthe current Law of the sea. see Donald pharand in Morris
?llJory_- (ed. ), À Centurv of Canada's Àrctic Islands:
18q0-1?80 " (Ottawa: Royal Soc iety of Canaaa, i 9BT, pp.
116-117.

The Imperial Government ordered, "If]rom and after thefirst day of september, 1880, all British Territories and
Possessions in North America, not arready incruded within
the Dorninion of canada, and arl rsrands adjacent to any of
such Territories or Possessions, shaIl (with the exceplion
of the corony of Newfoundland and its dependencies) become
and be annexed to and from part of the said Dominion of
canada; and become and be subject to the raws for the time
being in force in the said Dominion, in so far as such
laws may be applicabl-e thereto. " Excerpt from "Imperial
Despatches and Orders in Council" dated Suly 31, 1BBõ, in
Dominion of canada, orders in councir, procramations and
Bequlatio{ìs, l{avinq Force of Law in the ¡omiãion of cana-
da, Issued Durinq the Years 1880 and 1881. (Ottawa. grot{n
chamberlain ? 1881 ) , gptl-2 Bound vorunre canada, statutes
of canada, 1880-81. (winnipeg: university of r'laniEõEãl .

Norman L. Nicholsgn, The Boundaries of Canada: Its prov-
inces and Territories (ottawa i eueen's erinter, 1E5¿8"
41 .
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ence of canadian authority provided a sense of order to Her*

schel Tsland and v¡as welcomed by the whaler captains in
order to contror their crews. ro An 1885 Dominion Government

order in council estabrished canada's craim to B3 1 /a
degrees north ratitude. Efforts to formalize these craims

were made by captain Bernier aboard his ship the "Àrctic,"
which sailed on two separate expeditions ( 1 905-1 907 and

1909). Bernier and his crevr laid formal craim to the isrands

of the Archipelago by raising the flag and erecting a cairn.
By the 1920's canada was abre to establish its presence,

through the use of regurar police patrols, to most of the
High Àrctic. This did not resurt in any great furor, as the
Àrctic remained terra incoqnita for the most part. rn fact
canada's first pubric claims to the entire north vrere not

made untir 1925. subsequent claims vrere rare, the most noted

being Prime Minister Trudeau's in 1969, who claimed canadian
jurisdiction over all islands, sea-bed and the continental
shelf according to the sector principle. r1

This low profile to the Arctic by the government did not

dispet any challenges to canadian.claims. canada introduced

the North west Game act in 1917 to protect musk ox. This was

used to force the Inuit of the Thule (under Danish jurisdic-
tion) to stop hunting on E1l-esmere Isrand. canada, through

1o Morrison, p. 73.
1 1 See Bo Johnson Theutenberg, The Evolution

the Se_a: A Studv of Resources and Slrateqv
Reqald to the Po1ar Areas (¡ublin: Tycoof
Publishing Limited, 1994), p. 37.

of the Law of

-uFS*"lAInternational
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Britain, sent the Danish government a reguest to stop their
Inuit from hunting on canadian territory. The Danes repried
that Ell-esmere was terra nullius, and the canadian claim was

doubted as gritain's title was inchoate at best and may have

lapsed since the island was neither discovered nor occupied,

but v¡as only craimed from a distance on beharf of the grit-
ish crown.12 This, the Norwegian claims based upon the

sverdrup Expedition, and the American claims to Herschel

Isrand were the most serious challenges to canadian sover-
eignty over the Arctic rsrands of the Àrchiperago. rn

response' the Dominion Government cl-aimed title and asserted
its sovereignty over Ellesmere rsrand because of its possi-
bIe future varue and the fact it was always regarded as can-

adian. The Government had estabrished a police post on

Ellesmere in 1922 and by the rate 1920's had patrorled most

of the Àrctic. By 1932, The title of canada over the entire
Arctic Archipelago was recognized by Norwayl3 after agreeing

to withdraw their claim if canada agreed to pay for the

expense of Lhe sverdrup Expedition, while the claims of Den-

markra and the united statesl5 became void by continued can-

adian occupation.

t2 see Morrison, pp"162-172 for futl Historicar account of
Dan i sh CIa irns "

Norway agreed to this on August 8r 1930, but did not rec-
ognize the sector principle. See Theutenb€19r p. 37.

Denmark and canada agreed upon the delimitation of the
Greenland,/canadian continentãr sherf in ottawa on Decem-
ber 17, 1973. Ibid. p. 49.

This however did not affect u.s. claims to the Northwest
Passage.

13

14

15
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By this time the government had assumed formal- responsi-
bility for the rnuit and had acquired radio, aeroplanes and

patrol vessels to assert sovereignty" Àfter world war rI,
the canadian werfare system, the distribution of old age

pensions and family allowance led to the control of the Arc-
tic by civil servants. This resulted in the complete asser-
tion of developmentar sovereignty, which had evorved from

the initial use of the North west Mounted police as symboric

agents of sovereignty and their gradual imposition of con-

trol and Iaw. 1 6

3.3 DISPUTED ARCT]C SOVEREIGNTY.

The dispute involving canadian claims to exercise sover-
eignty over its decrared region of the Arctic does not arise
over the lands contained within the ÀrchipeJ-ago, but relate
to the regal status of the waterways. The dispute, although

considered to be an exceptional case given the unique nature

of the Àrctic, farrs under the purview of the Law of The sea

conventions (i.os). There are four main areas within the Los

concerning waterv¡ays. rnternational law recognizes: ( 1 )

internal waters, surrounded by land or baselines under the

sovereign control of a state; (2) territorial waters with

16 The N"w.M.p" v¡ere the f irst
Canadian Government. lnitia
ence in the west and later
Yukon, Hudson Bay and much
pp. 1 7 4-180 for further deta
Hamelin, "Dominance of the
¡¡ordicitv: It's Your North,
1979) , chapter 4.

agents of high policy for the
lly used to curb U.S. influ-
to establish control over the
of the arctic. See Morrison
i1s. See also Louis-Edmond
Federal Governmeot, " Canadian
Too (Montreal: Harvest House,
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the right of innocent passage, being coastal waters histori-
cally regarded as extending three nautical miles (the range

of earry cannon fire) or twelve miles by the majority of

coastar states, recognized by the 1982 u.N" Los conventionlT
(3) high seas, which remain open to alr states where no

state can exercise its ov¡n control over other states; and

(4) law of international straits, which is appricable to
American claims over the Northwest passage in the Àrctic.
The status of a waterway between seas, being an internation-
al strait, provides all states with the right of innocent

passage, according to the precedent set by the corfu channeL

Case.18 This case may be overturned by the new LOS,le but

would not diminish American claims to its validity
they have failed to ratify the 1982 Convention"

t7 The united states is one of only twenty-three remaining
states who still adhere to a three mile territorial sea.
see carl Edgar Law, "Freedom of Innocent passage versusTerritoriar Expansionr" rnternationar perspectivés ("rury/
Àugust,1980) p.15.
The decision stated that it is "generally recognised andin accordance with international custom Étrat siates in atime.of peace have a right to send their warships throughstraits used for internationar navigation belween twoparts of the high seas without the previous authorization
of a coastal state, provided that the passage is inno-
cent." corfu channel case (united Kingdom v. Albania)
1949 I "C"J. Henkin et a1, p.1262

The right of innocent passage according to the new Los
"does not exist where a strait is broad enough to arrownavigation through a high seas route in its middre or
such a route through an excrusive economic zone of sirni-rar convenience." The same appries if "there exists anequally convenient route through the high seas or an
excrusive economic zone seaward of the island." Louis B.
sohn and Kristen Gustafson, The Law of the sea (st. paur,
Minn.: west publishing co., jge¿Fpþ. t-Oe-îOS.

slnce

18

19
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The united states claims, according to its accepted

understanding of internationar law and the Los, that the
waters of the Northwest passage20 constitute an internation-
aI strait between high seas" The u.s. does not recognize

canadian craims to a twerve mile territoriar sea, nor do

they regard the Arctic Archipelago as canadian internal
waters" canadian claims to a hundred mire porlution control
zonez1 wourd only be considered applicable to canadian

ships, according to Àmerican interpretation. canada claims
that the right of innocent passage does not apply to the
Northwest Passage as an international strait. According to
the canadian position, the waters (ice) in question have

never been used as an internationar strait on a regular
basis and therefore, because of its unique nature, the so-
calred passage is not normally used as such.22 This is con-
firmed by the new Los which states that "the right of
archiperagic sea lanes passage may be exercised through the

20 The Northwest passage is said to transit the waters ( ice)of Lancaster sound in the east from Baffin Bay throughMelville sound to the M'crure strait into the Beautoit
sea, or southerly through the prince of wares strait fromMe1ville sound through the Amundsen Gulf to the Beaufortsea. The southerly route requires passage within, r,¡hatthe u.s. recognizes âsr canada's three mire territorial
sea. see Franklyn Griffiths (ed"), politics of the North-
g_e_E_!_ pgpgeg". (t"tontreal : McGi f I-Queen ' s unTversT-tVPress, 1987), pp. 28-29"

21 For details concerning the Arctic waters porlution pre-
vention Act (1970), see rbid. p. 67,

,1z¿ Pharand reports correctly that the corfu channer case of
1949 states "that a strait must have been a useful routefor rnaritime traffic before it can be considered as aninternational strait." see ZasIow, p. 125.
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routes normarly used for international navigation."23 since

the passage has not "normarry" been used as an international
strait, canada would argue that the strait courd never have

been regarded as such in the past 
"

3"4 STRENGTHENING CANÀDA'S ÀRCTIC CLÀIM

with the prospects of a possibre adjudication by the

International court of Justice (I.c.¿. ) or birateral talks
with the u.s., the canadian Government uniraterally declared
the watersr ês of January 1, 1986, enclosed by strait base-

lines. This had the effect of making arl the waters of the

Àrctic Archipelago, including the Northv¡est passage, inter-
nal canadian waters subject to canadian laws and jurisdic-
tionr âs prescribed by the Los.24 canada, since it is not an

archipelagic state, does not have to provide for the right
of innocent passage if its waters are subsequentry ruled
internal.2s The Northwest passage, according to the canadian

23

24

Sohn and Gustafson, p" 111.

Article rrr of the u.N. Los provides for the drawing of
basel-ines along the most seaward points of the isrãnds
which extend from a coast. This provision v¡as based on aprevious decision of the r.c.J. regarding the Fisheries
case (united Kingdom v. Norway) 1951 I.c.J; Articre 47 ofthe convention provides for the drawing of baserines for
archipelagic states, which provides for the innocent pas-
s?gg of foreign vessels. Canada refrains from this pro-
vision since it will gain more control if the waters are
deemed internal and not territorial" See Henkin et ar,pp.1252-1258

Due to canada possessing "continental mainrand territory"it is not an archipelagic state. see sohn and Gustafson,p. 56. Also see Articre xrx Los "The Meaning of rnnocent
Passage." Henkin et al, pp. 1257-1258. À distinction is
made between waters of an archipelagic state (internar,

25
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interpretation, can never be an internationar strait since

it h'as never normally used as such and will never be due to
canadian sovereign control-. The u"s. disapproves of such a
move since they are of the opinion "that the baselines for
measuring the territorial sea and other maritime zones are

to be drawn around each island."26

By internalízíng its waters, canada can no$/ contror the
passage of ships through the Àrctic with the same authority
which it exercises for any other internal watervray. canada

claims that the Àrctic is a special and fragile ecosystem,

different from any other part of the sea. There have been

attempts to promote the ice-as-land theory, but this argu-
ment is weakened by submarine traver under the ice, which

may or may not be a violation of international raw dependíng

upon the decided legar status.27 canada by virtue of the Los

has based its craim upon the unique nature of the Àrctic and

the historical use of the Inuit. The waters are said to be

sui qeneris (in a class by itserf). The Àrctic Àrchipelago

is an integral part of the canadian mainland and represents

"spec ial condi t ions obtaining in the canadian arct ic

with furl sovereignty) and archipelagic waters. However,
an archipelagic state cannot refuse the right of innocent
passage if its waters encompass an interñational- strait
which existed prior to the ratification of the nevr Los.
Sohn and Gustafson, p. 79.

Sohn and Gustafson, p. 57"

submarines are only permitted to remain submerged on thehigh seas, otherwise when traveling through a tõrritorial
sea or international strait which is part of another
states waters they must surface and display their flag.
Ibid., p. 105"

26
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region. " 2 I canada refers spec i f ica1ly to Art icle 234 of the

New Los, to which it played an important part in negotiating
as a result of its 1970 Porrution prevention Act, which

extends canadian jurisdiction one hundred miles beyond its
coast in order to control shipping and ban viotators.2s can-

ada claims jurisdiction under the Àct as part of its inter-
national obligations since states are responsible for the

preservation of rare and fragile ecosystems. More specifi-
ca1ly, coastal states under article 234,

[have] ttre right to adopt and enforce non-discrim-
inatory laws and regulations for the prevention,
reduction and control of marine pollution from
vessels in ice-covered ares within the Iimits ofits exclusive economic zone, where particularly
severe climatic conditions and the presence of ice
for most of the create obstructions or exceptional
hazards to navigation. Such laws and regulations
are needed especially where pollution of the
marine environmenL could cause major harm to, orirreversibte disturbance of, the ecological ba1-
ance. 3 o

This provision codified for canada under international
law many of the principles entitred in its dornestic poJ.ru-

tion law and its desired consolidation of efforts to have,

as a minimum, its custodianship of the Àrctic waters recog-

nized. The new Los enables canada to cl-aim that the entire
Arctic Àrchiperago encloses canadian internar waters, from

See Pharand in Zaslow, p. 123 
"

See John Kirton' and Don Munton, "The Manhattan Voyages
and Their Àftermath" in Griffiths (ed.), poritics oi tne
Northwest Passaqe, Chapter 4 pp. 91-92. anã;fso o.¡t.
!fçRae, "The Negotiat ion of Article 234,, in Ibid" , p"
98-114.

Sohn and Gustafson, p. 209.

28
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which extends a twelve mile territoriar sea, a hundred mire

pollution prevention zone included in its exclusive economic

zone, a two-hundred mile fishing zone and the continental
she1f. However, canadian craims versus Àmerican craims which

make specific reference to the 1982 u"N. convention will not

apply as treaty law, as the united states does not and will
not ratify the new Los. rt is more rikely that this dispute
if refered to an international tribunar wirr be settled
according to customary international 1aw.3r

3 .4.1 Inuit Land Claims.

canada had been cautious not to overly state the historic
use of the Inuit. By craiming the waters to be historic,
canada would add considerable weight to rnuit land claims.
Às historic waters, canada "must exercise sovereign authori-
ty over the area....regurarry for a considerabre time; and

".".other states must acquiesce in such exercise of authori-
ty. " 3 2 The RoyaI Proclamation of 1763 provided for the

transfer of Engrish common Law to British North Àmerica,

including the Àrctic.3¡ this however applied onry to the

31

33

Henkin et aI, pp. 1231-1234.

Sohn and Gustafson, p. 58.

King George Irr's Royar procramation of 1763 transfered
English common Law to the previous French coronies of
canada and Acadia, and its territories east of the Mis-
sissippi River after France had ceded the territory to
Great Britain through the Treaty of paris earlier in the
same year. It is believed that the Maritimes acquired
English common Law in 1660, based upon the subsequent
English conquest. See GaIl r pp . 44, 1 33-1 34.
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It had been suggested by

many scholars that canada may wish to craim sovereignty over

the waters of the Àrctic Archipelago based upon the lnuit
claims" This however has left canada with the obligation to
recognize rnuit property claims to much of.the northern ter-
ritories" Às a resurt, the federar government has attempted

to reach a northern land-craims settrement with these objec-
tives in mind.3s Thus accordingly,

" Ii] t is an established principle of international
law and Anglo-Canadian constitutional law that
when a nation acquires territory through peaceful
occupation and discovery, that nation becomes sub-ject to and respects the pre-existing property
rights of the inhabitants, although these þroþertyrights are held at the goodwill of the sôver-
eign."36

See Morrison, p. 164. Based upon Danish claim to El1es-
mere rsland. There is however a large body of evidence
which supports canada's claim to her Àrctiõ based uponBritish Expeditions prior to the transfer of Titre in1880. Andrew Tayror has compiled a fulr tisting of Brit-ish Parliamentary Papers of evidence presented by Expe-
dition participants and documents of their field reco?ds
taken during expeditions up until 1880. See Àndrew Tay-ror, _ eritish Pqrrialnentarv papers on Exploration in the
canadian North (washington : covãrnnrenE-Þ?intTng or r ice ,ì9FI.
Àn Agreement in principle between the federal government
and the rnuit combined with earrier agreements, would
have given northern aboriginal peoples ful1 or partial
control of almost 40 percent of canada's land mass, whileproviding $500 million plus 181,230 square kirometres ofland. However, this agreement has be rejected by the Dene
and Metis of the region. once a new deal is ñegotiated
and an agreement reached, one-tenth of canadiãn landswill likeIy be owned by aboriginal peoples, and tradi-
tionar land right use over an additionaL 2"s mirrion
square kilometres recognized. see "True owners of the
True Northr" Toronto Globe and Mail (September 3, 19BB),p. D2., "PM signs record land settlement," Winnipeq Free
Press (September 6, 1988) , p. 1 ,4. , "Deaf of ttre CenLu-

34

35



shore waters of the Àrchipelago. under international law,

Canada could claim fuI1 sovereignty of the waters, subjecL

to pre-existing aboriginal property rights under domestic

Iaw. In order Lo do so Canada would have to prove the exer-

cise of sovereign authority for a considerable time, which

is recognized by other states. It is also required that "an

indigenous group must establish that it has developed the

concept of property.'t3z It would appear that four thousand

years of extensive historicar and anthropological evidence

concerning exploration and archaeorogy wourd prove both the

Canadian and Inuit claims.sg

3.5 DTSPUTE SETTLEMENT.

canadian craims to the Àrctic waters are consistent with
the New LOS and emerging international legal regime to con-

trol ocean use. The Canadian approach is to exhibit a func-

tionar contror of the waters in order to consoridate its
claims to sovereignty.3e The innovative approach taken by

.yr" Time, Vol. 132, No. 12 (September 19,1988), p" 39.,
Miro Cernetig, "Àrctic pact completes largest land
cl-aimr" Globe and Mail" (uay 1, 1990) p.a3. and "NWTland-c1aim settlement rejectedr" IE Globe and MaiI.(;uty 20, 1990) p.e4.

These principles would apply to

36 Donna Leaman (ed.), Ocean policv
Arctic (Ottawa: Canadian Arctiè
1984), p" 95.

37 rbid, p. 96"
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Inuit claims to the off-

and Management in the
Resources Committee,

38 See Peter Schledermann'
Archaeologyr" in Zaslow,

s chapter " Inuit
pp. 245-256.

Prehistory and
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canada praces the Arctic waters in its contror and signifies
a form of custodianship for those states which fail- to rec-
ognize the emerging legar regirne" The recent canadian-Ameri-

can agreement over the Àrctic, signed January 11, 1988, rec-
ognizes Canadian control over the Àrctic v¡aters,

specifically the Northwest passage. The agreement deals with
the issue of sovereignty by avoidance, in order to forego

possible confrontation and r "c.J. adjudication. a0 Neither
side contends thaL the agreement alters their position,
vis.a.vis. sovereignty. canada still maintains that the

waters in question are internal, while the United States
maintains that the passage is an international strait, con-

sistent with its interpretation of the Los, entitling
nations to the right of innocent passage. The united states
did agree to seek canadian consent and assistance if neces-

sary, prior to any future passage.al

39 The degree of control required is not readily known and
T?y- itself be disputed as Brownlie suggests that
" [t] ribunals require littte in the way of m.lñtenance of
sovereignty, particularly in regard to remote and uninha-
bited areas." See Brownlie, p. 135.

Joe clark described the deal as a "practical step thatreaves... the question of sovereignty intact." see ¡ettSallot, "Àrctic accord signed: Shu1tz won't budge on acidrain issue" Toronto Globe and MaiI (January 12, 19gg),pp. A1 ,A2

The Research Branch of the parriamentary Library reports
llut . !!g egteement on Àrctic Cooperationl signeå ,:añuary
11 , 1 988 al-lows "u.s. icebreakers to travel through thé
Northwest Passage" Under the agreement though, the U.S.
must obtain canadian consent for its ships to travel thepassage, washington will not acknowledge canadian claims
to sovereignty in the waters." see Marc Leman, "canadian-
American Relations: significant Developmentsr" current
rssue Review. (ottawa: Research Branch, poritic,al andSocial Àffairs Division, Library of parliament, Àpri1 15,

40
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canada's recent Lrek with the soviets across the North

Pole as a symbol of Àrctic cooperation may lead to a bi-lat-
eral or multilaterar conference of circumporar states to

settle lega1 claims and other political/strategic issues,

such as demiritarization. a 2 such a conference may be the

most 1ikely scenario for dispute settlement.

Arthough the united states maintains that it does not

recognize Canadian sovereignty, only control of the passage,

canadians may view this as a step toward further consorida-
tion of their claim and the development of customary inter-
nationar law, to which any dispute regarding the adjudica-
tion with non-signatory nations to the New Los convention is
likeJ-y to draw upon. under the convention, states may volun-
tariry submit to an "international tribunal for adjudica-
tion."43 However, old disputes "are totally exempt from dis-
pute settrement under the convention" 4 4 and the united
states would "not be able to resort to the dispute settle-
ment procedures provided for in the convention even with
respect to those parts of the convention which it considers

as reflecting customary law."45 The U.S. could "file a sup-

1 988 ) , pp. 12-13 
"

Demilitarization wiIl stitl require
nuclear-powered submarines are best
Canada, Senate. "Proceedings of the
the Senate on National Defence, "
1988), No. 15, p. 18"

Sohn and Gustafson, p. 77"

rbid, p. 243.

Ibidr pp. 245-246"

policing, which the
capable of doing.

Special Committee of(tuesday, March 8,
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plementary declaration.. " "by which it would accept the
jurisdiction of the court with respect to those rures of
customary internationar Iaw which have been codified in the

LOS Convention."46

The dispute over the Àrctic waters between canada and the

united states may be settled for the time being, given the

recent agreement" Nevertheless, "a disagreement on a point
of law or f act, [in which] a legal conf lict existst'47
between the two parties over the actual status of the North-
west Passage and the other disputed internar or internation-
al waters of the Àrctic Àrchiperago. This may result in
future confrontations regardless of the recent agreement.

The major stumbling block appears to be canada's persistent
use of every means possibre to protect its economic, envi-
ronmentar and strategic interests, whire the united states
recognizes its strategic and economic interests and 1ega1

consequences upon its other disputes involving waterways

such as the B1ack Sea, Strait of Hormuz and the Gulf of
sidra, the so-called strategic 'choke points' of interna-
tional relations

Oddly enough, both Canada

similar strategic interests in

Canadian High Arctic. I f the

an international strait, the

and the United States share

denying Soviet access to the

Northwest Passage is ruled as

Soviets would have unfettered

46 rbid. p.246.
47 Definition of legal dispute. Henkin et al, p. 56g.
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legar access to a location which provides them with a much

shorter missire route to North American targets. The united
states presently is of the opinion that it is in its inter-
est to have unhindered access (the recent agreement notwith-
standing) under internationar raw to the Àrctic, in order to
respond to its straLegic needs, given its uncertainty of
possibre unilateral canadian action to protect the environ-
ment. The unfettered presence of u"s. navar vessels in the

canadian Àrctic could, however, entice a soviet presence.

However, according to Joseph T. Jocker, canada's use of
nuclear-powered submarines would not have physically pre-
vented u.s. or soviet. attack submarines from entering cana-

dian waters. 4 I

canada is of the opinion that its right to protect the

Arctic environment is at stake, and its ability to maintain

sovereignty may diminish if foreign Àrctic activity is
increased. The legal answer to this question may require
time to develop a customary internationar law which can be

beneficiar to both the members of the nev¡ regal regime and

non-members. rn the meantime further bilateral and multilat-
erar cooperation is needed, which will provide the capabili-
ties for canada to increase her physicar abirity to assert
its arctic sovereignty

48 canadian submarines would only log the rocation, time and
character of soviet submarines for future diplomatic and
te9?1 proceedings. See Joseph T. JockeI, "The.U.S. Navy,
Maritime command, and the Arcticr" canadian Defence_ ouai-terlv. vol. 19, No. 3, (winter, 198Ðp.25
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Edward M. spiers has stated that "the Mulroney government

would seem likely to profit from a resolution of the dispute
with the united states over the Northwest passage, and the

subsequent creation of a maritime version of NORÀD.4s spiers
r{as of the belief that a maritime version of NORAD "wouId

provide Allied confirmation ot the perceived soviet subma-

rine threat, and wourd provide the basis of Arried agreement

before Canada began her operational patrols in the Arc-
tic. "so This may provide a solution, however, it is the

intent of the canadian Government to pursue a more indepen-

dent role in her mutual defence commitments to strengthen

sovereignty. Às one scholar suggests, canada's ordest post-
ÍIar objective is to ensure that "defence activities under-

taken in Canada not be left entirely to U.S. forces, espe-

c ially in the North. " s 1 Given the current concern over

NORADrs2 another NORAD type agreement may create more prob-

lems for canada instead of solving the current ones. The

forlowing chapter will concentrate upon canada's concerns

vis"a.vis. current physicar capabirities, threats to her

sovereignty and the physical requirements for asserting sov-

ereignty.

4s Edward M. Spiers. "Refurbishing
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ish Journa I of Canadian Studies,
41

rbid"

Jockel, p.26

See Chapter 5.4

Canada's Defencesr" grit-
Vol.3 (No.1,1988), p"



Chapter IV

CANÀDIÀN ÀRCTIC DEFENCE CONCERNS, CHÀLLENGES ÀND
I NI TI ATI VES

"If Canada assumed the responsibility the govern-
ment would have to send a force of some kind
Lhere. . . . I t would be the greatest madness to sub-
mit the House to assume the responsibility of gov-
erning that territory extending from thè borders
of civiLization to the Arctic Ocean. " 1

4"1 INTRODUCTION.

canada's 1987 white paper on Defence placed a great

ernphasis on the need for canada to maintain control over her

own Àrctic region in light of increased u.s. and soviet mir-
itary presence and the use of the Arctic approaches to cana-

dian territory.2 Many possibre solutions for enhancing cana-

da's ability to exercise sovereignty have surfaced over the

past few years, from nucrear-powered submarines to fixed
under ice sensors. This chapter will examine canada's

defence concerns, requirements and needs to assert and main-

1 Conservative MP peter Mitchell
quoted in Bruce Hodgins et aI, The
of WeaIth or Vanishing Heritaqe?

(Northumberland, N.B. )
Canadian North: Source-_-( Scffi-orough , Ont . :

Prent ice-Ha1I , 1977 ) , p. 233. Àn excerpt f rom '1878 Cana-
dian House of commons Debates. Arso found in House of com-
mons, Debates 1878 volume 2 p"2389.

2 The white Paper affirmed that "It]he abirity to exercise
effective national sovereignty is the very essence ofnationhood." see canada, Department of Natiõnal Defence,
Çhalrenqe +d commitment: À Def ence policy f or canada(ottawa: Minister of suppry aña services, iÐ),p. T
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tain her sovereignty and security in the Àrctic.

4 "2 STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS"

canada has always relied upon a great power to provide

the lion's share of her defence. currently, like most west-

ern states, it is the American nuclear and conventional
deterrent upon which canada relies. Arthough not making a

rarge contribution, canada does pray a relatively important
role in sharing continental defence with the Àmericans and

seeks to maintain her own forces to provide for her own

serf-defence.3 This commitment, unrike her more symbolic,
yet necessary NATO contribution, provides a vitar and neces-

sary component in maintaining her immediate security, and

national interests. a Nevertheress, the reality of canada's

historical and geo-strategic position in world affairs
requires that she maintain many mutual defence agreements

with the united states. This tightrope between independent

and mutual defence which canada warks, has been a dominant

influence in canadian strategic thinking since the late
1 930's.

s The white Paper recognizes that "[t]he protection and con-trol of our territory are fundamentar manifestations of
sovereignty. " Ibid.

a General Paul D" Manson defines Nationar rnterest as "sur-vivar. . . freedom, territoriar sovereignty and econornicwell-being, all of these encompassed withiñ a satisfactory
system of world order." Paul B. Manson, speech to the can-
adian Defence Àssociation, (Ottawa, Jañuary 16, 1997) ,pp.2-3.
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the United States clearly
is the dominant partner in its continental military rela-
tions with canada. This overwhelming strategic domination by

the u.s" has red many observers to call for a greater inde-
pendent canadian defence component in its mutual defence

agreements with the u.s., whire others believe the price
would be too great and its effect marginar at best. Recent-

ly, the need for canada to assert a greater capabirity to
contror her own territory, especialry her Arctic regions,
has been cited in many canadian poricy statements.s canadian

Generar Paul B. Manson has stated in reference to this, that
"[w]e cannot expect herp from our alriance partners if we

are unwilling to defend our ov¡n security interests."6

The Àrctic contains an uncounted wealth of natural
resources which provides an enormous economic potential.
Politically, canadians have inherited the traditional Brit-
ish view of the North. The Arctic is seen as a wondrous nat-
ural sublime environment requiring constant protection from

harmfur intrusion. T Nevertheless, the same environment

evokes a fear amongst canadians, who understand the severity

s canadian secretary of state for Externar Àffairs, Joecrark has stated that "[c]ontror over national teríitory,
airspace and coastal waters is essentiar for our sover-eignty and our security." canada, Department of External
Àffairs. _ competitivgnesg qnd securitv: Directions for
canadian Ints.Ena_!.ip¡eÀ Relations. (ottawa: t'tinister ot
superyand serGs, Tgõil-pie 

"

Manson, p. 16"

Grif f iths (ed. ), Pol-itics of the Northwest passase. pp.
17-18. This was described as the "victorian vision" of lr,enorth.
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of its climate" strategically, the evolution of technology

has created many doubts over canada's abirity to control the

Àrctic " The north, once a buffer against invasion, has

become increasingry vulnerabre to such v¡eapons as nucrear

armed bombers, inter-continentar ballistic missires and more

recently, sea raunched rcBM's and cruise missiles from sub-

rnarines.s canadian Brigadier-General crayton Beattie says

that the soviet Arctic threat is rearr âs an enemy courd

easily rand forces and cut off the Northwest passage as a

distraction at the very reastr oE once estabrished threaten
the south. He continues to state that " [t]he principle of

surprise is still a principre of v¡ar for the soviet union

and I wourd Inot] discount that possibility."s Generar Man-

son echoes this in terms of sovereignty protection and North

American defence, by refering to canadian capabirities which

refrect her inability "to conduct surveirlance of our north-
ern waters, and to counter any hostile intrusion in the Arc-
tic."1o Recent improvements in superpor,rer and east-west

reLations, incruding the democratization of warsaw pact

countries and German re-unification may alter the soviet

Àlthough no confirmation of ongoing soviet submarine oper-
ations under the Canadian Arctic ice has been made, the
technology, rationale and threat does exist. see commander
Peter T" Haydon. "The Strategic Importance of the Àrctic:
understanding the Military rssues. " canadlan Defence
Quarterlv, Vol. 17 No; 4 (Spring, 1988).

Canada, Senate, No. 1 5, p. 1 9. prinLing error occured in
English text. The opposite French transration refers to
this statement in the negative, therefore r have inserted
a correction.

ro Manson, p. 14.
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threat, arthough the potential and capabirity remains unal-
tered due to the effeciency created through soviet force
reduction and modernization,

Energy shortages have produced threats of increased ship-
ping and pollution.1l The voyages of the Àmerican icebreak-
er/supertanker Manhattan (1969/70) , the Swedish cruise ship
Lindblad Explorer (1984) and the u.s. coast Guard cutter
Polar Sea (1985) through Canadian-claimed waters have caused

a great amount of concern and controversy among canadians

regarding their ability to assert sovereignty. The polar sea

voyage resurted in domestic controversy, according to Joe

crark, "not because the transit occurred, but because vre had

so few means to assert our claim of control. " 1 2

The Manhattan voyages influenced canadian efforts
throughouL the 1970's and '1980's to build a nevr internation-
aI legar regime more consistent with canadian claims to its
northern v¡aters. The Arctic pollution prevention Àct was

part of an attempt to gain recognition and establish a Los

which wourd bolster canadian craims and jurisdiction, while
protecting the Àrctic environment. The porar sea voyage once

again sparked an enormous debate in canada and led to the

unilateral action of the canadian government to encrose the

archipelagic waters with baselines, declaring them internar.

tt

12

The recent
reflects the
Lhe Canadian

See "Clark(apriI 23, 1

ÀIaskan 'vALDEz'
hazards of such
Arct ic .

urges more action
987), p. 45.

disaster of
a catastrophy

March 1989,
occurring in

on Àrctic" Ottawa Citizen
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The pledge by the federal government to buird a five hundred

million doIlar icebreaker, the Polar 813 and acquire a dozen

nuclear-powered submarines were also in response to the per-

ceived threats to Arctic sovereignty.

The United States views the Arctic as a region which

offers an economic potential, secure supply of energy

resources and more irnportantly, a security threat to the

continental heartland. The maintenance of international
straits and waterways has been a prime objective of American

foreign policy and continued to be so under the Reagan

Àdministration and appears to be the same for president

Bush. The U.S.r âs discussed in the previous chapter, rec-
ognizes a three nautical mire territorial sea, an absence of

any special status for ice-covered regions and denies canada

its claim to sovereignty over the Northwest passage. In

response, canada has attempted to develop an independent

perspective for the north using dipromacy, international
law, technology and other physicar assets. canada has been

slow over the years to take bold unilateral actions and

broadly assert her sovereignty craims, since the capabiri-
ties to do so are limited. Às a trading nation and member of

Lhe western Alliance, canada also desires to maintain the

freedom of the high seas. Instead of bold action, she has

13 Joe clark stated that canada will buird the "worrds'mostpowerful icebreaker to be serviceable by late 1990." See
Leman, p. 18. This was reconfirmed in May of 1989, how-
ever its compJ-etion date is uncertain. See "Tories now
deliver Polar I but refuse to provide
Mail. (t"tay 9, 1989) p.e10.

detai1s," Globe and
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used innovat ive approaches in l-aw and diplomacy. Only

recently has canada made serious attempts to acquire the

capability to sustain physicar control as we11.1a RecenL

budget cuts have shelved much ot these improvments and those

called for by the 1987 Defence white paper.ls

4.3 COMMTTMENT CÀPÀBI LI TY .

Years of negrect to her defence forces (particurarly
navar ) , threats to her sovereignty in the Àrctic by

increased civilian and possibly miritary incursions has

forced canada to improve her defence capabirities, as welr

âs, and as part of, her legal claims. As discussed in chap-

ter three, canada has enclosed her Ärctic rslands with base-

rines and had arready negoLiated and implemented the New

Los. The legar disagreement with the u.S. has been settred
for the time being by Àmerican recognition of canada's con-

tror over the disputed waters and ice-covered areas, but not

sovereignty. American threats to canadian Àrctic sovereignty
may have subsided in the meantime, nevertheless, the soviet
and American military presence has been on the increase, or

such measures have taken prace. In 1986 the canadian gov-
ernment increased Àurora aircraft patrors, conducted Í:.m-ited Eastern Arctic navar deployments, and maintained its
Arctic rand forces. Nevertheless, her strategic and tac-tical view is expected to "turn increasingry ñorthward in
the years to come." Manson, p. 15"

Michear wilson's 1989 budget cut the nucrear submarine
programme, cF-18 attrition repracements, six additional
Aurora aircraft, and the entire fleet of mid-range Track-
er aircraft. see w. Harriet critchrey, "Does cañada Have
a Defence PoIicy?" Çanadian Defence Ouarterlv. Vol. 19,
No.2, (Autumn, 1989) pp.l¡q. 

-

V.

14
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at least the threat of increased submarine activiLy has ris-
en with improvements to soviet SLBM and cruise missile capa-

bilities. canadian capabirities to monitor and patror the

Arctic are minimal, if not negligible. canada's inability to
adequately patrol the Arctic has left her unable to deter-
mine the extent of foreign military presence in her Arctic
waters" This is a serious setback to her Arctic sovereignty
claims, which are being charlenged. Às General Beattie
states "[i]f vre do not get up there to look after our own

territory, someone else will. " r 6

Physical control of a territory is a requisite to sover-
eignty and a principle of international Iar.¡. " [a] nation is
considered to assert sovereignty over an area only when it.
can be shown to have the capability of physicalry exercising
that controI."17 The need for canada to increase its capa-

birities at sea and under the ice has been noted by rnany

authors" Nevertheless, the enforcement of sovereignty need

not be entirery through the use of force or increased physi-
cal presence. Às a principre of international raw, the use

of peaceful means to settre disputes and the avoidance of
the use of force has been stated in numerous international
and bi-raterar treaties, however, if physical control of a

territory is a requisite for sovereignty, it may arso have

the function of reducing or detering threats to sovereign-

'| 6 Canada, Senate, No.15, p. 18.

17 Law, p. 13"
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ty.r8 The ability of canada to engage in the use of force to
assert her craims to sovereignty are required. As schwatzen-

berger suggests "it is the function of the principle of sov-
ereignty, and the liberum veto of the sovereign state, to
maintain intact the supremacy of the rure of force over the
rule of 1aw in international society. w 1 s

4"3"1 Government policv

rn 1971 the canadian white paper on Defence procraimed

that the maintenance of sovereignty especially in the Arc-
tic, was its primary concern.20 rt calred for surveirlance
overfrights, the use of rnuit Rangers (a paramiritary force
of 640) and occasional military exercises to assert sover-
eignty. Many considered this approach to be inadequate. In
response to the Polar sea and the threat of increased for-
eign military presence, the federar government announced its
intention to buird the modern polar I icebreaker, as men-

tioned in in section 4.2. More recentry, the 1gg7 white
Paper on Defence called for the purchase of ten to twelve

I I According to the canadian Government, " It] he miritaryrole in sovereignty is that of the ultimate coercivãforce avai labre when the capabi 1 i t ies of the c ivi l_authorities are inadequate to ènforce canadian laws andregurations or when canada's right to exercise jurisdic-
tion is chalrenged by other staÈes." canada, õharlenqe
and Cornmitment " pp. 23-24 

"

rs Schwarzenberger, p.94.
20 see canada, Department of Nationar Defence. white. paper

9^!_9tf en.g,: Def eÐce in the 70's (ottawa: gueenîffiinte-r,
1971). The rnuit Rangers now increased to 1500. see
Canada, Defence Update lgBB/99. p. 12.
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nuclear-powered submarines, the ability to forward base

cF-1 I fighters, increased overflights and an overarl
increase in canada's Àrctic military presence. There has

al-so been discussion to place deep sea sonar under the ice
and use earth-monitoring or remote sensing saterlites for
surveillance. The debates which are occurring presentry
refer to the extent to which canada shourd commit itserf to
northern defence, but most agree however, that an increase
in physical control should. be made.

The white Paper recognizes the growing geo-strategic
importance of the Àrctic and its prime operating areas for
submarines.2l The canadian Government berieves that to be

ef f ective, canada's Navy must be ar¡rare of what is going on

under the ice in order to "deter hostire or potentiarry hos-

tile intrusions."22 canada's current naval modernization
programme has as its purpose, the abiliLy to provide canadi-
an decision makers greater policy or miritary options. Flex-
ibility is believed to be best achieved through a balance

among air, surface and underwater capabilities, incruding an

effective three ocean navy.23

The Àrctic is heavily militarized arready. The soviet
Kora Peninsula has the "greatest single concentration ofnaval and naval air forces in the worrdr âs werr as mis-sile forces... land isl armost entirely'within the Arcticcircle." see Perrin Beattie, speech lo the Empire crub,(Toronto: January 15, 1987), p.- 6.

Canada, Challenge and Commitment. p. 50.

rt is not known what effect current budget cuts wirl have
upon this programme in the long run. Nevertheress thecancelration of the nuclear-powered submarine purchase iscertain, as it was announced in Micheal wirsón's extra-

21

22

23
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4 "3.1 "1 Naval Modernization

Às an update to the 1987 white paper, the Department of
National Defence declared that it witr "provide the navy

with modern, capable vessers for operations in the three

oceans contiguous to Icanadian] territoryi bolster
Icanada's] ability to survey and defend canadian territory
[and] revitalize and enrarge the reserves to assume a great-
er role in the defence of canada."24 Àlso mentioned was the

establishment of an Arctic training centre near the end of.

the eastern portion of the Northwest passage.

The most controversial component of canada's naval mod-

ernization programme r.Ias the acquisition of ten to twerve

nucl-ear-powered submarines. Their proposed usage would have

constituted both 'denial' and patrol rores. The nuclear pow-

er requirement is essential for canadar âs they are the only
vessels capabre of sustained operation and surveillance
under the Àrctic ice of canadian waters.2s Àlthough the pur-

ordinary 1989 Budget speech. As a result many schorars
have expressed concerns that Canada has given up her goal
for a three ocean navy.

Canada, Defence Update 1988/89. pp.7. The naval modern-
ization will consist of the refitting of the TRIBÀL class
DCSITOYETS, thc ÀLGONQUIN, ATHABÀSKAN, HURON ANd IROOUOIS(art at least 15 years old), will be undertaken to eitend
their life beyond the year 2000. The replacement of anti-
quated naval vessers with six newly constructed frigates
is arready underway, with the purchase of six more con-firmed. The purchase of new hericopters and the develop-
ment of new sonar systems for Àsw vessels and fixed underice sensors are required. See Canada, ChaIlenqe and Com-mitment. p. 51 .

Ibid p. 51.

24
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chase of these vessels has been cancelled due to current

budgetary constraints, if purchased, they would have been of

either the British TRAFALGÀR2 6 class or French

RUBIS/aMetHySfs cfass, and would have been partially or ful-
Iy constructed in Canada.

Rod Byers has stated that sovereignty is the "primary

rationale" for the programme and a possible means for
resolving the Canadian-Àmerican dispute in the Àrctíc"27 On

the other hand, retired Canadian Rear Àdmiral S. Mathwin

Davis contends that the submarines are not optimal for
asserting or affirming sovereignty. He staLes that

"IrJecognition of Sovereignty in the Àrctic is not likely to

be achieved or possibly enhanced by military means; whatever

difficulty exists can be resolved only by international law

and agreement. " 2 I Àccording to Àdmi ral Davis, icebreakers

are just as good for recognition, as there is no evidence ot

Soviet submarines only the possibility of the threat. What

is omitted here is the fact that the ability to control a

territory effectively is a requisite of sovereignty under

international Iaw. How can Canada claim control if she does

For further details on British TRAFÀLGAR class nuclear-
powered submarines, see "Canadian Sovereignty: À Subma-
rine for Canada" À Special Marketing Supplement Prepared
by Canadian Defence Quarterly. (apri1, 1988).

R.B. Byers, "Àn 'Independent' Maritime Strategy For Cana-
dar" Canadian Defence Ouarterlv, VoI. 1 No. 1 (Summer,
1988), p- 28-:

Rear Àdmi ral S . Mathwin Davi s ( ret. ) rr r LE MI EUX EST
L'ENNEMI DU BIEN: ' The Nuclear-Powered Submarine Pro-
gramme" Canadian Defence Ouarterlv. VoI . 1 I No.2
(Autumn, 1988), p" 54.
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not know if the perceived threat is real or not? Currently

Canada must rely upon the word of the Àmericans to deterrnine

the status under the ice" This is unacceptable in order to
claim sovereignty. With the cancellation of the nuclear sub-

marine programme, alternatives must be found in order to
reverse this trend"

The nuclear-powered choice appeared to be the best and

only practical alternative for truly representing Canadian

sovereignty under the ice" It would have provided both sur-
veillance and patrol, as well as denial capabilities" A sen-

ate committee has reported that the conventional submarine

is a "vehicle of position" while its nuclear counterpart is
a "vehicle of manoeuvre."2s More startling is the fact that
the nuclear submarine's operational effectiveness vras judged

to be three times greater than its conventional cousin.3o

This effectiveness would have allowed Canada to maintain her

traditional NÀTO naval contribution according to former Can-

adian Minister for International Trade, Pat Carney. She

stated that "on1y nuclear-powered submarines can operate in

the Arctic Ocean... Ib]ut more importantly are more cost-ef-
fective and operationally effective than conventional subma-

rines for fulfilling the Navy's primary role the protec-

tion of the Atlantic sea lanes."si This appeared to be the

29

30

31

Canada, Senate,
the Senate on Nat

Tl^:¡ '7It,IL¡. P. /.

See Pat Carney,
the 21sL Century,

"Canadian Foreign PoIicy:
" Speech to the Canadian

Preparing for
Institute for

"Proceedings of the Special Committee of
ional Defencer" No. 24, p. 6"
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best rationale for the submarine purchase. The submarines

?¡ere more properly assumed to be used for Canada's tradi-
tional- naval role in the North Àtlantic, while providing the

capability to operate under the Arctic ice and affirm Cana-

da's sovereignty there"

The disparity between Canada's defence commitments and

capabilities for Arctic and National Defence, are equally

apparent in her NÀTO commitment. Although beyond the scope

of this study, Canada's NÀTO commitments are often regarded

by many as detrimental to her Àrctic defence, although this
is debatable considering the larger deterrence umbrella that
NÀTO provides.3 2 Former Canadian Minister of National

Defence Perrin Beattie has stated that "lt]here can be no

doubt that the defence of Western Europe continues to be

critical to the defence of the Canada vre wish to pre-

serve."33 Thus, a rnultipurpose role for the submarines, giv-
en Canada's tradition of acquiring capabilities for two or

more commitments at a time, appears to be the best solution
to the debate. This would provide adequate sovereignty pro-

tection in the north, as only a minimum capability is
required" The elimination of the programme now places a

greater emphasis upon alternatives" It is not known how

óz

JJ

International Affairs, (Ottawa: March

See Honderich, Chapters 11 r12 & 13 for
Beattie, Empire Club Àddress. p. 3
meetings of July, 1990 have set a
NÀTO's role in European and Atlantic
of the rapid changes occurring in the
Warsaw Pact States' relations.

25,1988), p. 7.

discussion.

. The NATO Surnmit
--t-E:--u9u! 5e Lu r e(ler l'¡te

defence as a result
traditional NATO-
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seriously the cuts wirl effect canada's pIans, but it is
presently presumed that a new Naval modernization pran will
be submitted and a programme undertaken. presumably this
will incrude new methods to monitor Arctic submarine activi-
ty and the ability to respond to it.

4.3 " 2 Surveillance.

surveillance has been declared most recentry to be "arì

affirmation of sovereignty and a contribution to securi-
ty."34 the use of surveillance as an affirmation of sover-
eignty is an aspect of Arctic defence upon which canada

praces great emphasis. The physical ability to interject
forces necessary to assert sovereignty requires that the

ability to know where to send them shourd arso be a high
priority" This is asserted by the 1987 white paper, accord-
ingly, "Ii]t follows that an important manifestation of sov-

ereignty is the ability to monitor effectively what is hap-

pening within areas of canadian jurisdiction, be it on land,
in the air or at sea, inc.luding under the ice. " 3 5 Neverthe-

less, the report recognized that monitoring ar-one hras not

sufficient to provide effective controL. This courd onry be

done through the ability to respond with force. Given the

vast region of tand, sea and ice in the canadian Àrctic,

34

35

Ibid. p" 1 0. The
an affirmation
to Canadian and
and Commitment.

Ibid. p. 24.

white Paper
of Canadian
Coll-ective
p. 55.

echoed this. "Surveillance is
sovereignty and a contribution
security" " Canada, Challenqe
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surveilrance becomes a primary concern. The canadian Govern-

ment requires surveillance for "Iw]arning, assessment and

defence against hostile activity. " 3 6 This is achieved

through the use of 18 Aurora cp-140 aircraft which patrol
the Àrctic for three days once every three weeks providing
aerial photo reconnaissance. The use of 1500 rnuit Rangers

for ground patrols enhance the cp-140's, but are limited in
their range" The R.c"M.P" and coast Guard also provide sov-

ereignty surveillance and patrol, but like the Rangers are

ineffective for monitoring the entire canadian Arctic. The

white Paper supports the modernization of NORÀD through the

North warning system (Hws) to reprace the Distant Early
warning Line (oew Line) and the use of the canadian NORÀD

Regi.on operations control centre, cF-18's and associated

communications to enhance her surveillance requirements. The

white Paper also called for the upgrade of five existing
Northern Airfierds to forward base cF-18's, and other fields
for Àmerican owned and commanded AwÀcs" The paper was also
supportive of the modernization of canada's fleet of TRÀCKER

mid-range aircraft and purchase of more long-range patror
aircraft.3T However, given the previousry mentioned sizabre
reduction in DND's spending authority by wirson's 1gB9 budg-

Êt, programmes such as these have been derayed or cancelred.

This has led rnany observers to conclude that canada is with-
out a current defence poJ_icy of any consequence.

36 rbid., p.
aa i.þ1d. pp.

55.

55-57.

At the
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very least it has been argued that canada has created a much

larger commitrnent-capability gap as a result.

The forlowing chapter discusses the use of Earth monitor-
ing satellites for surveirlance and the affirmation and

assertion of sovereignty,



Chapter V

REMOTE SENSING AND CANÀDIÀN ÀRCTTC SOVEREIGNTY

5.1 TNTRODUCTION.

The intent of this chapter is to discuss the current
earth monitoring satellite technorogy avairabre to canada

and answer whether or not canada should pursue an indepen-
dent earth monitoring saterrite capability for her own

defence purposes, such as Àrctic sovereignty and independent
verification.

5 "2 SPACE EÀSED SURVEILLÀNCE.

of the many possible solutions to Canada's Àrctic defence
woes currently being debated, the use of independent canadi-
an earth monitoring or remote sensingi saterlites for air,
land and maritime surveillance has received some of the
least attention from parriament and the media. Given the
reported eight bilrion dolrars which r,Ias to be spent upon

the ten to twelve nucrear-powered submarines, the debate has

r carl o. christol _suggests that the legarity of remotesensing is assumed, nevertheless, "[ã] aeiinition ofremote sensing must incrude the central function of such aprocess or method, namery the observation and gathering ofidentifiable facts through the use of space -oujããts 
andtheir component parts." õarl a. christor; "RemoiË-iensingand Internatiglll Law," Annals of Àir and'sÞace il*; vol.v (1980), p" 383.
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attracted many cheaper alternatives such as ice breakers,
under ice sensors, conventional diesel-electric submarines
(inadequate for the long patrols necessary under Àrctic ice)
and long range paLrol aircraft with anti-submarine warfare
capabilities, or a purchase of u.s" ÀwAcs for air surveir-
lance. Nevertheress, the use of space-based surveirrance
systems to offer an alternative or supportive rore to the
more conventional means of patrolling the Arctic has been

mentioned and recommended by at least two parliamentary com-

mittees since 1985. canada's nationar security reguire-
ments, with regard to space-based systems, were defined by a

1985 canadian senate report on Territorial Air Defence. The

report stated that,
canada could contror the use of its own satelrites
and make sure that they remained dedicated to pas-sive detection and surveillance needs.... tilt"number of satellites required for a viable systemmight consist of four to six air surveillance sat-ellites, one or two maritime surveilrance satel-lites, and three to four communications satel-lites, stationed most of the time over canadianterrilory or areas rerevant to canadian military
and diplomatic communications. 2

The Defence white paper echoed these f indings. r t
referred to the apparent need for a mititary space pro-
grammer âs werr as exploring space-based systems for sur-
veilrance requirements which in time could be used to
reprace ground-based radars. The linkage of saterrites to
surveillance as an affirmation of sovereignty was made by

2 Às repor'ued by canada, House of commons, NORÀD 19g6:Repgrt gå the standinq committee on External ertairã aîaNatiotrel_?erencli- (ottawa : ¡{iltrster-õr suppryffirËces, 1987), p. 46.
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DND accordingly, because "onry space-based surveirrance has

the potential for comprete coverage of canadian territory
and adjoining air and sea space."3 Their use was seen as a

continuation of current policy, as canadian forces currently
use communication salellites and wilr use the Àmerican Grob-
a1 Positioning SatelIite for navigation.

since the parliamentary report, canadian Major-General
R.w. Morton has written that "[a]s few as two satelrites in
polar, low-earth orbit could very significantly augment the
current NORÀD surveirrance systems, whereas a constelration
of ten or more satellites could provide an unprecedented
North Àmerican and indeed a worldwide surveirlance capabili-
ty."4 This system would provide the best arr-weather, day/
night coverage of canadian territory, providing the ability
to track airborne targets, cover maritime regions and

enhance NORÀDrs warning and assessment function.s The two

satellite system would compliment the Nws and the forward
based cF-l8's, while firling the void out over the Àrctic
and providing more time for crisis-management.6

Canada, Challense and Commitment, p. 59.

Major-Generar R.w. Morton, "surveillance: A FundamentalAspect of Deterf glge, " canadian Def ence ouarterrv, vor. .lg
No. 5 (Apri1, 1989), p.-14. 

-Ibid, p. 11.

I bid, p. 14.

J

4

5

6
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The linkage between space-based surveirrance and terres-
trial sovereignty appears to be a uniquely canadian craim.
No current legaI principle exists in which a state can

acquire territory or affirrn sovereignty by surveirlance
methods outside, what would norrnarly be considered its own

territorial airspace.T Nevertheless there courd be function-
ar connection between the two, as christol suggests
" Ir] emote sensing serves many functional purposes. ,,8 r t
would appear that space-based surveillance of a territory
would affirm sovereignty in a functional sense, as a state
could act upon the information provided to enforce its will
within territorial limits arready recognized as belonging to
the state in question. Às a means of claiming sovereignty
over res nullius, the use of surveirlance satelrites courd
not be recognized, as other states could do the same for
disputed territory. It is therefore important to distinguish
between affirming sovereignty and claiming sovereignty. À

claim wourd suggest a single act or series of acts, whire an

affirmation would constitute a continual process which a

state uses to assert the basis of its claim. Àffirmation
therefore, is more closely associated to the political pro-
cess of consolidation rather than the strict regal require_
ments associated with demonstrating a claim.

7 Generally, remote sensing has been described as aogy not a mission-orieñteA concept.- See L.W."rnternational organization for Reirote sensing:
Knot " Ànnals_ of Ài r and Space Law. Vol. I i- ( 1427. 

- 
=

8 christol, "Remote sensing and rnternational Lawr,,

technol -
Morley,

a Gordian
977), p"

p. 387 "
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The sovereignty issue, although important for domestic
politicar consumption as well as an international regal
claim, like the submarine programme, is not as vital as the
security aspects. Às General Morton states, " Is]onfidence
in our security wourd improve if v¡e courd 'see' over the
pore."s More importantly however is the linkage to western
security doctrine, âs "vigil-ance" is a "key component" of
deterrence.lo rt may therefore be more correct to stress the
security aspects of the system, whire the sovereignty issue,
although necessary, is merely an adjunct to the overaLl_

determination of policy.

5.2"1 Technoloqical and Financial Feasibilitv

such surveillance satellites could be buírt in canada

drawing upon acquired canadian expertise in remote sensingrr
and communication satelrites, ât a cost substantially ress
than current surveilrance systems. The cost of a canadian
space-based radar system, developed and buirt in canada,
which courd be deployed around 1992-gs, may be around $1.5-2

e Morton r "Surveillance:
rence," p. 14.

1o rbid, p. 12"

A Fundamental Aspect of Deter-

I I canadian remote sensing technology uses electromagneticradiation to record data of the ããvironment from ã dis-tance. spacg-based systems use radars, passive microwavescanners, "photographic cameras, retum=Èeam vidicon cam-eras, infra-red detectors and multispectral scånners. "see canada, Department of External Aflairs, The pÀxsÀT
Çoncgpt: ry åpgfiçe!1o!. of Space;b?sed nemollsenEñã
f o5 Arms conlrol verif ication,G;mioñlroãrr[re ¡¡o.3 (ottawa: Miñiãrer oE supñ'and servicés, lããiil-p. 12.
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Bi1lion, plus $250-300 Mirlion annualJ_y to reprace sater-
lites. r 2 John Honderich has placed this figure at $150 rnil-
rion a year for the first five years and a subsequent $3s0
million a year for the folrowing ten years.13 on the other
hand, canada's contribution to NORÀD for yearly operations,
procurement and construction was $664 million in 1994-g5,
while NORÀD modernization is expected to total more than ç7

billion" Canada's construction of the North t^Iarning System

will cost $600-700 million arone, whire the yearly costs
associated with the programme will be spliL 60/q0 between

the u.s. and canada.r¿ rt has been reported that the "asso-
ciated operations and maintenance contract at a steady
state, will cost some $100 mirrion annually, making it the
largest undertaking of its kind ever tackled in canada."is
canada, for reasons above, is committed to determine the
affordability, feasibility and practicality of space-based
radar, and if so determined wirl "devote over the next 15

years, significant resources to the establishment of a

space-based surveillance system for North Àmerican Air

t2 see David coxr Trends in continental Defence: A canadianPçrspective. (ottawal canãAEn rnsrEñ' roi ffitional Peace and security, 1996), p. 41. And also canadi-an Press, "satellites Better Than-subs to Establish sov-ereiglty." .winnipeg Free prçss (February 1, lggjj p.g.rn this articre cox's scenario calls for "2'crusters of 4satellites each. "
3 Honderich, p. 129.
a Canada, House of Commons, NORAD 19g6, pp, 27-31"
s colonel George E.c. Macdonald, "The Àir Force programme:

rmprementing the white paperr" .canadian Defence oúarter-lv, VoI. '17 No. 4 (Spring, 19BB)1.:.
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Def ence. tt 1 6

5"2"1.1 Technology.

canada's new white paper on Defence cal_led for an "imagi-
native use of technology. " 1 7 General Manson states that
"[a]11 parts of canadian territory and its adjoining waters
and airspace including even under the Àrctic ice are now

credible combat environments. They must somehow be defended
with modern technorogy and against modern technology.'rs The

technology for space-based radar is however already present
in Canada.

canada's ability to buird her or^'n satellites f or miritary
purposes in the Àrctic, stems from canadian involvement in
the European space Agency's (ese) Earth Monitoring satellite
Programme (ens-l) and canada's own RADÀRSAT programme.re The

RÀDÀRSÀT programme vras initiated by the canadian centre for
Remote sensing in 1981 and has become a Department of Ener-
gyt Mines and Resources programme. rts deveropment is a

t6

17

18

19

Canada, Challenqe and Commitment, p. 59.

I bid. p. 55

Manson, p. 5.

RÀ'DARSAT arso includes u.K" and u.s. participation. Frankoberle, "Notes for remarks to the university or uanitobastudent union conference on Frontiers of canada-u.s.cooperation in space," (winnipug, Man.: January, 30,1987.), p. 14. this is in keepini'with irru current inrer-nationar trend of spending a rarge portion of a countriesspace _budget on internationar prõjeðts to "share the bur-den. of high costs... [and] avoid wastef ul duplicàiion.',
lrliu Dotto, canada in space (Toronro: rrvri;;'-1tg7l-, p.277.
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direct result of canada's involvement in ESA's ERS-1

project. The ERS-1 is based upon the French spot rmage

design" rt will use a synthetic Àperture Radar (saR) capable
of penetrating darkness, fog and cloud cover. canada joined
the ERS-1 programme to participate in the pranning and

acquire the technologicaJ- expertise to build sÀR in canada

for its own RÀDÀRSÀT project, Both ERS-1 and RÀDARSAT wirl
provide canada with the ability to monitor and classify Arc-
tic ice flows and depths, winds, as well as her extended two

hundred mile coastal zone. rn the meantime, the white paper

suggests the use of "sAR in existing aircraft. " 2o canada's
ERS-1 involvement has provided useful knowledge in develop-
ing ground stations and pre-processing equipment, and a near
real-time processing for sÀR. canada wilr also benefit from
SÀR vessel detection algorithms for the automated detection
of surface vessers. As a civilian project with international
and commercial applications, RADÀRSAT wilr provide a ,,con*

tinuousr unimpeded monitoring of land and sea conditions,
and will provide"...the information needed for more effi-
cient resource management, ice ocean monitoring and Arctic
survei1l-ance."21

Às of January 1987, canada had invested over $40 milr
in the programme which is expected to bring $75 million

10n

l-n

20

21

Ibid. p. 58.

See government brochure
Energy Mines and Resources
Supply and Services, 1987)

for further detai 1s " Canada ,, RADÀRSAT (Ottawa: Minister of
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benefits to canada as a civirian saterrite alone. 2 2 There

are however consLraints to the use of satelrites for sur-
veillance, such âs, timited resolutions, sensor limitations,
environmentar and clirnatic concerns, spacecraft lifetime,
data processing, cost and expertise and including interfer-
ence and deception.23 Nevertheless RÀDÀRSAT technology can

overcome many of these obstacles.2+ The programme has also
undergone a redesign so that it may be serviced in-spacer or
returned to earth by the shuttle.2s

With a fine resolution
fect SÀR technology for mi

clusion.26 For the prescri
a means of surveillance,

of ten metres, the ability to per-
litary purposes is a foregone con-

bed role of "passive detection" as

the current civilian standard of

22 As of January_ 1987, eight countries had expressed inter-est. see oberle, p. 14. ln totar canada witt contribute
$300 million to RADÀRSÀT's $520 milrion price i"g. seeDotto, p. 296"

23 Canada, The PAXSAT Concept: pp. '17-1g.

24 9.u Floyd F. sabin (ed"), Remote sensinq: principtes andlpterpreta!ion (New york: w.u. r'reernan compãnFãgfiChapter 6 for SÀR technology. pp.177-233"
2s Lydia Dotto notes that "batteries, tape recorders andsolar panels courd be replaced, fúer tãnks refilled andsensors updated.... Iand thesel design changes expected Locost about cÐN 940-mirrion,... woutd dou6le tire sater-lites lifetime frorn five to ten years and increase theeconomic returns by about cDN g50O-milrion." ooitor Þ.295.

26 For instance, a French spor IMAGE saterrite with a 10mresolution, if moved from its normal 500-1000km orbit toa 200km orbit, wilr improve its resolution to 3m withoutany technicar improvements. see Ânn M. Florini. "Theopening skies - Third party rmaging satellites and u.s.
9qçylity," r¡rernational seóuritv, vo1. 13 No.2 lrÀir,1988) , -p. mt resorution f or u.s. miritary
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ten metres resorution, initiated by France's spor rMAGE¡ flây

be all that is required by canada. These needs may go beyond

the ten metre limit and sAR technorogy since both air and

maritime surveillance are required.2T rn fact, a ground res-
olution of 4.5m is required to detect aircraft, whire.gm is
needed to identify them.28 canada wourd not require a capa-
birity equal to that of the u.s. or soviet union, however,
she may still wish to acquire technology that would compare

with the heat-seeking capabirities of an Àmerican Tear Ruby

infra-red surveillance satellite designed for launch in 1gg1

to detect bombers and cruise missires from space. rn fact,
canada is committed to a "five year research program on

space-based radar for detection and tracking of aircraft and

cruise missilesr" and is part of the Arried research effort
for TEÀL RUBY.2s

For the purpose of affirming
only require a passive system of
early warning, not one capable of

sovereignty Canada would

detection and presumably

so accurately targeting

27

reconnalssance satellites is believed to be measured inthe few inches or centimetres.

"Area surveirlance . imagery in resorution range 1-3m maybe inferred as capable õt -providing precise 
"; n ur-pre-cise identificarion of moãt miriIuiy a;;9;lr,---whireclose-look imagery in the resolution- range of 0. 1 -0.5mwould enabre targeL description and anaryãis.; K: San-thanam, "Use of Satellites in Crisis MoniÊoring,"-'in Bhu_pendra Jasani (ed.)r_ouçer spqce - A_New oimenãíon-or trr"gå^ EÊce ( London : ray 10 r ana r rãnãt s LtãT, TgEã) I pp .268-269

Canada, The PAXSAT Concept, p. 13.

Canada, ChaIlenqe and Commitment, p.59.

2A

29
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the intruders to l-aunch defensive weapons as envisioned in
the American sDI programme.3o such systems of passive detec-
tion may interest canada in order to reprace or complement

the current inadequate, yet necessary ground-based surveil-
lance offered by NORÀD.31 rn order to do so, canada and the
u"s. have joined forces in a birateral Àerospace Defence
Àdvanced Technorogy working Group to assess future needs and
have been engaged in the North Àmerican Àir Defence Modern-
ization programme. 3 2

3o It is like1y that these systemsfed or space-fed phased array
amongst the largest spacecraft
"Survei1lance: A ruñdamental
12.

31 The evaruation of these systems and continentar defencewill have Lo be re-examineã once new technorogies Áuch astransatmospheric vehicres become commonplace within th¿next 20 years. currently the u.s. is deîeroping il, x-30hypersonic te¡t "9!icre, capabre of using .-ãâñ"ãntionalrunway for take off and randing, entering-and mainiaininõ
95þi-t at 

_ 
speeds of Mach_ 25 . or greater , and atmospher iõflight of Mach 12. The s9"i9ts,-Japaneée, sritishl Ger-mans and French are all believed tõ be áe"eropini theirown versions of the x-30. The strategic Implicaliãñ, willbe of an enormous conseguence to continäntar d;fence.The hypersonic transatmoðpheric vehicle wirl be abre tocarry out "interdiction, reconnaissance, surveirlance,ald precision 

. targeting and weapons guidance mis-sions; . . . strategic bombing operations; and. l. . transport
f o-r strategic airlif t miõsiõns. " pluá a whore range ofother military air and space operations. see unitedstates, General Accounting office. National eãro-space
Plane: _ _A trg_$g+_ç+, pe_vçIopmenr anE oeñ iõãËroqramro Buird rhe x-30 (washTngron, DE:-ã¡ffi,-p. 49.

will be either corporate-
radars, which will be

ever launched. See Morton,
aspect of Deterrence," p"
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5.3 FUTURE OF CANADTÀN SURVEILLANCE.

The promotion of an independent canadian system will
1ikely be determined by the cost of currentry proposed sys-
tems such as alternatives to the cancelled nuclear-powered
submarine purchase and canada's association, partnership or
future relations with the united states in the sharing of
continental defence. More specifically, the role of NORÀD in
continental defence and surveilrance, and the direct linkag-
es between the Air Defence rnitiative (epr) and the strate-
gic Defence rnitiative (soi) wirl urtimately determine the
future path of canada's military space and saterlite sur-
veillance programmes.

The fear that most canadian policy-makers have is the
eventuar combining of NORÀD and the u.s. space command

through the sDï programme. Àrthough canada cannot become

involved in sDr or a Ballistic Missile Defence (¡¡ro) through
NORÀD without her approvar, it is genuinery feared that if
the u.s. develops a BMD system which wirl undoubtedry incor-
porate bomber and cruise defence with BMD into one entire
system, canada wirl be shut out of continentar aerospace
defence. Arready this has occurred for space surveilrance
according to Generar Morton who states that "most space sur-
veillance responsibilities have no$¡ been assumed by the

See chapter
3 2 Morton, ttÀ

ernization.
1s86/87).

six for a fulI discussion of future threats.
Priority task: North Àmerican Àir defence Mod_" Canadian Defence OuarterLv, (WinLer,
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united states space command and usAF space command."33 Às of
now, canada does "anticipate continuing participation with
the united states in alr forms of earry warning and surveil_
l-ance relevant to North Àmerican air defence, whether the
means be ground, air or space-based."34 The white paper did
however recognize the question of sDI and stressed the need

for effective surveillance regardless of sDr. Nevertheless,
the Paper did continue to stress that research into space

activities will continue to rerate to ,,security and arms

contror policies."35 canada maintains that she wirl pursue
space-based and space-related surveirlance systems with the
u"s. since as a logical partnership exists in air defence,
so does the same logic appry to space. rt is rikery that
this partnership will not be passive for air-breathing
threats, as canada has participated in the active tracking
of U.S. Cruise Missile tests.

The NORAD of the future may force canada to commit to sDI

or go it alone in Àerospace defence, otherwise the u.s. wirl
maintain NORÀD as a costly redundant system. Às NORAD and

the space command become closely integrated, canada is like-
ly to be offered a lesser rore in continentar defence, if
not committed to sDI, since most of the information gathered

3 3 Morton r "survei llance: A Fundamentalrence," p. 16" He further adds that th
by _Canada. upgrading its St. Maragaret's
and becoming more involved with it¡e U. Sing of space debris and objects.
Canada, Challenge and C_ommitment, p. 59

r bid

Aspect of Deter-
is may be overcone
Tracking Facility

. in the catalogu-

34

35
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will become vital to the survivaL of the u.s. BMD system.ss
Geographic proximity to the u.s. maintains canada,s strate-
gic importance to American aerospace defence, however, tech-
nology will likely diminish canada's rore in sharing respon_
sibility for continental defence. canada it appears wirl
only receive information concerning air defence from its ¡¡ws

ground stations, which are inadequate for atl_ of her sur-
veillance needs. Às a House of commons committee reviewing
NORAD reported, canadian personnel in NORAD wirl rikeJ_y con_
tinue to be invorved in the processing of space surveilrance
data. This space rore wirl 1ikely end with an improved u.s.
posture through sDr and the closing of canada's Baker-Nunn
satellite Tracking camera at st. Margaret's N.B. which acted
as a usÀF targeting base for its ÀsÀTS. canada's military
rore in space wirr be only a communications rink from the
North warning system (uws) Radar via its eNtn satellite to
the regionar command in North Bay. By the mid-i990's it is
likely that the Nws wilr begin to be phased out by Àmerican
space-based radars. 3 7

of the tvro options currentry available to canada, the
first being less access to information from NORÀD concerning
its air defence and Àrctic surveillance; and the second
being a closer association with a combined Àmerican air

Jb see united statesr_congress, office of Technologyment' stlq!çqic Defences (princeton: princeton uñiPress, 1985)" Such a system is likeì_y to reguireof Canadian territory añd canadian suôpórt. -

Canada, House of Commons, NORAD 19g6, p. 45.

As sess-
versity
the use

,5t
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defence and BMD in a proposed sDr programme, the first
option becomes the most rikely scenario if no other initia-
tive is undertaken. Given canada's stated commitment to her
Àrctic sovereignty and her wirlingness to develop space-
based surveillance systems, a possibre third option to
acquire a space-based system independent of sDI, with the
u.s., through an rnternational satetlite Monitoring Àgency
(rsua), NÀTor or possibly arone, should be developed. The

independent route may provide the best arternative since
canada does need to build its own miritary space programme

to sorve concerns over a currently inadequate air defence
arrangement with the u.s" regardless of the future links
between NORÀD and sDI . 3 I otherwi se canada' s onry other
alternative may be to enter into an agreement with the u.s.
to buird a joint space-based surveitlance system and enhance

any future u.s. BMD system. Àn al1-encompassing aerospace
defence as part of sDr wourd mean a greater commitment to
continental defence and even closer ties to u.S. strategic
nucl-ear doctrine f or Canada.

3I NORÀD's Ng.is does not meet canadian surveilrance require-ments. There is only a partial fulfillment of Àrctic sur-
"gilrancer âs much of the canadian Arctic territory iswithout air surveirlance and defence capabirities. Thenew NWS onry meets the u.s. and southern canada's defenceneeds. General Beattie suggests that canada move the Nwsto the "outer.edge of the Archipelago...That way it wourddefine and reinforce our perceived -limits of wffat canadais and where .it ends, añd it would give us ""inlng outover the Àrctic ocean." canada, senãte. No.15, ó.zo.currentry the radar range is only 400km and no controlover aircraft exists until south of the Northwest pas-sage. ibid. p"24. However, the Nws witl have "inier-spersed short range gap-filrer radars which will rowerthe detection floor." Morton, "surveirlance: A Fundamen-taI Aspect of Deterrenc€," p. 12.
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rt is questionable, since canada shares its defence with
the u.s. through many mutuar security agreements, that a

complete divorce from the u.s. and sDr courd be accomplished
with canada establishing her olrn independent system. ït is
more than likery that as far as the soviets would be con-
cerned, canadian involvement in strategic reconnaissance may

violate the ÀBM treaty if the u.s. can gain access to infor-
mation from canadian saterl-ites which have BMD targeting
capabilities. sDI wilr undoubtedry violate the ÀBM treaty,
however if the two superpowers avoid deproymenL, canada may

be compelred not to proceed with its plans since it is an

associated third party to the treaty.

canada is currently pursuing an active civilian space
programme in which many surveillance needs may be met, with-
out violating any treaties, in order to provide adequate
surveillance of her northern regions. 3 e Nevertheress, the
House of commons committee concluded that "without a vigor_
ous military component in this space program, canada stands
to deal itself out of NORAD activities in which it has here_
tofore been invorved."ao such a canadian military space pro_
gramme would be used for the surveirlance of canada's air-
space and oceans, search and rescue ¡ communications,

canada currently has developed or is in the process ofdeveroping a çiyilian space-Lased surveirrance änd cãmmu-nication saretlire !ysLãm capabre or pro,riãi;õ ã.ãrãñ'unorescue, navigational assistance, meteorologiãar-iniãr*u-ti9n, ocean monitoring and árms control verificationwhich courd be used in ã revived rsMÀ (À.. chapter vi) 
"

Canada, House of Commons, NORÀD 19g6, p. 79.

39
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navigation and as a comprement to NORÀD systems, thus gain-
ing air defence information but acguiring its or.rn space-
based system and remaining relativery free from any u.s.
BI'ID system. It is possible that the miritary component could
also be associated with canadian civirian agencies through
the coordination of the new canadian space Àgencyral in
order to l-ower cost and attempt to prevent a divergence in
policy similar to the situation between U.S.

military space authorities. a 2

c ivi 1 ian and

Although the appearance of canada's commitment to a mili_
tary space programme has been questioned there does not
appear to be any hesitation in pursuing one vigorously if
reguired. Àccording to the recent White paper, ,,IsJpace is
not and should not be the exclusive preserve of the super-
powers. we are prepared to use it in pursuit of defence and

other national- objectives and in conformity with our inter-
nationat obligations."43 rt is difficult to specurate how-

41 Montreal was awarded the site for the new Agency. see"space Àgency Lands in Montrear , " wrnnipào Ë;;.'press.(t"tay 2, 1989) pp.1,4.
42 See walter A. Mcdougall, the Heavens and the Earth (NewYork: Basic Books, rnc. , 19B5T.Tã-ouguri F"ñ-ã rhisthroughout his book. see also paur B. stares, The Miri-

@s 9¡l- spaçe : g:5. pol icy , I g¿s-ì ée¿ 
-ii 

tr,'Ëu ,:Ë*York: cornelr university press, '1gã.il-nd wilriám ;.
?!t"þ,. _National rnlerç?ls and the lrrilirarv use of space(cambridge, Mass.r-BãilE,ser, r gB¿-) . -ffitñorsËpãc i f_icarrv refer ro rhe attemfits by rhe u.s. miiit";t tã-*on-oporize the u.s-. space prógramme. Àlthough this approachhas been for . the most þart unsuccessfur, NÀsA has beenunder fire since the charlenger accident but has beenrecovering srowly.despite Depaitment of National oefenseand some congressionaL efforÉs to minimize her role,
Canada, ChaIlenqe and Commitment, p. 59.

43
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ever, whether or not canada could maintain her aerospace
defence commitments through NORAD and acquire its ov¡n pas-
sive space-based detection system while the u.s. seeks an

active system. such a reorganization of NORÀD may make cana-
dian involvement in space-based radars difficult since cana-
da shares most of its defence deveropment and production
with the u.s. rt is unlikely that canada's continental air
defence arrangements with the u.s. could force canada to
accept an active BI{D role without first renegotiating the
NORAD agreement. Nevertheless, canada would ultimatery be

tied to an Àmerican BMD even if it agreed to a missil-e sur-
veillance role with NORAD.44

The demise of NORAD as an aerospace defence with only
passive capabilities would force canada to commit to either
an active BMD through NORAD or place the monitoring of cana-
dian airspace in the trust of the u.s. intelligence communi-

ty. This of course could onry occur if canada fails to com-

mit to a rong term independent surveirrance programme of its
ov¡n. since the maintenance of the NWS and construction of
more ground stations at higher ratitudes to meet canadian
requirements wourd not be feasibre without the support of
the u.s., a cheaper, diverse, efficient and effective space-
based system seems to be canada,s onry genuine alternative
if it wishes to remain absent from any u.s. BMD programme

44 The combining of air and space defence makes good finan-ciar sense f.or the Àmericané since space-based radars andTEAL RUBY heat-seeking sensor satellites wirl make the
NWS obsolete and canadian invorvement in NORÀD minimal.
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and still provide adequate, if not substantiar, air, sea and

land surveillance of alI of Canada's territory.

canada must remain at the forefront of space technorogy
with or without being invorved in an Àmerican space-based
B¡{D, otherwise, the f airure to do so wirr outweigh the cur-
rent and projected costs of a passive military space pro-
gramme and an active civirian programme. space has arready
become a vital arena for canadian security interests. cana-
da can no longer delay utir ízíng such a valuable resource to
protect those interests, À dec i sion upon canada' s future
space-based radar system wilt be made within the next five
to ten years according to government sources. "Fairure to
meet this challenge courd mean forfeiting the responsibirity
for survei lrance of canadian ai rspace to the un i ted
states."as These decisions must however be made with care as

canada and the u.s. share in many civirian cooperative space

activities.4 u Àny farlout over miritary space policy and

NORAD may have negative effects upon canada's efforts in
telecommunications, remote sensing, launches, the purchase
of .remote manipulator systems and the space station.

Given the many defence and military space

ments between Canada and the U. S. , o 7 Canada'

related agree-

s relationship

45

46

47

Canada, ChaIlenqe and

See P.P.C. Haanappel,
the united States in
of Air and Space Law,

See Dewitt and Kirton,

Commitment, p. 59

"Co-operation Between Canada andCivilian Space Àctivitiês," AnnalsVoI" xII (1987), pp. 235-244

pp. 313-354 for further details"
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to sDr may already be predetermined. However the results may

not be as catastrophic since canadian space poricy has been

able to avoid such intrusive linkages. According to Dewitt
and Kirton a major shift began in canadian space policy
after the launch of sputnik in 19s7, whose "broader impact
was fert in a steady reduction of the military orientation
and united States presence in canada's bilateral programs

within North Àmerica."48 They further argue that the devel-
opment of a "defined pranned overall policy further red can-
ada towards unilateral approaches to ESÀ and Japan, in which
consul-tation with the united states was confined to those
dipromatic discussions required to gauge American reaction
and ensure an effective implementation."4e canada has been

able to gain contror over facilities within its borders and

develop stronger rerationships with other space polrers. This
may well provide canada with enough diversity in its poricy
options to reject any linkages between her civirian and mil-
itary space poticies with continued u.s. persistence in sDr.

The following chapter discusses the legitimacy of satel-
lite reconnaissance, the current threats to this regime and

how canada might contribute to the regime and have its sat-
ellites protected and recognized as an affirmation of her
sovere ignty.

1b1d "

rbid"
, p. 324"

p. 3s3 "

48
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Chapter Vl

SÀTELL]TE LEGITTMACY: NEw POLIcY CONSIDERÀTIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

unlike anti-aircraft systems plotted against high alti-
tude reconnaissance aircraft, the srow deveropment of anti-
satellite weapons (asets) allowed the united states and the
soviet union time to deverop restraints against a rarge mi1-
itary build-up in outer space, and time to legitimize satel-
lite reconnaissance.r The intent of this chapter is to
describe the process of reconnaissance satellite regitimiza-
tion, discuss current and future charlenges to this regimer2
and provide poricy options for canada in her pursuit to use

surveillance satellites to affirm her Arctic sovereignty.

r see Gerald M. steinberg. saterlite Beçp¡naissance: The
I..ore. or r_nfoEm?l hrqaininqlN;ñõTkæì geil
chapters 3 and 4. Àrso see stares' section "Tñe iegitimilzation of u.s" satelrite Reconnaissance," in sa";;;, TheMiJitarizetion_of space, chapteÊ 4, pp.øz-tl . Throughoutthis section, r draw upon thã geneial- -,ri"* of both åuthorsthat litç process was informal and based upon reciprocatactivities.

2 rn this instance r ref er to the term 'regime, as a ,,quasi-
legal method of regulating_ interactions... whether eiplic-itly or racirly. . . lbeinõl 'sers of imprtcit -ãi-.*piicit
principtg:, norms, ruleã and decisionlmaking prãceduresaround which actors' expectations converge in ã ii,r"n areaof international relatiäns. "' xe!rey 

"nã wiltxopi,- worrdPoliticsr pp. 504-505. -----r-'
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6"2 CONSTRUCTTNG THE RECONNÀISSANCE SÀTELLTTE REGIME

The important role of satellite reconnaissance became

instantly recogn ized during the cuban Missile crisis of
october 1962"3 since that time, their widespread use, tech-
nologicar growthr regitimization and tacit acceptance by the
two superpoe¡ers and their aÌlies has tempered much of the
fear and tension of the previous cord war period and has led
to a greater mutual understanding and commitment to interna-
tionar stabirity" a Nevertheress, their regitimization was a
tenuous exercise in informar bargaining, and at times praced
great strain upon superpower and east-west relations,

rnitía1ly, the soviets were adamant about preventing the
Àmericans from using satetrites for reconnaissance over
their territory. Àfter rejecting Eisenhowers's "open skies"
policy in 1955, and later shooting down an Àmerican u2

reconnaissance aircraft during an overflight of the soviet
union in 1 950, the Soviets set out to use arr regal, dipro-
matic and technical means availabre to also prevent Àmerican

"spying" from outer space. Not untir the soviets raunched

Lheir own satellite in october of 1962, did they realize the
importance of saterlite reconnaissance as a means to enhance

The Àmericans Ìvere able to accurately detect a soviet mis-sire build-up upon the rsland of cuËa, while the Sovietswere able to substantiate American resolve to use force ifnecessary to remove the missile"

Tlif point may be debatabre, since improvements to vlar-fighting gapaÞ11ities, such as stratägic targãtiñt andforce murtiplication or enabrement have been made] etworst, satelrite reconnaissance is a mixed bressing.
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both intelligence-gathering and war-f ighting capabirities.

The soviets began to shift emphasis from preventing sat-
e11ite use for reconnaissance purposes to a more favourabl_e
position of seeking their regitimacy, due to positive Àmeri-
can activities and responses to soviet concerns. s These
positive American signals, namery, avoiding embarrassment of
the soviets through indiscriminate reverations of soviet
activities or American capabilities, had the functional
effect of protecting u.s. saterrites. The slow deveJ_opment

of Soviet and Àmerican ASÀT capabilities coincided with both
superpowers reciprocating their activities and policies for
reconnaissance satellite use and information dissemination.
This tacit form of agreement, through informar bargaining,
led to the international acceptance of satellite reconnais_
sance as a legitimate form of peacetime surveilrance.6

s this strategy has progressed to the point where it is con-sidered "that remóte sensing fiãÃ -"pu"u which providesdata on military capabirities-is a peaceful, lawfur, andstabilizing space ãctivity. " chriètor, iRumote-iensing
and International Law" p.119.

u Tt. gnry formal reference to saterlite reconnaissance camein the 1972 sÀLr r accord which r".otÀized "ñ;ai;;;i Tech_nicar Means of verification" for ur*ã control. These meansare considered- to-be photographic reconnaissance sate]-rites, aircraft with rãdars-.nã optical ¡"sãã ãvstems asweI1.as ground-based radars and añtennas for täremetry.The international- acceptance of saterlite iu.onn"i="rn""does not have . the appiovaJ- of arl states, since somedeveloping nations whó are non-space poroárs object totheir territory being "sensed" from outer space. This how_ever is seen.not as prejudicial by those who claim custom-afy internarionar larv aþpries ro rhe iågitiil;t-är-sarer_lite reconnaissance. Fór the Text of the 1972 ÂBM Treaty,rts Àgreed Interpretations, and its 1976 protocoi, seeOTA, Strateqic Defenses. pp.272-292.
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Much of the credit for protecting Àmerican satelrites
through tacit acceptance can be attributed to James Killian,
Eisenhowers first science advisor and Head of the Foreign
rntelligence Àdvisory Board, who believed that',u.s. actions
and behaviour courd decrease the probabirity of soviet
interference r or at reast delay it. "7 He also suggested
adopting the traditional 1ow profile of intelrigence colrec-
tion and dissemination in an attempt to avoid embarrassing
the soviets. This l-ow profile approach was in direct
response to the u2 incident and later resul_ted in the
'brackening' of u.s. saterlite reconnaissance. The poricy of
preventing public disclosure of information and capabilities
wourd concear Àmerican methods of intelligence gathering,
increase Presidentiar control and manoeuverability during
crises, avoid soviet embarrassment and hostile reactionsr âs

well âsr minimizíng the concerns from other nations. The

'brackout' poricy arso concealed domestic inter-service
rivarry, financial expenditures for satellites, arms contror
negotiations, and aLtempted to prevent another 'vienna-like'
summit failure"

7 Steinberg, p.30.
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6 " 3 CHÀLLENGES TO THE REGIME

Às the previous section has demonstratedr lnôintaining
tight control over the dissemination of information gathered

through satellite reconnaissance in order to concear and

protect u.s. capabilities, has been essentiarly u"s. poricy
since the outset of the satelrite era. The emergence of
third party imaging saterlites, like canada's proposed

RÀDARSÀT or her potentiar for an independent miritary sur-
veillance capability, has provided a great dear of concern

for both the Americans and soviets, requiring a re-examina-

tion and re-evaluation of their dissemination poricies. In
fact, France's sPor rMÂ,GE, canada's RADARSÀT, ESA's ERS-'I ,
plus Indian, chinese and Japanese efforts in remote sensing,
and even Àmerica's civilian LÀNDSÀTrB has effectively broken

the superpowers duopory over military satellite imaging

technology and information gathering.

Both superpowers arready have new concerns regarding
their peacetime foreign relations, miritary activities, cri-
sis management and wartime operations due to the emergence

of third party satellites with commercial applications and

countless military and foreign poricy repercussions. s Às

The united states supports freedom of colrection and dis-semination of civilian satelrite information. rvan A. vta-sic, "The Evolution of the rnternational code of conductto Govern remote_Sensing by Satellites: progress Reportr"Annals of Àir and Space Law, VoI. II (1979),-p" 563.

Much of this discussion draws upon the thesis presented by
Ann Florini who suggests this and other possibilities iñher articre concerning third party satertite activities.
See Florini, pp" 91-123 for full aócount"
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John M. Logsdon and Tracie Monk suggest, the "duar use char-
acteristics" of many civilian remote sensing satertites have

untold national security aspects. lo currently there exists a

dual purpose trend in satel-rite technology which incorpo-
rates "sensors for both military and...civilian missions
into the same saterrites. " 1 1 The furLher proriferation of
satellite technology and information will result in nevr

security measures for military facilities and may ressen the
impact that saterlite reconnaissance has had upon interna-
tional stability. t z Third party satel_rites may threaten oth-
er nationar security interests by alrowing many more nations
to detect in advance, invasions or hostage rescue attempts.
such proliferation is arso likely to affect American and
NÀTO negotiation flexibility.

Questions of rnisinterpretation or disinformation arso
arise. unrestricted media use of such capabilities may

seriously infruence events on a much greater scaLe than they
now do for hostage takings or terrorist incidents. The media
may not have the expertise in analyzing data and courd lead

1o John M. Logsdon and Tracie Monk. "Remote sensing fromspace: A Conrinuing 1e-9gr "1g_lgJicv rssue," ÃÃnãrs orÀir and Space Law, VoI, Vfff (1993), p. 422.' --

Elisabeth Mann Borgese, "Towards a worrd space organiza-tlon'l'Points of view, canadian rnstitute for rnterna-tional Peace ana secr:rity" Number 5, (November r l ggii.
The HIDE factor can be increased by',disruptive painting,tonar blending and instalration oÌ dummy faciritieÀ andeqyipmentr" nevertheless, some saterlites can detect cam-ouflage and deception techniques. santhanam in Jasani, p.267. other active counter-measures include, 

"rãðlionicjamming, spoofing, brinding or destruction by ASATS,

11

12
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to disastrous effects. For exampre, if the technology were

available to the media during the cuban Missile crisis, con-
tradicting data anarysis could have inadvertentry refuted
Àmerican claims, causing domestic turmoir and fuering soviet
and American anxieties"

The proliferation of satellite technol-ogy and information
places at risk many sensitive activities of the two super-
pov¡ers and may also disrupt security alliances. rnformation
which is properly managed has been proven to reduce fear and

tension, nevertheless, improved European capabilities may

lessen their dependence upon the u.s. intelligence communi-

ty to assess the soviet threat, and could lead to an eventu-
a1 decrine of American influence in Europe. rn the same way

canadian surveirlance capabilities could alter current con-
tinentar defence sharing-agreements. Regional arms control
may be possibre, thus reducing Àmerican influence in Middle
Eastern, Asian, African, European and central Àmerican peace

negotiations. such challenges are of concern to both super-
pov¡ers and their alliesr âs change in the dissemination pol-
icies may not necessarily result in beneficial change to
alliances.

In order to adequately respond to the emergence and chal-
lenges of third party imaging saterlites, the united states
has begun to re-evaruate its current policy of restricting
the dissemination of mititary satellite information in order
to preserve the current satelrite regime. Many policy con-
siderations have been examined over the years, such as,
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alrowing the comprete and unfettered free flow of
information, thus providing the world with complete
knowledge of u.s. reconnaissance information and

capabilities;
the negotiation, through internat ional treaty,
restraints upon the dissemination of criticar infor-
mation, by organizing current and future global sat-
ellite monitoring capabirities through an rnterna-
tional satellite Monitoring Àgency (rsua) or world
Space Organization; or

improving all active counter-measures against such

satell i tes.

The first and third options appear to be the least likery
scenario for a peaceful sorution to maintaining the present
reconnaissance satellite regime of non-interference and dis-
crete dissernination of information. By providing open and

unrestricted use of satelrite information, and by making
u.s. capabilities known worrd wide, the u.s. wourd be jeop-
ardizíng its own security, by terring the enemy aIr it knows

and all it can know. More importantly, the first option
would break the tacit agreement between the superpowers over
the use of such information. By adopting the third option of
active counter-measures during peacetime, u.s. action wourd

be viewed as aggressiveì-y violating the taciL agreement

against such activity, blatantly destroying years of satel-
lite legitimization. By initiating the idea that such

2"



peacetime surveillance techniques were no 1

the U"S" would jeopardize the verification
control treaties, as r+el1 as violate the
Treaty on Peaceful Uses.13
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onger legi t imate,

of numerous arms

1967 Outer Space

The best possibre solution wourd be for canada to negoti-
ate, or influence the united states to negotiate or support
the organization of third party saterrites into a singre
agency or organization, which would Iimit the resolution
upon commercial satellites and manage the dissemination of
other vital and strategic information. since other nations,
l-ike canada or Francer hêy encounter security concerns simi-
lar to those faced by the u.s. and the soviet union, they
may restrict the dissemination of information themsefves.
such reciprocal activities may read to an informarly bar-
gained functional restraint upon the proriferation of sater-
lite information. Recent soviet proposals making the state
responsibre for commerciar dissemination of information,
arthough seen as restrictive by Àmerican entrepreneurs, may

be part of Lhe ansr,rer" This however may be too much to hope

for, since the spread of satellite technorogy has already
made it difficult to restrain the open dissemination of
strategic information through these means. The use of sater-
lites to view the soviet Kora peninsula and verify attacks
during the rran-rraq warr âs well as the chernobyl acci-

1 3 see chr i stol , The Modern r nternat i_e¡ar Law of outerspace, pp. 851-857, for Lhe tmuFon prîffiples Governing the Àctivities of States in it. Explora-tion and use of outer space, rncluding the Moon and otherCelestial- Bodies, January 27 ,1967
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dentla has had negative responses by those parties involved.
The u"s. publication of saterrite pictures of chernobyl
inadvertentry provided the soviets and the rest of. the worrd
with the degree of u.s" reconnaissance capabilities. By

allowing more nations or any unrestrained media organization
to freery display satelrite information, however analyzed,
courd be harmful to international security. If on the other
hand such information was properry organized, analyzed
through reputable means and disseminated with care, it could
have positive effects. canada's recent support for the ne$¡

'open skies' proposal wirr add considerable weight to this
argument. 1 s The'open skies' discussions may eventually lead
to proposals for satelrite reconnaissance similar to those
arready undertaken for regular air reconnaissance missions
of each alliance's own territory.

l4 Civilian satellites have
sites in Libya, under ice
Soviet space shuttle facil
chemical weapons p1ant.
14.

also shown Soviet SÀ-5 missile
launch tests of Soviet SLBM's,ities at Tyuratam and the fraqí

Canada, The PÀXSAT Concept, p.

1s see "soviets.want changes to proposar by canada for sur-veilrance f lights," ci.obe ana l¿aii. (;ånuary- g r-- 19t0).
I'open skies and open secrets, NÀTo and warsaw-paót overf-rights wilr further the cause of detente," and "sharinginformation is the next r!.p," Grobe and ¡aai1. (Janua.y23, 1990) p.A7., arso "u:É.,-sriet olrterences courdPrevent Pranned signing of open skies Treatyr" Àviation
Weqk..and. Space TechnoJoqv_. (ApriL 21, 1990)-'pp-Tfa-and "soviet stance crouds open skiesr" Gl0be "ãna ¡,rai1.(apriI 27, 1990) p.A7.
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6"3.1 Absence of Formal Àqre_eme_4_!_

The proposal by the Government of France at the First
united Nations General Àssembly special session on Disarma-
ment in 1978 to estabrish an rnternational satellite Moni-
toring Àgency (rsua), may accomplish the second policy
option of negotiated restraints upon dissemination, provid-
ing the have-not states with similar information as the
haves, and may be the best environment underwhich canada may

have her satellites accepted and protecLed.

Both the soviets and Àmericans strongly opposed the pro-
posal at the time, nevertheless, given the changes in east-
west relations, the current cooperative response to arms

reduction negotiations and other confidence-buirding meas-

ures, now may be the time for them to reconsider and for
nations like canada to help them realize the benefits. rsMÀ

would observe the imprementation of international disarma-
ment and security agreements as a speciarized u.N. agency

controlled by the Generar Àssembry or security council; or
as an independent organization. rsMÀ wourd have the ability
to "monitor compliance with arms contror agreements, and to
keep a close eye on grobal trouble spots and provide early
warning of impending crisis. " r 6 rt could also be used to
help settle disputes between states and assist the u.N. in
its peacekeeping role, making the dissemination of informa-
tion about confricts rike the Iran-Irag war much more para-

r6 Florini, p" 114"
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table to the parties concerned than if by some unrelated
third party. ISMA could arso make the negotiation of treat-
ies much easier via a murti-rayered verification process of
satellites and collateral information. i 7

Às proposed, rsMÀ wourd provide information in the form
of factual reports, based upon the analysis of raw data, by

various teams, even if information v¡ere inconsistent or con-
tradictory. Àccess could be given to alr u.N. members or
only rsMÀ members, the security council or only those states
directly invorved in a dispute or treaty. such an agency has

been found to be technicarry, financially and legarly feasi-
blerrs although probabry not viable. rn fact the rack of
superpower consent, based upon the possibre revelation of
the most guarded 'Nat ional Technical Means , ' threats to
national security, and cost are reported to exceed the annu-
al budget of the entire u.N. These factors are most often
cited as the major impediments. rs

The canadian Government is currently working toward thisel9'.regardless of the rsMA outcome. see canãda, ExternalÀffairs, "verification Research: canada's veíificåtionResearch Program," veEification Brochure No. 3-" (ottawa:Minister of Supply ãnã-Seffiã; 1EÐ;-
see M. Àbdel-I.dy and À. sadek, "verification using sat-ellites, feasibility of an internationar or multinaIionaragency," in Jasani (ed). The cost could be formidabrehowever, without u"s. support since the value of the u"s.technicar intelrigence system is reportedry $100 biilion,
Canada, The PAXSAT Conceptr pp" 37-39.

t7

18

t9
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Poritical restrictions seem to be the only true impedi-
ments toward creation of rsMÀ, since revisions to ISMA plan_
ning courd be made, if so desired. American opposition
toward rsMÀ is based upon the technicar improvements it
would provide to soviet capabilities and the vital informa-
tion, however restricted, which courd be accessed by Ameri-
ca's adversaries. The u"s. also objected since the proposed
agency may not be objective in its evaluation of legitimate
national security concerns. The u.s. is also aÌ{are that the
interpretation of data can arso be difficult, and reguires
the acguisition of colrateral information which the agency
may not be abre to acquire nor adequately analyze. Àmerican
objections were based upon the effectiveness of the organi-
zation since no evidence, other than what may have been the
case in october 1962, suggests that satellite reconnaissance
has prohibited the outbreak of hostirities.2o rt may even be

possibre that more information may lead to confrict enlarge-
ment. Nevertheless, under a properly supervised internation_
ar organization these difficurties may be overcome. rt may

not be a perfect system nor meet arl- the requirements, none-
theless, it wourd certainly be unwise for the united states
to reave the proliferation of saterlite technology and

20 These objections went further as the u.s. craimed thatrsMA was "neither feasible for the foreseeabl_e future,"and had "serious technical probrems." rt v¡as also ctaimédthat it was "unrearistic,rr- would read to "unreasonabredisputes," and "weakening rather than strengthening sup-port f or the di sarmarnent process. " ¡¡icoÍas MateescoMatter "rnternational verifièation procedures: past andFuture Prospects, " .Annals of Àir and s_pace Law, vor. xr('1986), p. 246"
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information unorganized" rt would be equally unwise for can-
ada to commit to an independent satelrite surveilrance pro-
gramme if such a programme would contribute to, or find
itself inr âD environment where the use of satellites for
surveillance was unacceptable. 2 l

since the defeat of the rsMA concept upon the froor of
the u"N. General Àssembly, canada has proposed the idea of
PAXSATSr22 which'would use existing and future versions of
RADARSÀT to verify only mul-tilateral and not biraterar
treat ies , thus excluding the two superpowers, bi rateral
agreements. such concepts as rsMÀ or pÀxsÀTs are in cana_

da's and the united states' best interests, given the rise
of third party satellite proliferation and the threat of
instability to the regime. The random and unorganized devel-
opment of such technorogies by the various nations of the
world courd lead to instabirity caused by a tendency to use

them for offensive military applicationsr oF to subvert cur-
rent superpower verification" canada considers that " It]he

canadian ground-based surveirlance radars also dependupon the sanctity of the space environment as the NWSderivers its detection data to its command centres viasatellite. Morton, "surveirlance: À Fundementar aspãct ofDeterrence, " p" 12 
"

The term 'PÀXSÀT' uses the latin pax meaning peace. ThePAxsÀT concept wourd require the-use of two- differenttypes of satellites. pAxsAT-À would be used for space tospace surveirlance while pÀxsAT-B would use spä". toground technorogy_" rts purpose would be t.o päor theresources o¡ tlt. many 
_ 
non-superpov¡er spaóe-faringnat ions, although not eicruding ãupärpo$¡er i-nvolvement.The satellites would be used foi trãat!-specific verifi-cation in regionar arms contror, such ãs in the nuiàpeancontext to enhance security and establish further 

"onti-dence measures" See Canada, The pAXSAT Concept.

21
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PÀxsAT concept in no rvay impinges upon the criticar role
played by these systems."23 This is an important requirement
of canadian policy, as v.s. vereshchetin suggests,
" l¡] reedom of space shourd not be used as a pretext for vio-
lating sovereign rights on earth. " 2 4

The soviet union has arso made a subsequent proposal
resurting from the ISMÀ concept. soviet Foreign Minister
Eduard shevardnadze called for the estabrishment of a worrd
space organization at the u.N. Generar Assembty on septem-
ber 24,1985.2s Às a primary function, it wourd "faciritate
the necessary monitoring of cornpliance with agreements which
have arready been concluded or wilr be concluded with a view
to preventing an arms race in outer space."26 rt was not
certain whether this organization would assume the functions
of the rsMA proposar. Nevertheless, the u.N. secretary-Gen-
eral's report stressed the similarity and the more compre-
hensive nature of the wso. The functions r,¡ere quite broad,
incruding an independent legal status, dispute settlement,
three-tiered membership and control_ and development of space
activities.2T such an organization, may be too sweeping or
restrictive for canadian or western purposes. certainly for

Ibid. p"13"

V.S. Vereshchetin, "Onin International Space
VoI. II (1977), p. 429"

See Borgese article for
Borgese, p. 4.

Ibid" pp. 5-7.

the Principle of State Sovereignty
Lawr" Annals of Àir and Space tr";

ta

24

26

27

25 fulL account.
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the united states, the proposed organization is designed to
restrain sDI development. Nevertheless, the soviets may be

willing to adopt a ress stringent proposal as an adjunct to
'open skies.' canada could benefit through the use of its
PAXSÀT-A technology to monitor and verify a comprehensive
outer space weapons ban. Às El-isabeth Mann Borgese contends,
canada could arso strengthen the united Nations by "assuming
readership in building a synthesis between the various pro-
posars now before the united Nations... o,,28 rhis would be in
keeping with canada's traditional remote sensing poricy ,'to

promote an incrementar, pruralistic approach that included
bilateral, limited muttilaterar, and urtimately internation-
a1 ventures. " 2e It arso reflects the "grolring compatibility
between the canadian and the European approaches to space

activity as a whole."3o

rsMA or the world space organization, if their functions
t¡ere appropriately redefined, could be used by both the
united states and canada to build a healthy civilian satel-
lite component, and restrict the independent dissemination
of strategic information. Using the information available
through an ISMÀ-like organization, the u.s. or canada could
make information public, which they would normally like to
make public but were restricted from doing so due to diplo-
matic or other political considerations. American and cana-

28 I bid. ,

Dewitt

r bid.

p.7 .

and Kirton , p"337 .

p.346 
"

29

30
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dian involvement in such an organization would arso provide
contracts for their firms and prevent European and Asian
domination, while gaining politicar approval and infruence
amongst the developing nations for alrowing equal access to
informationr3l lessening the discrimination and providing
technology for other g1oba1 concerns such as the environ-
ment.

Decisions shourd not be made in haste howeverr âs there
has been an over-reaction of the developing naLions concern-
ing the possible harm of remote sensing to their national
interests as werl as the benefits it wourd bring them.32
Nevertheless, canada shourd not abandon or dismiss these
arguments, as remote sensing does require speciar "regura-
tion to avoid information on foreign countries' resources
being used to the detriment of their sovereign rights.,,33

31 This wourd be in keeping with "the traditionar Àmericanconcern with rapid, depoliticized international dissemi-nation of scientif ic inf ormation. " oewitt and ttiiton,p.338. canada has already attempted to attract RÀDARSÀTcustomers, not through pAXsÀT, but the u"s./internationar
space station. This vras a deliberate attempt to secure
RADÀRSAT funding by attaching the programme to the morepopular and costJ-y space station. the Íinxage however wassuspect as RADÀRSÀT operates in a totally different orbitat a higher altitude. RÀDARSÀT rost oul in the fundingr.rar with the space station. RÀDARSÀT thus became "depen-dent for survival largely on its ability to åifiã.t ã newcoarition of supporters, including piovin.iri--to,r"rn-ments, !h. private sector and poèsiuty internãtionalpartners. " Dotto, p. 280.

see N" Jasentuliyana. "civirian and Miritary space Àctiv-ities: A Third worl-d perspective, " Annars of Àir andSpace Law, VoI. XII (1987), p. 249. - 
+

vereshchetin, "on the principres of states sovereignty inrnternationar, space -Law, " Àñnals of Àir and sp"ãà 
-Lu*,

vo1. rr (1977), p" 435" sefãTso v-rasîc, *i,o crä,im-ã tt,at

32

33
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canada shourd continue to seek compromise between the
"restrictionist" states and the "open skies" statesr34
through such bodies as the u.N" committee on the peaceful

uses of outer space (u¡¡copous). whichever means canada

selects, she shourd continue "to reduce the origopolistic
features, " of the current regime to allow greater grobal
participation in remote sensing, similar to her efforts with
the Àmerican civilian LANDSAT system.3s

"2 Anti-satetlite Weapons and SDI

.2 " 1 ÀSÀTS

The acquisition of ASÀTs by the superpowers, and other
por'rers, provide the greatest current threat to canada's pro-
posed surveillance satellites. The current incentives for
both the soviets and Americans to acquire ASÀT weapons, even

though both accept the use of each others satelrites (nota-
bly for verification) , are two-fold. First, the abirity to
retaliate in kind for attacks upon satellites and the pre-
vention of military imbalances; and second, the abirity to
forestalt and counter the growing use of satelrites for mir-
itary purposes such as force enablers and multipriers. In

efforts have been falling behind technorogy. This is trueeven today as technology continues to maké reguration ofremote sensing a difficult task"
34

35

The term "Open Skies" is used here tostates who support the free exchange ofsatellite data. It does not refer to ¡lefOstates in particular"
Oewitt and Kirton, p"343.

indicate those
remote sensing
or Warsaw PacÈ
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otherwords, both the soviets and Àmericans have predicLablly
attempted to counter, through the threat of force, miritary
systems which they find to threaten their existing security.
since the military use of space has both positive and neg-
ative effects upon stability, it may be more logical to
mutuaJ-ly reduce the miritary threat from space, thus reduc-
ing the need to acquire ÀsÀT vreapons. The superpower,s asym-

metrical dependency upon space systems may make this scenar-
io less likeIy however. 3 6

Regardless of the asymmetry involved, both the soviet
union and the united states possess numerous saterlites for
military purposes. The use of saterlites in reconnaissance,
surveillance' communications, navigation, meteorology and
geodesyf for earry warning, command and control, intelli-
gence gathering, targeting, retaliation, damage assessment

and force murtiplication and enablement are ar1, to a cer-
tain degree, necessary for maintaining stability and securi-
ty through mutual deterrence. Nonetheless, the threats asso-
ciated with enhanced rdar-fighting capabirities through
satellite use, if asymmetricar, can drive the development of
ÀsAT weapons and destabirize deterrence, regardl_ess of their
value to maintaining peace. Canada should avoid acquiring
surveillance saterrites with these capabirities.

3 6 r_t is generally regarded throughout the literature thatthe u.s- military reries upoñ its space systems to amuch greater extent than the Soviet Uniãn
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The soviet ASÀT weapon3T is a result, in part, of the
asymmetry between u.s. and soviet dependence upon sater-
1i tes . The establ i shment of Trans-Àtrnospher ic Vehic les ( rev)
reconnaissance by the u.s. (see next section), wiII increase
the soviet desire to pursue ÀsÀT development, and may fur-
ther jeopardize the current regime, much to the detriment of
canada's policy objectives. At present, it is uncertain
however, if the current u"s. congressional moratorium on

testing of ASATS has jeopardized u"s. security, since the
effectiveness of countering a soviet attack upon u.s. satel-
lites with their own ÀsÀT may have little military benefit
other than avoiding escalation to the next revel of con-
f lict 

"

Many current soviet and American vreapons systems can be

adapted for ÀsAT use or have inherent ÀsAT capabirities such

as the soviet ÀBM interceptor around Moscow. rn fact as wil-
liam B. wirin suggests, "almost anything can be used as a

$¡eapon. Any effort to def ine 'weapons' ultimately hinges on

the way in which an object or instrument is used rather than
on the nature or physical characteristics of the object or
instrument itself. " s I Future ÀsÀTS witl undoubtably be

The soviet co-orbitar interceptor uses a radar sensor anda perlet-type warhead which can be used to attack alllower artitude satellites. The u.s. ASÀT, successfullytested but cancelled, used a two-stage miniature hominivehicre (l'tttv) launched f rom an usÀF F-15 Eagle Jet Figh¡rer" The propulsion was adapted from a snÃu missire andthe fourth stage from a scout rocket. The ÀsAT waslaunched at a high altitude in a direct ascent toward itstarget in l-ow earth orbit where the MHV was deployed.

wilriam B. wirin, "using outer space to promote peace"

37
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developed as a part of any sDI or BMD system. Both the sovi-
ets and Americans are currentry researching and developing
laserr particre beam, radio-frequeDcyr and kinetic energy
technologies for ÀsAT or BMD use. Besides these destructive
AsÀT concepts, many non-destructive and difficurt to defend
against ÀsÀT capabilities exist. These include electronic
jamming, spoofing and blinding techniques. The uninhibited
deveropment of such technologies for ÀsAT use are considered
to be "escaratory, costry and unstable during cFisesr'rse and

currently require restraints praced upon their possession
and use through formal or informal arms control.

ÀsÀT v¡eapons should be eriminated through treaty in order
to maintain stability. unrike anti-aircraft or anti-ship
weapons which defend against direct attacks, ASÀT vreapons

inherently jeopardize the verification of arms control_
treaties and the stabirity associated with early vrarning and

other vital intelligence gathering. such weapons wilr of
course threaten all, including Canadian, satellites.
Àlthough the ability to enhance terrestrial-based miritary
forces by using enhanced resolution remote sensing sater-
lites does exist r Do current space-based direct weapons

threat is believed to be deproyed by any nation. Therefore

39

Presented to the 30th colloquium on the Law of outerspace, hel-d by !h" rnternational rnstitute of space Lawin_conjunction with the xxxvrrl Internationar asliãnãutr-cal Federation. - (nrighton: united Kingdom, ó.tou"r10-17, 1987). p. 3.

see Paul B. stares, "space and u.s. Nationar security" inwilliam J. Durch, Natiônal rnterests a¡¡i the Miritary useof space (carnbridge, r'dass.: narrEìqerjsúl pl.F 
-
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a ban upon space-based weapons would rogicarì.y follow any

ban upon ASATs, and shourd be pursued by canada in order to
better protect any possibre future passive space-based sys-
tem of her or¡rn" Direct terrestriar threats can stirl be

dealt with terrestrial-ly, thus securing the stability
afforded by passive space systems.

6"3.2.2 Orbital Debris

Rerated to the ASAT issue and sDI are the effects of
orbital debris and nucl-ear-power sources which are of vital
concern to the security of satelrites. currentry there is an

estimated 10r000 pieces of orbital debrisroo of which only
half can be effectiveJ.y monitored. with the testing and

deproyment of a BMD system, the threat of increasing amounts

of debris exists, thus increasing the hazards to spacecraft
and the cost of liability coverage for commercial vehicres.
The debris probi-em will continue to exist due to an

increased number of raunches and in-space testing of weap-

ons. The greater number of space objects, debris, polrutants
and contaminants, the greater risk to both commercial and

40 The term debris may not only refer to objects, it mayalso be regarded as a polrutánt or contamiñant. These may"be the coñduct of nu.iuæ tests in space, the interf er-ing use by many broadcast entities 'witú a õ1"ä" radiospectrurn, the,attempt by severar states to plãce severalspace objects.in a given geo-stationary orbital positionat the same time, the usé of erectric impulses ãmproyedby an interceptor-type saterrite against'anothei spaceobject, the continuãã and unreguratéd use of high energylaser beams, po?sible harms from high-freguency ñicrowaveepissions, the introduction of diseãse-laden oLj""i" intothe space enyironment, among others." christol,- i¡," Mod-ern International Law of Outer Space p.131.
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military space activities. The high orbital velocities and

increased number of objects makes tracking much more diffi-
cult and collision catastrophic. This makes the utirity of
space-based weapons less practicar as they must cope with a

wide range of possible hazards as well as their own creation
of the same. This same logic wirl apply to space-based com-

rnerciar and other military assets. Nevertheress, the desire
of the u"s. to place components of a BMD system in space is
1ikely to provide the incentives to overcome these problems.

canada should be concerned for the safety of her o!¡n satel-
rites and pursue a simirar goar of cleaning up earth's
orbits, although her motivation for doing so may differ.

Responsibility for debris is a major hurdle yet to be

overcome, since the right of states to colrect it is at
issue due to the fact that states retain their sovereignty
over their objects Launched into space. settlement of saI-
vage rights will be in canada's interest since this may

a1low commercial operators the opportunity to clean up

earth's orbits and lower the risk of catastrophy occurring
to commercial or miLitary assets. The debris caused by sDr

in-orbit testing however, will essentiaJ_ly destroy the
future use of the orbit used for the test. Canada should
therefore work toward securing a ban upon all space-based

testing, a clean up of debris, and restrictions upon porru-
tants and contaminants, in order to enhance security of her
space systems and future surveillance satellites.
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6 "3.2 "3 Nuclear power Sources

The use of nuclear-power sources in orbit can also be

hazardous to canadian space assets, human rife and the envi-
ronment.4l The risks associated with Nps may be overcome by

distinguishing between working and parking orbits and higher
orbits in order to lessen the possibilities of un-controrred
re-entry. Improvements may also be made to safeguard against
raunch failures. These provisions could be negotiated
through treaties similar to the ban praced upon the placing
of nuclear weapons in space. The 1967 outer space Treaty,
the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty, the Threshold Test Ban

Treaty and the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty may all pro-
hibit the use of Nps in any BMD system.a2 such restrictions,
plus those of the ÀBM treaty, make BMD testing and deploy-
ment difficult to achieve uniraterarly, given the conse-
guences of disregarding these treaties. canada should make

41 They are the dangers of uncontrorred re-entry, causingexplosion and dispersion of radio active mateiíal in theatmosphere; the reakage of radio-isotope in orbitingmanned vehicres; and the explosion of ii-orbit nucreaideviges, which can arso intãrfere with satelrite trans-missions. For further detairs on Nps use in orbit seeNandasiri Jasenturlyana, "A perspective of the use ofNucl-ear Power sources in outer spãce," Annals of Air andSpace Law, Vol. IV (1979), pp. 519-522"

"Àrticre rv of the 1967 outer space Treaty prohibitedplacing in orbit a BMD saterrite toilich contuins a direct-ed-energy vreapon-!h.! .is powered by a nuclear explosivedevice." The 1963 Limited Test Bañ Treaty would do thesame for testing. The Threshold Test Ban iestricts test-ilg to a 150 Kiloton threshord. rt is berieved that i,oooKiloton or higher explosion is necessary for directedenergy. r^¡eapons. The Non-pro1i f eration treaty, prohibitsacquiring nuclear v¡eapons and calls for a rcesãation ofthe arms race." see orA, strateqic Defenses. pp.2g3-2g4.

42
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every possibte effort to uphold current and negotiate future
agreements which restrict or ban the testing and deployment
of a BMD system in order to reduce the risks associated with
orbital debris and nucrear-power sources. a 3 canada should
also pursue agreements directly related to these two issues
in order to ressen the threats against her space assets and

create a far less hostile space environment. canada and the
united states may very welr be at the forefront of this
issuer âs the NORAD catarogue of space objects is vitar to
accurately track and pinpoint re-entry of these hazards.aa

6.3-2.4 strategic Defense tnitiative and space Technology

Ànother area of which canada shourd be cognizant, is the
relationship between sDr and the pace of technological
development in the united states, which has inherent charac-
teristics that may threaten canadian satelrite security.
canada should not commit to any sDI-rerated research if she

cannot separate the two issues of development and deployment

rt has been reported that the nuclear reactors requiredfor sDr wilt.be 10,000 times the radio-activiiy -éi 
thesoviet satellite which broke up over NorLhern ðanada in1978. currently there are apprðximately 33 soviet and g

u.s. spacecraft using nucrear-power sources in-orbit. seestephen strauss, "space-based reactors foreseen for star*?I=, " Ioronlo Globe and Mail, (January 19, 1 9gt) , p.a15. see aiso wirTiam ¡. wirin, ;irr. sky is Falling:Managing space .objectsr" presented at the ixxv coñgressof the Internationar astronauticar Federation colio{uiumon cooperation in space, held by the rnternational rnsti-
!l!ç.o! space !u*, (Lausanne, switzerland: october g-13,
1984) for details of soviet cosmos 954's crash over cana-da and NPS use.

See Ibid. pp.4-5.

4J
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The pace of U.S. space technology is
presently linked to the improvements in nuclear v¡eapons and

weapons systems such as sDI. commercial deveropment is onry
a secondary source of technology. The pace of technological
development is linked to the need to survive a first strike
and enhance deterrence. commerciar deveropment operates at a

much lower pace of technological deveropment because the
present priority of the u.s" is to assure the invurnerabili-
ty of its strategic forces and improve its ability to suc-
cessf uIIy employ nuclear r.Ieapons at any revel of conf 1ict.
space has become a valuable resource in which to achieve
these goa1s. commerc ial development merely aids these
efforts by providing new and efficient means to successfurly
ut i 1 i ze the space envi ronment .

canada, while assessing its position on sDr, shourd be

aware of the dynamics between technology, weapons and com-

mercial development. canada must be able to keep pace with
the developments in both commercial and miritary satelriLe
technology" Her relationship in pursuing saterlite technolo-
gy with the u.s., such as TEÀL RUBy as part of a comprehen-

sive u"s" BMD system, should be more closery examined. can-
ada, by not formally associating herserf with sDr , then
picking and chosing ¡+hich projects and technology she wishes
to become invorved in, may be slowly manoeuveringr unknow-

ing1y, toward an irreversible position of tacitry accepting
sDr in the view of Àmerican decision-makers. Thus canada



should be explicit on where she

development and deployment.
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stands on the issues of SDI

There are however, rinkages between the deveropment of a

nation's economic and technical base with the deveropment of
weapon technology. The metaphoric 'arms race' in defensive
systems which the u"s" contends is presently advantageous to
her interests, is rikely to improve the pace of commercial
space development and therefore benefit canada in any joint
venture. since sDr enjoys a broader technical community than
any other former or current u"s. mega project, spinoffs are
likery to benefit commercial space development 91oba1ly. It
may however, be more beneficiar for the u.s. to spread the
money around domest icaJ-J-y, in order to st imulate the devel-
opment of space technology than place it in one rarge mega

project. Nevertheless and regardless of the emphasis upon

military space spending in the u.s., benefits wirl still be

increased to commerciar and scientific space development by

the transfer of multidisciplinary research between academia,
industry and government.as canada is rikety to benefit from
these linkages, but must not alrow her indirect invorvement
in sDr to lead to a position of tacit acceptance, thus elim-
inating any arternatives in which to reject sDr invorvement
outright if so desired. consequently, canada may wish to

4s !"g Harvey Brooks, "The strategic Defense lnitiative asscience poricyr" Gerald yonas, ñResearch and the strate-gic Defense rnitiative," and Bernard J. o'Keefe, "The sDrand American-R&Dll^il rlrternational securitv. vor. 11No. 2 (Fa1l , 19gz) -Tæ- f urrher ãlffion of rheseeffects of SDI upon Technological development.
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re-examine her own space science and research policies in
order to assist the fixing of the new space Agency's man-

date, as well as, meet her domestic and international
reguirements for the future in general.46

6.3"3 The Future challenqe of Trans-Atmospheric vehicres

Proposed TÀv reconnaissance and the other military uses

of such vehicles will undoubtably increase the soviet's
desire to develop anti-aircraft and ASAT weapons capable of
eriminating the TAV threat, similar to the development of
weapons to counter the U2 and SR-71. Canada should be avrare

of such future challenges to the regime if it commits itself
or not to its ov¡n or joint canadian /u.s. miritary surveir-
lance satellites. The emergence of third party imaging sat-
ellites and the deveropment of ÀsAT weapons pose a definite
threat to the continuance of the current regime.az These

threats however can be contained within the existing lega1
framework for arms contror, satelrites have already been

approved through internationar opinion as regitimate,
although certain uses of the information provided by them

may arter this position. ÀsÀT weapons, arthough pracing sat-
ellites in jeopardy, if inactive during peacetime do not
viorate the regime. on the other hand, TAVS pose a threat

see Ruth Fawcett, canadiaB science policy: Development
+È trenas " ottawa: r,ibrãflor paTEmenffiårcn
Branch, Science and Technotogy nivision, 1ggg.

rn this instance r refer to regime in both its quasi-re-gal and scientific_meanings. the technicar regirie iãt.r,to the f light envelope of the vehicl_e.

46
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from outside the regime. TAVS wirl rikely operate in orbit
as a surveilrance vehicle and courd most likely be included
in the current satelrite regime. Nonetheress, they must

originate from an entirely different regime where penetra-
tive surveillance of another state's territory during peace-
time is not accepted.

one such vehicle currently under development, which best
fits the description as a TÀv, is the united states' x-30
test vehicle. Àlthough many other TAVS are being devel-
oped,as the x-30 best meets the specifications as a vehicle
which courd operate effectivery in both air and space as a

reconnaissance vehicle. Àccording to a united states Gener-
al Accounting Office Report, the X-30 is a test vehicle
designed to faciritate both hypersonic cruise and single-
stage-to-orbit regimes. rn otherwords it will operate as

both an aircraft and spacecraft. The X-30 however, has no

current operational mission or requirements, and wil_1 onry
be used to demonstrate enabring technologies. Thus it is
unlikery that the x-30 itself wourd fundamentally aLter the
current separate legal regimes of air and space reconnais-
sance" Nevertheless, future operationar aerospace vehicles
will be an outgrol¡th of the x-30 programme. such prototype
or operational vehicles wourd probably not have fulr x-30

48 European vehicles include
launched HERMES and the
launched HOTOL. Japan has
mental HIMES vehicle. The
developing a vehicle as
space-based reconnai ssance

the two stage SANGER, ARIANE
unmanned single stage sled

her HOPE vehicle and an experi-
Soviets are also believed lo bea hypersonic interceptor and
vehic le "
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capabilities since the GoA Report has not specified nor does

it foresee any present or envisioned operational requirement
existing for a vehicle with both a Mach 5-14 hypersonic
cruise and a Mach 25 single-stage-to-orbit capability.as À

Mach 5-14 vehicre would therefore be confined to the current
air-breathing reconnaissance regime and would not be 1ega1Iy
permiLted to viol-ate another state's sovereign airspace. A

Mach 25 vehicre, if not designed with full x-30 features,
wourd not be able to sustain an atmospheric Mach 5-14
cruise, and would very 1ikely only be considered as a space

vehicle operating in the current reconnaissance satellite
regime, similar to the present u.s. space shuttle upon re-
ent ry 

"

There is however, some concern about

its accuracy, given the proposed military
cles and current revelations that the U.S.

ess a reconnaissance vehicle capable of
Report clearly states that,

the GOÀ Report and

uses of such vehi-
may already poss-

Mach 5.so The GOA

49

50

United States, GOÀ, National Aero-Space pl_ane, p.49.
À 1985 Pentagon budget document listed under the title'Air-Breathing Reconnaissancer' a "brack" siratãgi"-pro-gramme headed for production. Aurora, as it v¡as calied,v¡as estimated at $2.1 billion for the year. Aurora wasnever listed previously and has not bãen seen in anyofficiar document since. speguration, based 

"óon-âesigñconf iguration and the cloak of secreéy, in r<eãpinj-wi[trAir Force reconnaissance tradition, cråíms that Ãurõra isa radar evading reconnaissance vehicle capable of attain-ing a_cruising speed of Mach 5 and an altitude of 1oó,000plus feet. rt is believed to be built by Lockheed, rrtit"
!.ing deptoyed and recovered in mid-aii by a Ai; ForceC-5. See T.À. Heppgnheimer, . "{1ch. S Spy piane, " poputar
Science (November, 19BB) pp "71-73, 114-i16" '
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[a] single-stage-to-orbit space raunch vehicrecourd also have important Air Force and Navy mis-sion applications such as, high altitude i""oñ-nalssance, .and deploying, servicing, repairing,and retrieving.communications, survelÍrancã, nr,rí:gat ion, l¡alning and weather saterrites ín 1ãwearth orbit. 5 1

The report also suggests a reconnaissance rore, amongst

other aerial functions, for a Mach

unlikely that the U.S" military would

which was also capable of Mach Zs

building reconnaissance aircraft, Ii
which were initially able to avoid Lhe

of their day"

5-14 vehicle.s2 It is
not desire an aircraft
given its history of

ke the U2 and SR-71,

anti-aircraft systems

The utility of spaceborne reconnaissance is no secret to
current military strategists. The use of a TAV capable of
fright in both regimes, thus capable of providing quick-look
or repracement space-based reconnaissance is justified by

military strategists since "Iwjithout spaceborne assets,
military aircraft arready commited to and depended upon by

commanders engaged in other vitar operations would have to
be diverted to both strategic and tactical surveillance
operations. "s3 one time Reagan science advisor, Dr. George

A" Keyworth has al-so stated that with the convergence of
atmospheric and space flight, both u.s. military and com-

merciar interests wirl continue to depend upon Àmerican

U"S" GOA, National Àero-Space plane, p.49

r bid.

51

52

53 United States, Department of Defense.
Challenqe, (Washington, D.C. : November,

The Soviet Space
1987), p" Tg" -
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superior airpower. The future development of low earth orbit
and its strategic importance, reguires the same superiority
for space. Keyworth also stated that the u.s. must be able
to operate effectively in both space and the atmosphere. The

current x-30 programme was described as a "road map" for
deveJ.opment, to bring technologies to "maturity and readi-
ness. tt 5 4

rf a TÀv were given a reconnaissance rore which required
operation in both regimes, it is alrnost certain that the
sanctuary provided for saterlites currently, would be sever-
Iy threatened" u.s. security concerns, and simirar soviet
concerns would not perrnit such activities to take prace if
the technology were avairable. currently the primary u.s.
national security objective is to deter aggression against
the united states and its arlies on rand, at sea, and in the
air and outer space, through the development of credibre
conventional and nuclear forces. Deterrence urtimately
depends upon soviet and other possible adversaries' percep-
tions of Àmerican capabirities and wirlingness to emproy

them during a crisis. In order to protect its space assets
and maintain the freedom to use space as a resource, deter-
rence must also extend to this frontier. It is unlikely that
a military vehicre with the ability to carry out both tradi-

s4 united states, congress. Hiqh speed Àeronautics: Hearinqge_t_ore- The Subcommittee.t'tæ.is@ 
"u. s " House-oil-RepffitãEvãã, ffivffintffinsress ,First Session, July 24, 1985 No. 21 (wåsfrinqfon, D.C.:U.S. Government printing Office, 1995), p. 15:
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tional aerial reconnaissance and space reconnaissance woul-d

be allowed to function during peacetime if employed as a

penetrative airborne reconnaissance platform. such a threat
would, although not directry affecting deterrence, threaten
current strategic stability and provide incentives to vio-
late the legitimacy of space reconnaissance.

canada, since she would be nerìr to the satellite recon-
naissance regime, wourd be forced to depend once again upon

u"s" initiatives to protect its space assets. As mentioned,
the means of protecting u.s" interests in space has varied
over the years" rnitially, the u.s. was able to deter
aggression through mutual restraint with the soviet union.
This process led to the legitimization of satellite recon-
naissance. since that time the growing militarization of
space and dependence upon space systems for r{ar-fighting has

provoked both sides to pursue policies of satellite protec-
tion and saterlite negation. TAVS would undoubtedly provide
incentives to further these policies given the current trend
in military space activities.

Two courses of action arise, each intended to protect
u.s" and ultimately canadian space assets. The first would

be to negotiate an arms control treaty in order to minimize
the ability of both sides to use force in outer space thus
ensuring the survivability of atl space systems, canada's
included, regardress of their use during a conflict. The

advent of TÀvs woutd undoubtedry affect current regar param-
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eters and v¡ould jeopardize such a treaty, íf their use were

not incorporated into the text and scope of the treaty.

The second proposed course of action, presently inherited
by the Bush Administration from president Reagan, is intend-
ed not to pursue any treaty nor agreement which may restrain
a possible B¡,ID, but to keep the door open f or ÀsÀT testing
and development in order to deter the use of ÀsÀTS by the
Soviets through reciprocal attack. Current American deter-
rence strategy has both defensive and offensive merit. The

first objective is to use ÀSATS to deter threats against
u"s. and Àltied space systems. The second objective is to
deny any one of Àmerica's adversaries the use of space based

systems to support military forces. This current and open

view of the space regime and American deterrence strategies
make the use of TAVS for reconnaissance even more apparent,
and the possibility of the soviets countering such threats
entirely probabte. canada must come to terms with these pos-
sibilities if she wishes to pursue an independent space-
based system, and should as cor. wirin suggests "exprore
regulating or controlling the generation of space debris; or
protocols governing the operation of transatmospheric vehi-
c1eso...."55 such negotiations, for formar agreement upon

space-based reconnaissance, should be made prior to TAV use

so that the institutionar framework is present when

required. canada does not require a solution to the TAV

question at present, but wirl require such measures to avoid

s 5 Wi r in , "Us ing Outer Space to promote peace , ,, p. g.



her polar region from becoming

with out prior consent.
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gateway to Iow-earth orbit

6"3"4 of Air and Space
Reconna i ssance

Ànother threat to the security of canada's system wourd

be the convergence of the two separate regimes of air and

space. under present circumstances space is viewed as a

legitimate arena for territorial surveirlance, while sur-
veirlance from within another state's airspace is not.s6 The

prohibition of airborne reconnaissance, under international
Iaw, was established as a resurt of the 1944 chicago Air
convention.5z The principle of state sovereignty v¡as re-af-
firrned at this convention as being an g priori principle of
internationar raw. The 1960 u2 and 19g3 Korean Àirrines oo7

incidents reflect this principre, arthough the latter is a

questionable case depending upon whether the civilian air-
craft involved was on a reconnaissance "spy" mission or
whether it vras legitimately and mistakenly off of its normal
flight path

within the air-breathing reconnaissance regime two sepa-
rate reconnaissance sub-regimes exist. The firstr p€triphera1

reconnaissance, being the surveillance of another's territo-

56 The legal status of
altered by any 'Open
involved will be signi
reconnaissance f lights
on1y.

Steinberg, p.27.

a state's airspace wilI not beSkies' treaty as the governemnts
ng treaties to allow for friendly
through their airspace by consent

57



ry from beyond its territorial airspace, is
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considered
legaI. Àccording to CarI O. Christol,

lwlhere an aircraft _carrying and using sensingequipment fries outside the territorial-wateri orthe sensed state, and not in the sovereign air-space of foreign state, it has generally beenaccepted that such activity, and trte subsäquent' dissemination of what has been acquired, is=iã*-
fuI"58

The second sub-regime, penetrative reconnaissance, being
the overftight of a foreign territory through or within its
airspace, is i11egal.5s As mentioned, the principle of state
sovereignty and prohibition of airborne reconnaissance has

been upheld by international convention and treaty.6o The

direct vioration of territorial sovereignty can onry be a

physicar activity within a defined territory. As a result,
outer space is considered as being within the domain of
peripherar reconnaissance, even if its space activity pene-
trates from above" Christol explains further,

IrJeasoning that, if it is rawful for an aircraftoccupying the sovereignty-free airspace beyondnationat territorial îa!.;s to engage in 
".nåingof both security or miritary faciÍiIies and nátu-rar resources then it is aléo lawful to engage inremote sensing f!9* the sovereignty free ãrõu ofouter-spacer.....6l

58 Carl Q.ChristoI.
Space, p.731 .

The Modern International Law of eUter

59 A state may regulate or prohibit "the use ofapparatus in aircraft over its territory..."
9gt!, _Outgr Space: New Challenqes tó Law(Oxf ord: Clarendon presn 19€4-F pFeFe+.-
The Chicago convention of 1944 stated thathgr complete and exclusive sovereignty over
above its territory." Henkin et al; p. 942.

Christol, p. 732.

60

61

photographic
J. E. S. Faw-
and PoIicv

"every state
the airspace
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a TÀV which operates in
a peripherar reconnaissance mode wilr undoubtedly, as treaty
and customary international raw suggests, be seen as legiti-
mate. If operating in a penetrative mode, the same vehicle
will be in violation of present international Iaw and there-
fore subject to arl recognized remedies. within the air-
breathing regime there is a crear separation of sovereign
and sovereign-free territory given the current technological
limitations upon aircraft. The inabirity of aircraft to fly
to altitudes where they may be considered to be operating in
outer space and outside a states' territory provides a func-
tional understanding of the legal responsibirities concern-
ing reconnaissance. This same divergence of air and space

does not exist for TAVS, and wirr be of future concern to
canadar âs it is likely to chalrenge the existing regimes.
with TAVS there is a functionar convergence of the two sepa-
rate regimes, and they may affect our spatial understanding
as welI" rt may be argued that the shuttle already brings
the two regimes together, however, its fright characteris-
tics crearry establish it as a spacecraft upon ascent, while
its descent is unpowered, passive, welr-pranned, public and

its flight in the air regime is unsustainable.

An important issue for canada's consideration remains.
where does penetrative reconnaissance end and peripheral
reconnaissance begin?
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6.3.5 Delimitation/nelineation of Outer Space

The debate regarding the apprication of space 1aw62 and

the legitimization of saterrite reconnaissance is based upon

the 1967 Treaty for the peacefur uses of outer space which
prohibits any claim to state sovereignty in outer space.63
There is however some opposition to this craim by the Bogota

states.6a The question of where space and the application of
space law begins has centered around two separate school,s
of thought"6s The first school is based upon the spatial
argument which asserts the existence of a vertical limit of
sovereignty, based upon scientific criteria. This school
claims that space law is raw "valid in outer space" and

therefore a clearly defined boundary between air and space

62 According to gin Cheng, "lsipace law is merely a func_tional classification õr those rures of internationui t.r,and municipar law relating to outer space, natural andman-made objects in outer space, astronauts and man'sactivities in outer space or af f ecting orri.r- ,pace. "Cheng, p. 328"

see Articre rr united Nations Treaty on principles Gov-erning the Àctivities of states in the exprorätion anduse of outer space, rncruding the Moon and other celes-t ia1 Bodies. January 27 , lgæ. chr i stor , The ModernInternational Law of Outer Space. p. SS2.

The December 3rd, 197G Bogota Declaration presented theview that state sovereignty extended to poriions of thegeo-stationary orbit above the nationar territories ofBrazil, columbia, congo, Equador, Indonesia, Ke;t;l-ugun-da and zaire who were the only åignatories. såe'nåm s..l1khy, "Legar status of the ceostãtionary orbit r; Àñnars
+ ++ end Space Law, vol. rrr (1978), p. 333.'SeIaIsochrirtgl? _T!te ¡rodern lnternali-ona.L íaw ot outer ip..u,pp. 511-s22 ror Els ffin tr,e geostationaryorbit, as werr as pp.891-896 for the completã text of theBogota Declaration, December 3, 1976.

For a complete discussion see christo| s assessment by

63

64

65
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is essential. The second school is the functionalist
approach which claims that space law is raw which appries to
"space activitiês," where no spatial demarcation is neces-
sary, only the definition of space activities.66 Initially
the major space pov¡ers adopted the functionarist perspective
to avoid any restrictions upon their access to space.67

Those who argue in favour of functionarism suggest that
no clear scientific evidence for a spatial rimit exists. À

functionar timit. of 100km has been suggested, as the rowest
point of a saterlite perig€êr Although such a limit woutd be

arbitrary as satellite perigees may reach rower altitudes.6s
Gyura Gar has made the suggestion however, that the accep-
tance of the rowest perigee principre has in fact become

international law, regardless of any possible fructuations
in the actuar limit of rowest perigee.6s rn fact s. Mishra
and T. Pavrasek have concluded that there is "[nJo physical
basis which might be used as a sound and absolute reason for

scholars concerning the issue of definition/delimitation
lþi"! provides the basis for this section. tbiã,--pp.
502-51 1.

6 6 Gyula 9.1 , 1'The euest i on of Del irni tat i on - Af ter TwentyYears, " pEoçeFdings of *._ ^Twentv-gecond colroguium onthe Law of outer Spacè, T I geoEp" læ
67 Cheng, p. 324"
6 I See Christol,

SÞace, p.510"
6 s GaI, p. 128 

"his discussion
prepared to al
later be found
gee. Christol,
Space, p. 504.

The Modern International Law of Outer

Christol also cites GaI and many others in
and specifically notes that öaI is notter his proposal even if aircraft couldto transit above the 1orvest possible peri-

The Modern International Law of öuter
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defining a boundary beLween air space and outer space.'r7o

Many spatiarists have suggested that a crear spatial
derineation exists as a raw of nature. whire others in this
school craim that a single arbitrary rine is necessary as a

matter of convenience regardless of theory or science. Many

others subscribe to the right of innocent passageTl within
two separate boundaries between the highest artitude of
suborbital ftight and the lowest satellite perigee. This
so-carled "meospace" would be "rocated above 50 km above sea

level and below 130 km, prus or minus 10 km."72 others stirl
subscribe to the von Karman rine of 93 km artitude where the
loss of aerodynamic lift occurs. T 3

Functionalists,on the other hand suggest that air rarv

applies to air navigation and space law applies to space

activity. They arso may consider a state's security reguire-
ments, the altitude of operation and the nature of an air or
spacecraft's activity. Under these conditions functionalists
claim that a right of innocent passage exists for passive
vehicres which attempt to reach or return from orbit "

7o s. Mishra and T. pavrasek, "on the rack of physical Basisfor defining a Boundary Between Àir space and outer
fg?".," À¡¡ra1s of Àir and Space Law, Vot. IIi (19?gi;-p:
412 

"

71

72

under current regal structurer Do right of innocent pas-sage exists. .Àccording to the chicagõ convention, ioï.r-eignty.over air space was an absolutã right. The'"onrrun-tion did not apply to outer space however.

9llistol, The Modern International Law gf Outer Space, p.s03.

rbid, p" 506.
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christol reports that noted space jurist N.M. Matte, who is
at the "forefront" of the functionarisL school, has proposed

that "a singre legal regime for air and space" should be

created and calred "aerospacê," based upon a more feasible
functional approach, defining the nature of activities rath-
er than separate zones of air and space.Ta This singì.e
regime may or may not affect the legitimacy of satellite
reconnaissance, depending upon the definition of the activi-
ty and its intent. canadian satellites wourd best be pro-
tected in a clearly defined separation between peripherar
and penetrative regimes. convergence, if functional, would
not effect this environment. on the other hand, convergence,
if spatial, would remove the distinction between air and

space without regard to the activities of the object in
question. In essence, spatial convergence wourd be a repu-
diation of the 1967 u.N. Treaty, and wourd be detrimentar
to the security of all space objects, regardless of country
of origin.

The soviets have been reaning toward the spatial diver-
gence argument recently, however they do not recognize as of
yet, the right of innocent passage through defined corri-
dors.Ts The united States, canada, Japan, u.K. and sweden,

do not yet accept the spatialist proposal as it has main-
tained that it could not adequatery monitor a physical regal

Ibid, p. 503 
"

Christol notes that
located between 1 00-1
523-524.

this Soviet delineation would be'1Okm above sea tevel. Ibid, pp.

74



boundary

by these

issue as

pol i t ical
sidered. T

space act

between air and space.

13s

I t has also been suggested

states that it. is stirl premature Lo settle this
not all relevant information regarding legaI,

, technical and scientific factors have been con-
6 The u"s. does not wish to jeopardize any future
ivities, such as TÀV reconnaissance,

It has been argued however, that a spatial demarcation
could be made with the right of innocent passage for art
vehicles returning from space. vehicLes to be launched into
orbit wourd have to provide prior notice of their flight
path,77 while a1l sub-orbital frights wourd gualify as air-
craft and be bound by the air regime. such a proposar may

avoid possible confrontation over TÀv frights, nevertheless,
flight paths with reconnaissance characteristics, although
avoidable, would stilr be subject to alarm as the exact
nature of their overflight could be easiry hidden. This
courd read to confusion, controversy and a repeat of the KÀL

007 disaster. As Mishra and pavlasek suggest that no physi-
cal bases ex i sts , the sol-ut i on to thi s debate wi 1l come via
"sociar, cultura1, economic, historicar and political
grounds as an act of collective wi11, through negotiated
agreement or regrettably the use of force."7I

tb

77

7A

Ibid, p. 524.

Currently vehicle registration
Iaunch has occurred. See the
of Objects Launched into Outer
specifically Article Ir (p.B7S)

Mishra and Pavlasek, p.413.

may take place after a
Convention on Registration
Space, January 14, 1975.
in lbidr pp. 874-879"
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It is likely that a functional, not spatial convergence

of the two regimes, as Matte has proposed, would be the best
possibre scenario for protecting the fragile saterlite
reconnaissance regime for the time being. Nevertheless, with
the future possibility of TÀv reconnaissance and the inabil-
ity to distinguish between types of vehicres and their
intent, some arbitrary spatial demarcation may best serve
Canadian purposes"

6.4 CÀNÀDIAN SÀTELLTTE LEGTTIMACY

The question of whether or not canada should pursue its
own independent space-based surveilrance systems and

improvements in its own air and space defences depends upon

the future rerationships between NORAD, sDr, the evolution
of continental defence poricy and the maintenance of satel-
lite reconnaissance regitimacy. An independent space-based

surveillance system as a policy option for canada shoul_d not
encounter any difficult legal or poritical obstructions for
the time being. The legitimacy of saterlite reconnaissance
has been a process infruential on arms control agreements

between the superpowers. Thus canada's requirements for its
own national surveillance system should not evoke a hostire
reaction from non-space powers who disagree with having
their territories sensed by foreign satellites, afthough
this may change if these same powers ever acquire an ASÀT

capability" canada's RADÀRSÀT may encounter some difficul-
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ties as a commerciar operation, in reaching agreements with
these parties over the dissemination of information, But a

strictly military satellite used over canada in a polar or
sun-synchronous orbit, with the abirity to revisit a specif_
ic site once every 24 hoursTs for canadian purposes onry or
part of an international agency, shourd receive no undue

opposition from these pov¡ers, The difficulties, with respect
to their legitimacyr ffiây come from nations which canada or
the West perceive as military adversaries.

The sharing of information which was vital to the securi_
ty of the united states or soviet union courd provoke a neg-
ative response similar to the French proposal to establish
rsMÀ. In this instance both the soviets and Americans
( recall section 6.3.1 ) were fearful of the free access
nations would have to strategicarly vital_ information capa-
ble of irreparable harm to their national security interests
and strategic duopoly on reconnaissance satelrite informa-
tion. Thus canada has a responsibility to maintain the sta-
bility of this regime

canadian satellites could be used to revive the rsMÀ con-
cept and legitimize canada's rore as a means for independent
verification of crises and arms control. This could be done

7s lu. Canadal BèÐ4B!AI. Some of these difficulties mayhave already been aeãtt with through LANDSAT a;d spor
TY4GE precedents. canada is set tõ launch RÀDARSAT in1994 on the u.s. space shuttle for a cost of $20 rnirrion.
RÀDARSÀT is expected to generate $so0 million in sal_esand over $1 billion in spinoff activity. see "Radar sat-elrite project receives ãpprova1," GloËe and ¡raii.--tõãõ-tember 14 , 1 989. ) p.83 "
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similar to canada's negotiation of the Nelv Los which legi-
timized canadian legal craims to her Arctic ice covered are-
as by claiming custodianship of a fragire ecosystem. cana-
da, if successful in reviving the ISMA conceptr may be able
to offset the cost of monitoring her Arctic regions by par-
ticipating with other nations in monitoring the entire globe

or circumpolar region. The u.s. and soviets may find ISMÀ

to be in their best interests as more nations acquire their
own independent capabilities, and arms contror verification
becomes more comprex with the advent of new and sophisticat-
ed weapons systems. The u.s. may also find that information
about conflicts vitar to u.s. and internationar security is
better made pubric through an international agency than
through a single nation which may find itself drawn into the
fray by providing strategicarry damaging information about a

possible adversary. canada would be wise to push for rsMA

through its ov¡n efforts to build a space-based surveirlance
system and gain international acceptance for its own system,
since protecting a system during an enl-arged conflict is
al-most impossibre. I0 Àn attack upon a canadian satellite
otherwise wouLd be a violation of canada's sovereign rights.
Àlthough the principle that no right to national appropria-
tion exists in outer space, according to the 1967 outer
space Treaty, it does not prohibit a staLe from exercising

8o Àccording to a U.S" Department ofthe Soviets maintain "the world's
tional ÀSAT system, a ground based
See United States, Department of
Space Challenqe (November, 1987) p.

Defence publication,
only currently opera-
orbital interceptor. "
Defence,
11

The Soviet
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s principle is
to its space

6"4"1 rnternationar cooperation and competition

canada must also be cognizant of the dynamics of interna-
tional cooperation and competition in its quest for sater-
lite legitimacy. rnternational cooperation and competition
exists in al1 facets of international life whether it be in
political, economic or military terms; government or pri-
vaLe. rnternationar competition in space has increased due

to the proliferation of space technology and increases in
the number of countries with launch capabitities and access
to space. rn commerciaL terms, the united states, western
Europe, Japan and to some extent the soviet union and china
pose a serious chalJ-enge to canada's commercial success in
space ventures. As the canadian government is responsibre
for advancing canadian space technology domestically, she

must also ensure that canadian firms can compete effectively
in a free international market

Gorove, p.314"

According to the Febuary 1j , 1 9gg u.s. presidential
Directive on National Spaée policy, "It]he urliãã-ifaresconsiders the space syslems ór uñi n.iion to be nationarproperty with the right of passage through and operationsin space without inÈerference" purposeful intärferencewith space systems shall be viewed aè an infringårãnl onsovereign rights." united states, The white Houãe officeof the Press secretary. "presidential Directive on
I".tional spacç^tglicy" Eacr sheet. (washington,- o.c":February 11r 1988), p. 2.

81

82
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cooperation on the other hand provides the advantages of
realizing goars sooner and lowering the over-al1 cost of
programmes. ït creates stability in the international system

and creates an environment in which to expand canada's
civilian and military space programmes. Through interna-
tional cooperation and agreement Canada can instill Canadian

values in space law thus providing the necessary climate to
maintain canadian commercial and miritary assets in space.
This refrects canada's foreign policy requisite of construc-
t ive internat ional i sm. I 3

sDI for instancer hây damage canada's reputation i
tionally and threaten the cooperative environment if
ment involves canadian participation, unduly affect
nations' commercial or miritary space endeavours or
ests, is without the support of other allies, and has

ative effect upon deterrence and east-west relations.

of Science and Tech-

nterna-

deploy-

s other

inter-
a neg-

I 4 Thus

8s A canadian joint House and senate report suggests that"in an interwoven worrd, internatioña1 r."f,õnãibilityshould be interwoven with canada's basic natiõnal aims.i
See Canada,sg9 canada, rnterdependence and Internationalism.
137 . Frank Ober@inistem- p.
norogy further suggests that canadian space activities
"promote economic renewal at home and conètructive inter-nationalism abroad- by encouraging research and develop-ment in cooperation ventures wi.ttr other countries-. "Oberle, p. 23"

84 The .possible effects of sDr upon deterrence has beenstudied and determined that "delerrence will r.*uin via-bre as.long as star wars defences are so primitive thateach side retains substantial second strike capabilities.As star wars becomes better and erodes these defences,however, the primary danger rurks in one side developiniconsiderably stronger defensive capabilities than theother and thereby finding it rationál to attack, securethat it can either deter retariation completely or sur-vive a ragged response and even be cornpårativåry better
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far the reaction of the European arlies has been somewhat

receptive to sDI research, v¡hile canada does not participate
officially" It does not appear that sDI has caused any major
rifts, arthough relations with some European allies may be

affectedrss as wourd relations with the soviets, if sDr r¡¡ere

deproyed outside of current cooperative efforts in arms con-
tror. canada has taken a wait and see attitude which may in
the long run, if the u.s. decides to go ahead with furl
deployment, be disadvantageous for canada. Àlthough an inde-
pendent space-based surveilrance system is a good contingen-
cy and necessary regardress of sDr, canada should make more

assertive statements about sDr regarding its participation
or non-partic ipation 

"

6"4"2 Launch Capabilitv

since canada does not have its o$rn launch capability, it
is presumed that the Àmericans, or ress likery the French,
wourd have to provide raunch services. There may arso be the
remote chance that the chinese, Japanese or even the soviets
courd do so in the future" The only other arternative is for
canada to develop its ovrn porar raunch site, presumably at

off "" steven J. Brams and J. Marc Kilgour, ',Deterrenceversus Defence: A Garne Theoretic t'todðl oi star warsr"Internationa! Studies Ouarterlv, VoI . 32 No. -l (ttarcú,ìgãBrp;21. ==-¿-
8s rf sDr has no negative impacts upon deterrence or ftexi-bJ. response, Europe is likery to appro,re. Louis Des-champs, 

_ 
The 

. !9. and Epropean sécur itv- rnterests (London :Croom HeIm, 1987), p. 55.
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churchill, Manitoba, al-though the cost may be prohibitive.s6
The access to launch vehicles and faciliLies wilr be of
major concern to canada if she decides to go ahead with her
own space-based surveillance system. The pace of development

and the priorization of launch vehicles and customers wirl
rikely be effected by sDI. The enormous cost of sDr provides
incentives to build effective and efficient launch vehicles
in order to Lower the cost of raunches on a cost per pound

basis. The u"s. wishes to diversify its launch capability by

using expendable and non-expendabre launch vehicres. The

x-30 derivatives, as discussed in section 6.6, are expected
to lower the cost per pound by one order of magnitude. BT The

space shuttle and its second generation cousin are to be

used for current and future NÀsA programme launches such as

the construction and servicing of the space station. An

expendable heavy-rift Launcher is arso plannedr âs is the
continuation and further development of the many u.s. expen-

currently canada gnry possesses a modest launch capabili-ty able to launch vehicres.with only a smalr payioad ofabout 400 ]bs" like the Bristol-Àeróspace BLÀCK BRÀNT oru.s. scour rockets. The churchitl facirity was crosed in1985 and recently re-opened. It is destiñed to be-ãerno-li shed in 199-2 , as the canadian space Àgency has nofuture prans for its ov¡n raunch progiamme. The facirityshould become part of the csÀ, ás lt meets its researchmandate. rt could be used to attract other internationalpartners to upgrade the facirity to launch larger pay-loads and rower the associateá costs. see Mãnitðuã,Department of rndustry, Trade and Tourism. churchirÍ
Besearch Ranse Feasibiritv_ study. prepared by spleceÀasociates rnc. -(Junefit8il-

The- goal of $2_00_ per pound may seem unrearistic, never-theless, even harf of the current costs would juátiry theexpenditure to develop the x-30. see Nationar commiåsionon spacer_Pioneerinq the space Frontier (New york: BantamBooks, 1986), p. 115.

86
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TITÀN and ATLAS-CENTUÀR

Many foreign raunch capabilities exist or are pranned,

t¡hich canada may reguire, such as the ÀRIANE, LONG MÀRCH,

PRoToN' ENERGYTÀ, HoToL, HOPE, HERMES and SANGER. The

demands of sDI upon American raunchers wilr prace great
strain upon already backrogged schedules. The demand for
raunch vehicres and facirities by sDr may cause the cancel-
lation or delay of many scientific and commercial payloads.
This may force both Àmerican and canadian projects to seek

foreign launch sources, attaining at reast, canadian launch
policy objectives. ss rn converse to this argument however,
is the possibility that the increased demand wirl require
the further construction of effective, efficient and readily
available launchers, thus stimulating the commercial launch
and commercial space sector in the u.s., from which canada

will benefit with the increase in launch services.

Regardress of who launches the satelrites for canada,

their replacement if removed or disabred by an ÀsAT during a

confl-ict is almost impossible. such a system wourd be

extremery vulnerable during a crisis, thus as a means of
force-enabrer or multiprier during conflict such a system

would be useless, since it could neither be repraced, nor
could it provide canada with the means to detect an attack

88 Launch diversi
ton, p.349.
launch for her
Dotto, p, 265.

fication is Canada's goal. Dewi
Canada will however receive ainitial RADARSAT remote sensing

tt and Kir-
free NÀSÀ

satellite"
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or northern invasion. such matters would therefore belong to
the Àmericans and NÀTo. Nevertheless, the ability to receive
an advanced warning of attack and defend against any small
incursion sent to Lest or distract canadian forces is a via-
ble arternative to a warfighting capability for canadian

surveillance systems.

6"4.3 PoIicv Options

canada should pursue an internationalry accepted passive
surveillance and detection space-based system Iinked to an

rsMÀ-like organization in order to provide surveillance of
the Àrctic, arms control verification and crises monitoring,
and adequate protection of the system through universal
international acceptance and internaLionar stabilityr âs its
f i rst opt ion . The second option for Canada would be to
establish a completely independent system separate from its
NORÀD commitment, The third option would be to establish a

joint Canada/u.S. system within NORÀD providing that the
non-deployment of sDI vras assured. If this assurance was

made, the third option may take priority over the second if
the cost was considered too great.

other options for canada incrude the developrnent of a

circumpolar satellite surveitlance Àgency, to monitor the
Arctic areas of all circumporar states. These measuresr âs

part of a greater canadian circumpolar foreign poricy,
address the concerns of confidence buirding in the Arctic in
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order to reduce military threats. According to James Macin-
tosh and Michael stack, 'confidence Building Measures' pro-
vide a rore in "reducing misperception, increasing predict-
abirity and avoiding over-reaction in conventional miritary
rel-ations" "8e As a f urther conf idence buirding measure, can-
ada may wish to strengthen the 'open skies' proposal in the
future by including the sharing of satellite reconnaissance
data between Warsaw pact and NÀTO countries.

The use of saterrites by canada whether independently or
jointly with other circumpolar states shourd have a positive
affect, since either system would have only passive capabir-
ities of detection. This shourd avoid destabilizing current
circumporar and superpower relationships, as "more aggres-
sive and offensive maritime poricies and changes in nucrear
strategy are very likery to have a negative impact on the
security of individual circumpolar statesr"so while coopera_
tive or passive military policies are rikely to reduce the
need for Àrctic militarization.

89 James Macintosh and Michael stack, "À circumpolar confi-dence Building RegiTgrl' canadian Defence ouarlerlv, vor.1s No" 2 (Àurumn, ]eaq),-þ.7 cõ;TlãencãTuffiñé meas-ures on the other hand incrude providing informatión to apotentiar adversary about wtrãt migñt be consideredthreatening, like missile tests or the return of spaceobjects. TÞ.y have also proposed the use of .irãù*pårursatelrites in the same mañner as r have described abäve.

r bid.90



Chapter VI I

CONCLUS I ON

7.1 INTRODUCTION

rn the opening chapter it was determined that politicar
science has a role to play in determining the extent that
'orbiting sateltites have altered and expanded the concept
of sovereignty.' It has been demonstrated throughout this
work that the concept of sovereignty affects and is affected
by change" No where has sovereignty been completely disa-
vowedr âs even in outer space the functions of sovereignty
remain. canada has atternpted to use, or wilr use, the sover-
eign-free area of outer space to affirm her terrestrial sov-
ereignty through the use of earth-monitoring saterrites. The

abirity to do so and its effects are summarized in this
finar chapter as are concrusions from which canada may

develop a coherent policy for surveilrance satellite use

over the Arctic"

146
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7.2

7"2

SUMMARY

1 Sovereiqnty

I n chapter two i t r,Ias demonstrated that sovereignty, as a

concept, is an assumption or justification for man assuming

or exercising polrer within a political unit, excluding any

higher authority. The concept of sovereignty has changed

throughout time. rnitially, it had rimited meaning and could
be applied to any person or body which þias believed to be

superior over any other. In crassical riterature, the sover-
eign had become absolute with irLimitable power. The modern

concept maintains many of its crassical characteristics, but
nevertheress, has adapted to the changes with modern poriti-
cal units and the internationar system. For instance, the
locus or bearer of sovereignty has changed within modern

democracies, yet sovereignty stilL remains as a whol_e when

viewed externally. It exists without a singJ-e sovereign,
being altered by constitutionalism or law. Sovere ignty
impries the urtimate responsibility for finaL decision mak-

ing, rather than absolute authority. sovereignty remains
within federated states, like canada, since the federar gov-
ernment still retains direct control over individual citi-
zens, arthough the locus of this authority may be uncertain.

Territoriar sovereignty was shown to be the exercise of
sovereignty within defined territoriar rimits and the excLu-
sion of sovereignty f rom r,¡ithout.. Territorial sovereignty
requires internationar obligations and duties which are vol-
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untary, yet for practical purposes, necessary. These sup-
pose that the sovereign of one state recognizes and. protects
the rights of other sovereigns, based upon equarity and

mutual respect. The exercise of sovereignty within a

defined territory reguires only a minimum degree of treat-
ment' as sovereignty, for all practical purposes, cannot be

exercised on every point at every moment.

The relationship between sovereignty and the state is
based upon the provision of security for persons within the
defined territory. Sovereignty maintains internal and

external order, yet ambiguities remain, such as the princi-
ples of internationar Iaw, which some may craim supercedes

the concept of sovereignty. These divsions between internal
and external sovereignty, and the ambiguities of the concept
concerning internationar law are neither as pronounced nor
suff icient to replace, as Raymond Aron states, the national_
realities and authorities, This is true of the realist per-
spective which maintains that 'each poriticar unit legis-
lates for itself and does not yield to an external authori-
ty. '

The acquisition of

through various internat
from discovery of a terri
The process of consolidat
means of acquiring sovere

lega1 principle, rather i

territorial sovereignty is made

ionally recognized means, ranging

tory to conquest over a territory.
ion which accounts for a variety of
ignty, is itself not a recognized

t is based upon political relation-



ships. In this regard

ic or developmental.

developmental soverei

rather than a single,

territorial sovereignty can be

Both are equally recognized,

gnty refers to a continual
specific act or series of acts.
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symbol-

howeve r

process

Territorial sovereignty can only refer to rand, airspace
and water " No territoriar sovereignty exists in outer
space. Nevertheless , other tradi t ional funct ions of sover-
eignty can be exercised beyond earth's atmosphere.

7.2.2 Canadian Sovereiqnty

chapter three determined that canada's claims of sover-
eignty over the Arctic are based upon conditions of state-
hoodr ôs well as regal and historic grounds. canada's claim
to sovereignty is based upon the transfer of Titre from
Britain in 1880 and subsequent expeditions and actions taken
to affirm sovereignty" Disputed claims to the l_ands of the
Àrctic Archipelago have been settred for over fifty years,
current disputes arise over the status of the waterways

between canada's Àrctic rslandsr pârticurarly the Northwest
Passage. canada claims that arl waters of the Archipeì_ago

are internar, while the united states maintains the passage

way is an international strait, regardless of the recent
agreement which recognizes canadian control. rnuit land
claims, canadian legisration (particurarry environmentar),
Àrticle 234 of the New Law of The sea and further bilateral
and multilaterar negotiations are the best arternatives in
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order to seek a peaceful settlement and strengthen canada's
claim. It does not appear that for the time being canada

should force the issue of sovereignty over the Northwest
Passage with the united States, in order to avoid possibre
I.C"J. adjudication or conflict.

7 "2"3 Canadian Arctic Defence

chapter four emphasized that physical capabirities to
enforce canadian law are a requisite of her sovereignty.
canada has reried upon great powers, such as the u.s., to
provide a large share of her defence needs, due to a lack of
resources to meet the chalrenges of her own geography. This
does not diminish her craims of sovereignty in itself, only
the rack of minimum independent capabilities to assert and

affirm sovereignty where canadian interests diverge from
u's. interests, especially over the Northwest passage.

canada's ability to contror the Àrctic is in doubt.
Threats, such as soviet submarines capable of sLBM and sLcM

attacks upon North Àmerica, as werl as general violation of
canadian laws, diminish canada's claim to sovereignty, if
she cannot adequately assess these concerns and respond.
canada must therefore rery upon American under-ice submarine
patrols to assess the Soviet threat,
another challenge to her sovereignty.

which in itself is
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As a resurt, canada recognizes the growing strategic
importance of the Àrctic, both militarily and economicarry.
Thus the need for an effective three ocean navy has been

stated by many government and non-government sources. The

purchase of ten to twelve nucrear-powered submarines was

considered to be an essential component of a canadian three
ocean navy, whose capabilities !¡ere necessitated by Àrctic
conditions. However, plans for the submarines, which have

been scrapped, could have been used to. maintain canada's
current security commitments (ie North Àtlantic) while pro-
viding a rninimum capability under canada's Arctic ice for
sovereignty patrol. À new Navat programme is now an essen-
tial priority for Arctic sovereignty and canadian defence in
general.

Àenia1 surveillance and surface icebreakers can accom-

plish the other requirements of sovereignty. since recogni-
tion of fulr canadian sovereignty over the waters of the
archiperago is not likery to be l¡on by forcer oo overwhel-m-

ing capabiliLy is required, only a minimum to assert, affirm
and strengthen canada's legar craim. The ability to use

force is necessary to uphold canadian raw and claims to sov-
ereign in the Arctic, both above and under the ice, is part
of the required minimum.

Canada's current surveillance capabilities are

to sufficientry monitor her northern territories,
claims that surveirrance is an affirmation of her

inadequate

yet Canada

sovere i gn-
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ty" The use of rnuit Rangers, cp-140 patrors, the RCMp and

coast Guard are inadequate patror and surveillance methods.

The capability to enforce canadian law and assert sovereign-
ty also requires the ability to know where canadian raws and

sovereignty are being violated or charlenged, in order to
send the necessary availabre forces or authorities for
intercept ion and interdict ion. Canada appears currently to
lack sufficient resources for both surveirrance and physical
enforcement. However what is known of current Àrctic activi-
ties, such a capability may not be required at this time.
Nevertheless, the projections arone for future Arctic activ-
ity will require an increase or improvment in both surveir-
lance and enforcement capabitities. rt should be repeated
nevertheress, that direct physical capabilities of enforce-
ment, reguire surveillance in order to adequately affirm
sovereignty. This surveirrance capability does not require a

ful1 24 hour monitoring of every metre of canadian territo-
ry.

7"2"4 Canadian Remote Sensinq Capabilities

chapter five reveal-ed thaL the most rogical selling point
of a canadian space-based surveilrance system is the abirity
to monitor any point of canadian territory through any cli-
matic conditions at any given time. This however should not
be seen as a necessary requisite for sovereignty, as no

state or legar principre supports such a requirement. There-
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fore, the rationale behind canada acquiring space-based sur-
veillance is that surveiltance of a state's ovrn territory is
an affirmation of its sovereignty, but more importantl_y it
contributes to canadian, continentar and western security.
canada cannot adequately cover its entire territory to the
degree it feels is sufficient for affirming its sovereignty
in the most northern reaches of the Arctic. Any improvements

to canadian surveirlance systems wilr undoubtedry enhance

deterrence, canadian and g1obal securiLy, while the sover-
eignty function is an adjunct blessing. Current Canadian

systems are inadequate, as are continental systems, for com-

prete coverage of canadian territory. In many ways, a con-
flict of interest exists between continental defence part-
ners sharing defence systems one partner considers to affirm
sovereignty over a territory the other partner disputes. rt
v¡as arso disclosed that improving upon current systems to
meet all of canada's needs would be too expensive for canada

to fulfill.

The relationship between NORÀD and sDI , and canada's
opposition makes an independent space-based system a strong
alternative to continuing a relationship which may infringe
upon Canadian interests. À space-based system will also
allow canada to continue its current security and arms con-
trol policies as werr as make use of canadian technorogy,
providing economic benefits to canadians. The use of such a

system may provide foreign policy alternatives to canada's
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an internat ional

ite surveillance.
cost of Canada's

7 "2 "5 Policy Considerations

chapter six provided the necessary policy considerations
for canada, if she is to pursue her own independent, birat-
eral- or murtilateral space-based surveillance systemr âS

well as the international obrigations canada, wourd assume

upon entering the space-based surveirlance regime. Recipro-
car u.s. and soviet space activities led to the establish-
ment of the saterrite reconnaissance regime. The slow dever-
opment of ÀsÀTs allowed both sides time to accept satellite
use. canada must be aware of the current and future char-
lenges to this regime and the impact of her own activities
in order to prevent a change in attitude toward sateltite
reconnaissance. Third party saterrites, such as canada's,
both civilian or military, ÀsATs, orbital debris and nucre-
ar-power sources, sDr and Trans-Atmospheric vehicres (ravs)

threaten or will threaten the current regime. This may

result in changes to current dissemination policies or atti-
tudes toward satellit.e reconnaissance. Canada must therefore
decide between open dissemination or controrled dissemina-
tion, the creation of an international organization or mul-
tirateral treaty to control satellite use and seek a formal
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agreement to the regime. rn such negotiations, canada should
be cognizant of the incentives to buird ÀsAT vreapons, such

as the asymmetries invoLved. À ban upon space-based weapons

should therefore be pursued. ASÀTS inherently threaten all
satellites as well as arms control verification. orbital
debris and NPS in orbit can be just as destructive to sater-
lites as ÀsÀTS. TÀvs will undoubtedly challenge the current
regime and shourd be considered in any future negotiations.
canada may also pursue an rsMÀ, wso, pAxsAT or expanded

'open skies' concept if such an agency can contribute to
canadian dissemination policy, the stability of the sateL-
lite regime and constructive internationalism.

The possibility of the convergence of air and space

reconnaissance brought on by TÀv flight will certainry force
the derimitation/delineation debate between air and space.

It is noted that a functional convergence wourd provide
security for current spacecraft capabilities, however the
emergence of TAV reconnaissance wilr make this impossibre as

its function and intent is difficurt if not impossible to
police. Therefore, spatial divergence of the two regimes,
namely, some arbitrary or natural" physicar division between

air and space is most likely the best possible ansv¡er for
canada's protection of her satelrites and maintenance of the
current satellite regime"

The most immediate challenge to canada is the sor/uoReo

debate, their relationship to continentar defence, and cana-
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da's international obrigations. If the united states is
determined to pursue sDr deproyment, it is certain that
NORÀD will become an intricate component of the u.s. space-

commandr âs it will be impossible for many reasons, both
political and practicar, to separate space defence from cur-
rent air defence. À strategic defence system wilr require
fulr canadian cooperation, as canadian territory and partic-
ipation are a likery requirement. canada, if she determines
sDI is not in her interests wilr be hard-pressed to accept
the system" If the u.s" can deproy a system without canadi-
an participation, canada will still contribute through
NORAD. rt is not 1ike1y that the u.s. wirr require the NWS

for sDr as space-based systems are superior, nevertheless,
it may retain the Nws as a possible back-up for air defence.
canada, must therefore make a decision either to remain in
NORÀD, but not sDr, acquire less information about space

surveillance, and be regarded as a full partner by the sovi-
ets anyway; or be a full member of a new continental_ aero-
space defence incorporating sDr with NORÀD; or reave NORÀD

and pursue other surveillance options. These other options
wilr depend upon the satetlite technology and raunch capa-
bilities available to canada. The technology is avairable to
canada through her RÀDÀRSAT programme. The major difficul-
ties courd come in the form of initial raunchr frâintenance
and/or replacement during a crisis.
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canada' must be cognizant of the economic benefits and

poriLical downside of sDI research in the united states. It
is likely that sDr research will provide ample stimurus to
ner¡r technology and raunch vehicles, f rom which canada shourd
benefit" During this phase sDr r+il1 not encounter signifi-
cant poriticar opposition within the NÀTo arliance. rf horv-

ever, the programme r¡¡ere to survive Àmerican domestic oppo-

sition and reach deployment stage, alliance opposition wourd

presumably grolr, Às we]l, sDr wourd cause further opposi-
tion and threaten deterrence if deployed outside current
arms control treaties and negotiations. canada should be

aware of the consequences of siding with the u.s. programme

on one hand, or opting out on the other. By excruding itserf
from sDr research and u.s. deployment, canada is likely to
suffer in its relationship with the u.s. space programme.

By accepting the programme, canadar ñây upset its interna-
tional cooperative efforts in space if sDI deployment is
adverse. canada shourd therefore continue to oppose sDr

deployment and further Canadian involvement
gramme 

"

in the pro-

Regardress of sDI deproyment, canada should pursue a

space-based surveillance sysLem to affirm her sovereignty.
This system may be independent, bilaterar or murtirateral
depending upon certain scenarios. However, a bilaterar sys-
ten with the u"s. without settting the Northwest passage

dispute rvi11 not 1ikely affirm sovereignty over that partic-
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ufar region. rt will however extend coverage throughout the
archiperago. À murtilaterar system is the best alternative
for canada if she wishes to affirm sovereignty, protect her
satellites and establish formal rules for satelrite use and

information dissemination. An independent system would be

useful for affirming sovereignty, however measures to pro-
tect the satellites and regulate dissemination, shourd arso
be undertaken to legitimize their use. Formal negotiations
are considered superior for these purposes, nevertheless,
informar bargaining may also provide satisfactory resul_ts.
Canada should avoid a bilateral systern without assurances
from the u.s. that sDr will not be separable. For similar
reasons, canada could not remain in NORÀD as it now stands
if sDr is deployed. rf canada accepts sDr deployment and

participates furry, then these conditions become moot. I f
NORÀD continues to evolve as it is toward space-based sys-
tems and the u.s. rejects sDI deployment, then a bilateral
system is workable, but wirl not be sufficient to arter can-
ada's claim over the Northwest passage.

7.3 FINAL SUMMATION

outer space has become a significant arena for the con-
duct of state activities. canada should use the space

resource to the fullest extent possibter ês it is 1ikely
that space-based systems provide cheaper arternatives to
many terrestriar systems offering significant advantages
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over them" Àlthough space has altered the concept of sover-
eignty to a degree, in terms of eriminating territorial
acquisition, extraterritoriar state sovereignty can stirl be

exercised in space. canada may do so to affirm its sover-
eignty over its Àrctic region, as long as it does not vio-
late the rights of other states. Therefore, space-based sur-
veilrance systems can affirm sovereignty in the same manner

as terrestrial-based systems, however, space-based systems

cannot be used to affirm sovereignty over a territory which
could not be first legal1y affirmed by terrestriar systems.
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